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An analysis of leadership approval ratings in Russia after the fall of the USSR until the present day was conducted through a review of secondary literature, a demonstration of statistics, process-tracing and discourse analysis to answer the following research question: What explains President Vladimir Putin’s sustainably high approval ratings today despite economic downturn? Indicators including economic performance, political and civil liberties, centralization of power, foreign policy actions, and security levels were examined in their relation to presidential approval ratings during former Russian President Boris Yeltsin’s and current President Vladimir Putin’s time in office respectively. The former was used to provide a comparative analysis with the latter and presented important variations in the indicators necessary for the construction of the argument. It was concluded that while improved economic performance, higher levels of security, increasingly assertive foreign policy, and greater centralization of power led to positive approval ratings for Putin – absent characteristics during Yeltsin’s terms – declining economic indicators and stricter political controls after 2014 had no adverse effect on Putin’s popularity. In fact, they were even associated with higher approval ratings, as were the more assertive foreign policy and continued levels of security. This latter situation presented an interesting puzzle which was examined through a specific theoretical framework including the use of “social creativity” as an identity management strategy within Social Identity Theory. The conclusions noted that the consolidation of a strong and
conservative Russian national identity representing a direct counter to liberal democratic values, possessing both domestic and international features, has fostered “positive national self-esteem” in Russia and has consequently led to Putin’s continued successful approval ratings today despite an economic downturn. This process was facilitated by the presence of threat, be it economic, physical or existential. These findings were then applied to the literature on the sustainability of hybrid regimes and what that may signify for the liberal democratic world order.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction, Literature Review, Methods and Organization of the Study

Introduction

During Russian President Vladimir Putin’s current term (2012-present), the Russian regime has become increasingly authoritarian with heightened media control and reduced civil rights and political liberties, according to Freedom House, a leading agency on freedom in the world. It has also adopted an increasingly aggressive and nationalist foreign policy both in the near and far abroad through its actions such as annexing Crimea, invading eastern Ukraine, and involving itself in a military incursion in Syria. In addition, the economic situation and living standards in Russia have deteriorated following the 2014 fall in the price of oil and the imposition of western economic sanctions on Russia after its annexation of Crimea. Yet, the majority of Russians today in 2017 continue to register historically high approval ratings for their leader despite many having rebelled against him in 2011-2012 during the parliamentary and presidential elections. In the face of increasing restrictions on freedom, domestic economic instability and a new, active foreign policy that

has arguably broken international law, what factors explain Putin’s increased and sustainably high approval ratings?

This study examines both the domestic and foreign policy elements of Putin’s time in office that provide explanations for his popularity today and throughout his tenure. It also examines domestic and foreign policy during Yeltsin’s time in office to present a juxtaposition between the two leaders. There are several potential explanations for Putin’s continued 89% favorability ratings in 2017. One possible explanation could be that instability in Russia in the 1990s left Russians with a fear of change and a desire for a strongman ruler to provide them with greater security and stability despite any accompanied civil and political rights abuses. A second explanation could be that Putin has been effective at appealing to Russian aspirations of returning to the great power status Russia once had, challenging the US and NATO and affirming its role in international relations. A third explanation points to Putin’s “amazing ingenuity in adapting to changing, conditions, and a strong desire to stay in power at any cost.” Putin uses extraordinary measures to pump up his ratings such as wars and external threats when the economy or other factors threaten to drive them down, in other words, he uses methods to distract and deter the population of Russia from any economic woes they may be experiencing. Though this latter explanation may work to explain short term bursts of approval ratings, this study seeks to explain Putin’s sharp increase in popularity and the sustainability of that increase. A fourth possibility is that Russia has successfully adapted its foreign policy actions to a


changing world and strategically responds to the actions of other states in the international realm and the world’s geopolitical dynamics to the liking of the Russian population. These interests have shifted over time from “Great Power Balancing” to “Pragmatic Cooperation” to “Great Power Assertiveness” to “Russia’s New Vision for Modernization” and finally to “Russia’s Civilizationist Turn”. A combination of these reasons may also provide the best overall explanation. This study seeks to determine which of these explanations possess the greatest explanatory power in analyzing Putin’s popularity and adds the element of the importance of national identity to the discussion. Through the framework of Social Identity Theory in Social Psychology and the use of “social creativity” as a current identity management strategy, this study argues that Putin has consolidated a specific national identity that possesses both domestic and international features based on conservatism and sovereignty which represents an opposition to western values and has allowed Russia to regain positive national self-esteem and re-establish itself as an important international actor.

The main argument is that domestically, Putin represents the father of stability and a proud leader of Russia’s cultural distinctiveness. He has created a safer, more orderly, more stable society through an effective and pragmatic centralization of power, run by a historically traditional authoritarian figure. He has emphasized Russia’s unique identity and unique developmental needs and implemented a specific form of democracy that adheres to those needs and traditional mindset called a ‘sovereign democracy’.

6 Andrei Tsygankov, Russia's Foreign Policy: Change and Continuity in National Identity (Lanham: Rowman and Littlefield, 2016).

Internationally, Putin is the restorer of Russia’s ‘Great Power Status’ through his bold moves in Ukraine and Syria and through his challenging of the status quo. He has emphasized the importance of conservatism and national sovereignty and has adopted the role of the leader of the anti-western world. Putin has achieved a symbolic power as the “Keeper of traditional values” and portrays Russia’s conservative, Eurasian and Civilizationist identity as being superior to the West, whose identity he describes as materialist, individualist, imperialist, hypocritical, and possessing a lax sense of self and morality. Both his actions and rhetoric have consolidated a strong and unified sense of national identity and purpose, which has led to a restoration of national pride not seen after the fall of the USSR and therefore a positive national self-esteem.

The analysis presented here draws on elements of International Relations theory and Comparative Politics. While the primary identity-based argument relies on Realist and Constructivist theories in International Relations to explain the importance of order and the social contract and Russia’s historical trajectory prior to its present identity consolidation and current identity management strategies, it is also useful to use theories within Comparative Politics to define the nature of the Russian regime, its development path, how it sustains itself, and what implications this has for similar regimes and the development of democracy. These theories will help explain the roots of Putin’s increased and continuing popularity on both the domestic and international sides of the equation and will support the evidence found in the data collected to form a sound and coherent argument that not only has implications for Russia, but for the development of similar countries as well as for the future of the world order.
**Background Literature and Theoretical Framework**

The primary theoretical framework used to argue the main points of this study is derived from Realist and Constructivist theories in International Relations. Realism in International Relations prioritizes the nation state and its self-interest in international relations. It also prioritizes security and relative power. Realists have also claimed that a realist tradition of thought is evident within the history of political thought all the way back to antiquity, including Thucydides, Thomas Hobbes, Kautilya and Niccolò Machiavelli. This study derives its realist argument from Thomas Hobbes and the idea of the “social contract”⁸. Constructivism describes the dynamic, contingent, and culturally based condition of the social world.⁹ Constructivist theories emphasize the role of knowledge and of knowledgeable agents in the constitution of social reality. It is a social theory that should be understood as taking intersubjectivity and social context into consideration and the co-constitution of agent and structure. In International Relations, Constructivism has led to new and important questions about the role of identities, norms, causal understandings, and power in the constitution of national interests, institutionalization, international governance, and about the social construction of new territorial and non-territorial transnational regions. Some well-known constructivist scholars include Tim Dunne, Peter Katzenstein, Friedrich Kratochwil, Nicholas Onuf, and John Ruggie.

---


However, regime theories in Comparative Politics are also used within this study’s theoretical framework to describe the nature of the Russian regime and to better understand how a Constructivist argument contributes to the existing theories on hybrid and autocratic regime sustainability in Comparative Politics. The regime theories emphasize the difficulties that certain nations faced while democratizing and underline that instead of reaching democratic consolidation, they have mostly remained in a ‘hybrid’ zone between authoritarianism and democracy.10 The autocratic sustainability theories provide explanations for the endurance of non-democratic regimes upon which this study builds and incorporates the importance of imposing order and stability, as well as the maintenance of a positive national self-esteem in times of threat.

Order and Security and State Centralization

Within Realism, the strengthening of the state is seen as the basic foundation of social order.11 “Social contract” arguments typically posit that individuals have consented, either explicitly or tacitly, to surrender some of their freedoms and submit to the authority of the ruler in exchange for protection of their remaining rights. It is important to consider that there may be prior needs to be fulfilled before a society can enjoy or even desire liberty. It does not much matter whether threats to security come from within or outside one’s own


nation. A victim is just as dead if the bullet that kills him is fired by a neighbor attempting to seize his property as if it comes from an invading army. A citizen looks to the state, therefore, for protection against both types of threats. Security is an absolute value. In exchange for providing it, the state can rightfully ask anything from a citizen save that he sacrifice his own life, for preservation of life is the essence of security.

In the Leviathan, Hobbes states that without security:

There is no place for Industry, because the fruit thereof is uncertain: and consequently no Culture of the Earth, no Navigation, nor use of the commodities that may be imported by Sea; no commodious Building; no Instruments of moving and removing such things as require much force, no Knowledge of the face of the Earth; no account of Times; no Arts; no Letters; no Society; and which is worst of all, continual fear, and danger of violent death; And the life of man, solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short. ¹²

This study emphasizes the establishment of order and security that Putin provided in Russian society and states this as a major explanation for his popularity. This order and security was achieved through state centralization, as will be described in detail in chapter 3. As part of Putin’s centralization project, the ‘institutionalization of corruption’ and the ‘vertical integration of criminals’ permitted Putin’s direct control over organized crime groups, which further contributed to Russia’s increased levels of safety. As Mark Galeotti explains, in the 1990s after the Soviet Union collapsed, organized crime exploded and became stronger than the state itself. This was one of the main reasons why the people and the elite craved a strong leader who could rebuild the authority of the state and restore stability. Russia became a lot safer after Putin, and this was partly due to certain

¹² Ibid, 84.
settlements that were reached with organized crime groups. These agreements included not challenging the state or causing chaos in exchange for immunity and following state orders and requests or else face serious consequences. In other words, the corruption that exists in Russia between the elite and organized crime groups has managed to provide more order to the society, despite the controversial manners in which it is being achieved.

The order in the society and the stability of the regime also lie within the fact that the elite in Russia is united and cohesive under Putin due to similar “network” ties and agreements. The Russian regime has been described as a “network” state. In other words, the country appears to be run by interest groups and less formal interactions. The members of the network usually possess high ranking positions within the state apparatus. These networks historically permeated all of Russian politics but today rather shape the relations between the center and the periphery and therefore cut across bureaucratic structures and institutions. Therefore, the Russian state’s national interests are formed by the interests of these private actors.

Karen Dawisha has categorized Russia as a “Kleptocracy”. In other words, Putin transformed an oligarchy independent of and more powerful than the state into a corporatist structure in which oligarchs served at the pleasure of state officials, who themselves gained and exercised economic control both for the state and for themselves. The result is that 110 individuals control 35% of Russia’s wealth. Dawisha states that Putin’s advance to

---


power was not accidental but premeditated by Putin and a group of his followers. He built a system based on massive predation on a level not seen in Russia since the tsars. The oligarchs in Russia have become billionaires, and are able to maintain that wealth so long as they do not challenge Putin’s power and bolster the centralized power of the state. In a pluralistic state, the abuse of power of Putin and his associates would bring down the government, but in Russia, this has little effect. Although Dawisha deeply criticizes the regime, this study argues that this structural description of the regime helps to explain its sustainability as it provides a certain form of stability.

Russia in the 1990s suffered high levels of instability due to its lack of a strong governing power in the midst of its transition from authoritarianism. As Samuel Huntington stated, modernization breeds instability while modernity breeds stability. In order to transition from one to the other, it is important to have an effective governing body to establish order. Though Russia had already undergone periods of modernization, the 1990s was a period of further modernization as the country transitioned from a communist system to a capitalist system and experienced glasnost and perestroika, or opening and reform. Unlike during the chaotic 1990s under Yeltsin, Vladimir Putin exhibited governmental effectiveness to ensure this process happened smoothly through his centralization project and the rapid economic growth that Russia experienced in the 2000s. Putin often states that Russia has separate developmental needs and governing needs than western countries due to its different historical trajectory. Huntington stressed the need for


16 Samuel P. Huntington, Political order in changing societies, (New Haven, Yale University Press, 1968), 41.
political order and strong institutions before achieving modernity, liberty, democracy and stability. None of these can be possible without the presence of an orderly and secure environment, important elements that Putin promoted in Russian society. Countries with coherent political orders, whether autocratic or democratic, are likely to exhibit lower levels of social violence. For these reasons among others that will be discussed, stability and order have proven to be more important in Russian cultural values than liberty, and the centralization of power has historically been associated with a safer more orderly environment in Russia. Putin’s ability to maintain a high level of support despite his authoritarian tendencies may show that people are ready to sacrifice a certain degree of freedom for the promise of stability. Also, enthusiasm for Putin among the young also shows that he does not only appeal to those looking back to past certainties.

Davis and Silver found that the greater people’s sense of threat, the lower their support for civil liberties. This effect interacts, however, with trust in government. The most profound of all the choices relating to national security is the tradeoff with liberty, for at conflict are two quite distinct values, each essential to human development. At its starkest, this choice presents itself as: how far must states go, in order to protect themselves against adversaries that they regard as totalitarian, toward adopting totalitarian-like constraints on their own citizens? In the US, it is a tension that arises every day in the pulling and hauling between police and intelligence agencies and the Constitution. At a practice level, the choices become: what powers do we concede to the local police? To the FBI? To the CIA and the other arms of the “intelligence community”? Ullman states that

for a leader trying to instill the political will necessary for a national society to respond effectively to a threat to its security, a military threat is especially convenient. The “public good” is much more easily defined; sacrifice can not only be asked but expected; particular interests are more easily coopted or overridden; it is easier to demonstrate that “business as usual” must give way to extraordinary measures; dissent is more readily swept aside in the name of forging a national consensus.18 Threats of any kind such as an external enemy or even an internal enemy can therefore be quite necessary for ruling a country. A leader must always have a reason for acting that is supported by the values of the people of that nation and the identity of that nation. In terms of the security over liberty framework, the higher levels of threat exist, the more the security over liberty framework becomes legitimate.

Securitizing Threats

Putin capitalizes on the security over liberty framework through his use of Securitization in International Relations. Putin has framed the West as a threat to Russian security and identity and has created a particular narrative in Russian society that is anti-western and legitimizes Putin’s actions both domestically and internationally. Securitization in International Relations is the process in which state actors transform a specific issue into being a matter of security and therefore enables extraordinary measures to be used in the name of that security. Issues that manage to become securitized represent

---

the success of an actor to construct an issue into an existential problem. In the process of securitizing an issue, an actor securitizes a particular threat for a particular audience. Therefore, it is a highly-studied theme in Constructivism in International Relations due to its focus on the transformation of an issue by an actor into a matter of security to allow for the use of extraordinary measures. The term was coined by Ole Waever in 1995 and is connected with the Copenhagen School. But the Copenhagen School sees securitization as a failure to deal with issues of normal politics and therefore prefers “desecuritization” whereby issues are removed from the sphere of exceptionality into the ordinary. Not everything can be securitized though. In order for something to be successfully securitized, an actor has to present something as an existential threat to an audience that has to accept it. Only through this acceptance can the issue move above the sphere of normal politics, allowing elites to break normal procedures and rules to fight for that security. Securitizing an issue is largely based on power and capability and the means that one possesses to be able to socially and politically construct a threat. Emotions, policy tools, images, and other means are mobilized by a securitizing actor, who works to prompt an audience to build feelings and thoughts about the critical vulnerability of a subject. By securitizing the West and NATO and emphasizing the threat they pose to the survival of Russia’s unique


civilization and specific political and developmental needs, Putin legitimizes his actions domestically and abroad. Domestically it legitimizes his centralization project and his increasing authoritarian tendencies. Abroad, his actions in Crimea, eastern Ukraine and Syria have succeeded in providing the illusion of great power strength and the restoration of a “Greater Russia”, as well as a challenge to the international status quo. Putin has successfully securitized this issue and sold it to the Russian people as imperialist moves from the West and its desire for world domination which is often guised as a desire to spread democracy and human rights. He has framed the issue as a threat to the Slavic identity both in Russia and in the near abroad, and created an assertive counter-identity based on the rejection of the liberal-democratic centered world order.

The Re-Assertion of Russia’s Domestically and Internationally

History of a Strong State

Historically, Russia has always needed strong centralized leadership for it to make progress. This was true both in imperial times under tsars such as Peter the Great (who made Russia a European power and built St Petersburg) and Alexander II (who freed the serfs), and since 1917 under Lenin and Stalin. Russia is too big, too diverse and too thinly-populated for western systems of representative democracy to be applied. Culturally its people are temperamentally suited to following the decisive lead of a strong ruler who can unite them in the face of great challenges. Not only does Russia possess a long history of

---

tsarism, but its traumatic and chaotic experience transitioning from autarky in the 1990s reinforced the importance of the stability of the former. Russia’s trajectory possesses its own cultural and historical differences and should not be analyzed from a western lens. Russia’s experience should therefore be understood in its own term, in particular the tradition of a ‘strong state’.  

Affirming National Self Esteem

Vladimir Putin is a firm believer in the ‘strong state’ and has staunchly defended its relevance within Russia’s unique civilizational and developmental needs. This process can be explained using Social Identity Theory. Social Identity Theory is a theory within Social Psychology that originated as a tool to analyze individuals and groups, but evolved to apply to nation states. The theory posits that each person desires a positive self-image, which can be gained by identification with a group, and by favorable comparison of that in-group in relation to certain out-groups. In Constructivism Alexander Wendt has coined this as the definition of the ‘Self’ versus the ‘Other’ which states that it is through the interaction that nations have with one another that nations develop their own affiliations, attachments and identities. Historically, some nations or cultural communities emerged as more important than others, and it is through these significant ‘Others’ that national ‘Selves’ defined their appropriate character and types of actions. The

---


significant ‘Other’ establishes the meaningful context for the ‘Self’’s existence and development and therefore exerts decisive influence on the ‘Self’. Through its actions, the ‘Other’ may reinforce or erode the earlier established sense of national identity of the ‘Self’. Depending on whether these influences are read by the Self as extending or denying it recognition, they may either encourage or discourage the Self to act cooperatively. The United States’ and the West’s policies towards Russia leaned more towards the erosion of its prior identity and included a lack of recognition towards Russia on a number of political, economic and security issues, as will be explained in the following chapters, that have led Russia to behave in ways the West deems “aggressive.”

Social Identity Theory on the level of International Relations posits that national political leaders can be expected to seek to establish a positive identity for their country. Social Identity Theory allows Constructivists to analyze the formation of group identities based on social psychology. SIT emphasizes the need for positive self-esteem, which is a missing element from structural analyses, that is required in explaining why nations seek to improve or maintain a positive status. It incorporates the roles that perceptions of ‘Self’ and ‘Other’ play in defining status and generating behavior towards others. The factors that contribute to the development of a collective self-esteem include intersubjective memories of the past national ‘Self’ and the aspirations they generate for the future. These motivations are the basis from which political elites create national identities and interests. This in turn garners national self-esteem and furthers the elite’s preferred form of social order, especially during times of great change.  

and an ‘Other’, a depiction that encourages a generally cooperative relationship towards “in-group members” and a generally competitive relationship with “out-group members”.28

The social elite promote their preferred national self-image in the public discourse through certain identity management strategies. SIT discusses a variety of identity management strategies in reaction to an unfavorable identity for a social group which state leaders can apply to enhance their national self-esteem. By being consistently undermined by the West’s lack of recognition towards Russia, Russia naturally adopted a “lower self-esteem” as its position in the world did not match its aspirations. These strategies include “social mobility,” “social competition” and “social creativity.” A nation that sees itself as possessing a lower status than another nation may use the strategy of social mobility which entails the acceptance and emulation of the norms of nations with higher status, and aspire to join that group of nations.29 Social competition accepts the criteria for the assessment of status among nations but attempts to change the negative ranking of one's lower-status nation.30 For example, if status is achieved through economic development, military strength, and spheres of influence, a country can try to accumulate these to equal or surpass the higher status nations.31 The third strategy is called social creativity where members of a group with a lower level of esteem "may seek positive distinctiveness for the in-group by

28 Ibid.
redefining or altering the elements of the comparative situation."\textsuperscript{32} This entails changing the frames of comparison entirely so that a characteristic that was seen as negative is now presented as positive,\textsuperscript{33} or to shift to a different dimension as the basis of the rankings of nations, making it possible to claim that one's nation is superior in relation to that dimension. Also, changing the focus of comparison, so that one's nation is compared with a group of countries of lower status, rather than being compared with the group of countries with the highest ranking, is included in social creativity.

Social Creativity and the Eurasian and Civilizationist Identity

This study argues that due to a negative national self-esteem that formed through the employment of the other management strategies of emulating the West and competing with it based on accepted norms, in recent years, Putin has used social creativity to change the frames of comparison, a strategy which has led to a positive national self-esteem and greatly contributes to his successful approval ratings and to his global impact. As Russian scholar Dmitri Trenin concurs, Russia’s policies pose a challenge to the West and will continue to challenge the US dominated world order. Trenin states that Russia is unique and that its ruling elite strongly reject domination of the international system by any one power.\textsuperscript{34} However, this social creativity is taking place at an additional level other than


\textsuperscript{33} Larson and Shevchenko, "Status Seekers," 67.

\textsuperscript{34} Dmitri Trenin, \textit{Should we Fear Russia?} (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2016), http://carnegieendowment.org/2016/11/30/should-we-fear-russia-event-5424
challenging the security environment; it is taking place at a moral level which encompasses questions on how to govern a country effectively, how to define sovereignty and national identity, and how to maintain the traditional Christian values that originally shaped western culture. Putin has provided an alternative framework for how to view the West through describing it as being morally-lax, hypocritical, corrupt and imperialist.

The perception of threat increases when a country possesses both military might and a different identity. How power and identity are intertwined to form lasting threats plays an important role between Russia and the West’s relationship over the years. Through social creativity, Putin has managed to create an entirely different platform upon which to compare values, morality, leadership, and global stability. Through the emphasis of Russia’s identity as being “Eurasianist” and “Civilizationist”, or holding the values of conservatism, multi-polarity in world affairs, and prioritizing national sovereignty and identity, and through the implantation of its ‘sovereign democracy’ at home, Russia has emphasized its “unique” civilization and way of life as superior to that of the West. Putin has created a “symbolic” form of power. Contrary to the materialist definition of power, which lies in military strength or economic power, Constructivist theory emphasizes the importance of social meaning attached to objects or practices. Both neorealism and neoliberalism are material approaches to world politics and explain behavior as being a result of material forces. Mearsheimer argued that “the distribution of material capabilities


among states is the key factor for understanding world politics." Among neoliberals, Robert Keohane identifies states’ material interests as distinct from people’s ideas about the world, and posits that people’s ideas are shaped by the material hypothesis. Jeffrey Legro summarizes the Constructivist understanding of ideas: “Ideas are not so much mental as symbolic and organizational; they are embedded not only in human brains but also in the ‘collective memories,’ government procedures, educational systems, and the rhetoric of statecraft.” Putin’s use of state media to emphasize and prioritize the values of Russia’s identity in the world has played an important role in the construction of Russia’s collective identity, as will be discussed in chapter 3 and 4.

The Sovereign Democracy

President Putin stated to the Russian Duma that “the collapse of the USSR was the greatest geopolitical catastrophe of the century.” At the Munich Security Conference in 2007, Putin presented an attack on the US and the West and announced that it was back as a major international actor and would not follow the lead of the West in terms of security and foreign policy issues. Russia asserted that it was not bound by the Western definition


40 President’s Speech to the Federal Assembly, BBC Monitoring “Putin Focuses on Domestic Policy in State-of-Nation Address to the Federal Assembly, RTR Russia TV, Moscow, in Russian, translated in Russia’s Johnson List 2005 # 9130, April 25, 2005, http://www.cdi.org/russia/johnson
of democracy and that it was trying to establish a ‘sovereign democracy’ that would be independent from external influence. Petrov and McFaul’s definition of this term implies a strong presidency coupled with weak institutions, state control over the media, control over elections, short-term effectiveness and long-term inefficiency. Moreover, the implementation of ‘sovereign democracy’ as a form of governance is part of a major element of Russia’s soft power project designed to challenge the Euro-Atlantic status quo and demonstrate that Russia is unique and just as legitimate as the US or Europe, an act that has gained Putin tremendous respect and popularity at home. Russia’s approach to sovereignty reflects a close linkage between Putin’s recentralizing project domestically, and reassertion of Russia's position as a great power on the international scene.

A Constructivist approach is found to be useful in treating sovereignty as it helps to explain the challenges of developing a new post-Soviet identity, the role of culture and historical interpretation in foreign policy, Russian concepts of the hostile ‘Other’ and domestic ideas linked to Russian concepts of federalism – all critical factors in understanding Russian foreign policy behavior. The major ideological construct of the post-communist period – sovereign democracy – insists that both sovereignty and


democracy are socially and culturally determined, and therefore clash with Western interpretations of these concepts. The emergence of a new, post-modern and Western-dominated set of global norms limiting sovereignty is closely linked to continued tensions between Russia and the West\textsuperscript{[45]}, and, as will be discussed, with competing factions within Western society that have demonstrated respect for Putin’s belief system. After the fall of the USSR, Russia faced a profound identity crisis. At the end of the Cold War, a country with seemingly European roots found itself trying to reconnect with its ‘significant Other’ after decades of lacking recognition from it. Today, Russia’s foreign policy actions are best understood as reflecting ‘civilizational’ ideas rather than economic or material power conditions.\textsuperscript{[46]} Different perspectives have emerged to define what is appropriate for Russia today in terms of its identity perspective. Some argue that the “return” to Europe is the best strategy, while others caution that cultural integration with Europe would constitute a significant sacrifice on the part of Russia’s values which include a strong state, the Orthodox religion and a collectivist economy. This debate is Russia’s civilizational dilemma; how can Russia connect with its European ‘Other’ while preserving its own ‘Self’?

\textit{Autocratic Stability}

Scholars have often pondered how authoritarian regimes manage to stay in power. Bueno de Mesquita et al. found that oppressive governments can stay in power with certain

\textsuperscript{[45]} Ibid.

strategies. The provision of certain public goods is very important for the survival of the regime, while the withholding of others is equally necessary. Providing public goods such as freedom of the press and civil liberties, for one, will reduce the chances of regime survival. In fact, they noted that the greater the suppression of these ‘coordination goods’, the greater the lag between economic growth and the emergence of liberal democracy. Second, their study showed that providing public goods such as primary education, public transportation and health care did not risk their survival. The study found that significant economic growth can be attained and sustained even while government suppresses “coordination goods”, in which cases the regime’s chances of survival improve and the likelihood of democratization decreases.47 In political science, “strategic coordination” refers to the strategies groups must follow to win political power in a given situation. These activities include disseminating information, recruiting and organizing opposition members, choosing leaders, and developing a viable strategy to increase the group’s power and to influence policy. “Coordination goods” are the public goods that affect the ability of political opponents to coordinate but have little impact on economic growth. Coordination goods are distinct from public goods, which have an impact both on economic growth as well as public opinion such as transportation, health care, education and national defense. Bueno de Mesquita and Downs state that if authoritarian incumbents can limit strategic coordination by the opposition, they can reduce the prospect of being removed from power. However, they must do this without also raising the costs of economic coordination, as this could stymie economic growth and threaten the stability of

the regime. In addition, Desai et al emphasize the importance of economic delivery for authoritarian regimes to stay in power. This arrangement has been coined the “Authoritarian Bargain”. However, healthy economic development goes hand in hand with the creation of a healthier middle class which may start to demand political freedoms and civil rights. This framework was argued by scholars such as Seymour Martin Lipset, who first popularized the notion that economic growth leads to democratization by increasing the size of the educated middle class. Although development theorists such as Lipset may be right in assuming that increases in per capita income lead to increases in popular demand for political power, the power of the regime to undermine these changes is underestimated. Western development institutions, as well as Western governments, have claimed that globalization and the spread of market capitalism inevitably lead to the spread of liberal democracy everywhere. However, the results of such efforts do not show the spread and proliferation of liberal democracy. Additionally, Russian scholar Lev Kudkov speaks of the concept of “negative mobilization” as a strategy of authoritarian regimes to retain approval which refers to a population rallying around a leader with nationalist sentiment when presented with an external threat. Concurrently, Catarina Kinnvall confirms that nationalism is among the most powerful responses to exogenous
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This study adds to this conversation by adding the important element of the provision of order, stability and a positive national identity. In the case of Russia, the provision of order, security and stability were more important than individual freedoms and the re-establishment of ‘great power status’ restored national self-esteem despite economic woes.

Regime Hybridity

Many neighboring countries view Russia as an attractive frame of government due to their similar historical trajectories. The collapse of the USSR pushed many countries to try to democratize, but these countries have mostly “hybridized”. After the Cold War, Levitsky and Way began calling many of the former Soviet states as “Competitive Authoritarian” regimes. This type of regime fits into the category of “regime hybridity” which refers to a regime type that neither fits neatly into a democracy nor a full-blown authoritarian regime. The theory is based on the observations that after the fall of the USSR, regimes did not all successfully transition into democracies and many of them remained in an “in-between” grey zone that combines electoral competition while possessing certain degrees of authoritarianism, electoral manipulation, unfair media access, abuse of state resources and biases towards the incumbent. After the Cold War, the hybrid
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regimes that made up the former Soviet states followed diverse trajectories and although some democratized, many did not. The reason for the varying degrees of democratization may have to do with the level of the country’s ties to the West and the strength of its governing party. The higher these were, the more likely it was that these regimes would democratize. *Where linkage to the West was low, regime outcomes hinged on incumbents’ organization power: where state and governing party structures were organized and cohesive, regimes remained stable and authoritarian, and where they were underdeveloped or lacked cohesion, they were unstable and rarely democratized.*

Due to Russia’s military might and economic strength, Western influence in the region was blunted and Russia became the regional power. Russia, Belarus and Armenia are examples of how low leverage and high organizational power contributed to hybrid-authoritarian stability in the post-Cold War period. The relatively low organizational power in Russia in the early 1990s gave rise to a series of regimes crises. Under Putin between 1999 and 2008, increased state and party capacity illuminated the instability of the 1990s and the regime consolidated as it continued to be largely immune from outside pressure. In addition, Russia’s massive oil and gas reserves and the rising energy prices of the 2000s further ensured reduced Western leverage. Based on this theory, in countries with low leverage to the West, it would be advisable to have a strong governing power, or be tied to a regional strong governing power such as Russia, especially in the face of the challenges of modernization and democratization, otherwise the country would be prone to chaos, instability and violence.

55 Ibid, 5.
Another reason for incorporating comparative politics in this study is to emphasize that countries all have their distinctive historical trajectories, regime type and developmental needs and may benefit from other forms of government. Some authors such as Fukuyama have suggested democracy to be the end of history and that democratizing countries are on a linear path to liberal democracy.\(^\text{56}\) A new strand of literature has instead emphasized the sustainability of the “hybrid regime,” on which this study expands the discussion. A disenchantment with democracy has been noted in many parts of the world due to the inability of developing countries to reach democratic consolidation because of looming corruption, persisting violence, and institutional weakness. Even developed democracies have felt this disenchantment due to their own problems with stalemate, deadlock and economic stagnation.\(^\text{57}\) According to the Levada Center, Russian opinion polls suggest that the population of Russia is generally supportive of democracy in theory but fears putting it into practice.\(^\text{58}\) This may be explained by the chaotic decade of the 1990s when Russia attempted a democratization process and was severely disappointed by the results. A hybrid regime on the other hand is characterized by the coexistence of nominally democratic institutions – a multi-party system, competitive elections, a legislature – with the persistent practice of authoritarian patterns of governance, the latter

\(^\text{56}\) Francis Fukuyama, *The End of History and the Last Man*, (New York: Perrenial, 2002). Fukuyama argued the advent of Western liberal democracy may signal the endpoint of humanity’s sociocultural evolution and the final form of human government.


leading to the systematic alteration of the rules guaranteed by the former. \(^{59}\) Elections are regularly held and have the potential to be contested but are often manipulated and state power is abused by way of biased media coverage. In hybrid regimes, executive-legislative relations exist, and parliaments may be very weak, but they still function as a potential platform for the opposition. Moreover, such states have poor rule of law, and the government attempts to subordinate the judiciary through bribery or extortion. \(^{60}\) Regimes have evolved in different ways due to different historical trajectories and ruling powers. Russia’s regime is sustainable in its institutionalization of corruption and cohesive elite as it continues to provide order and stability in the society and has now re-enforced its national pride through the restoration of great power status. As long as regimes possess the consent of the governed, they will remain stable.

**Concluding remarks**

This literature review has presented the main theories that will be used as supporting arguments to the data presented throughout this study to explain Putin’s popularity. Through the creation of a ‘strong’ and centralized state, Putin has ensured a sense of security and stability, both features that have been demonstrated to be more important than Western notions of ‘liberty’ for the Russian population and in states facing either economic, political, military or existential threats. Through the use of securitization,


\(^{60}\) Levitsky and Way, "Rise of Competitive Authoritarianism"
Putin has successfully created the notion that the West is a threat to Russia’s safety and national identity. Although Putin’s state is defined by elite corruption and networks of power, this ‘hybrid’ regime has demonstrated resilience and high levels of popularity despite economic difficulties and tightening political controls. The sustainability of this ‘Hybrid regime’ also lies within the framework of a newly found positive national self-esteem. The identity that Putin has created for Russia is based on notions of Russia’s unique civilization and developmental needs as well the reassertion of its distinctive values abroad. This has instilled a sense of national pride that surmounts economic difficulties and rather reinforces the legitimacy of authoritarian tendencies as being necessary for Russia instead of being viewed as negative. Russia has created a new platform for power in international relations where it comes out as the leader of the anti-liberal movement and has created a symbolic power for itself that challenges Western norms, a feat that has demonstrated an enormous display of power, garnering both criticism and praise internationally and nothing but respect from the majority of the Russian population itself. Russia’s symbolic power coupled with its military might render it a real challenge to the Western establishment. Below, a discussion is presented on the international climate of the day, which pertains to the legitimacy of Putin’s conservative message. This discussion then continues in the conclusion of this study.

Nations are facing profound identity crises. These range from divisions on what it means to be a Muslim in the Middle East, to national revivals in China and Russia, to questioning European Union membership in Europe, to questioning the meaning of the American creed in making policies in today’s multi-ethnic American society. Putin is taking an assertive position on prioritizing national identity above “international” efforts.
Prioritizing national identity and political rhetoric involving “making one’s country great again” have gained an enormous amount of popular appeal in many parts of the world. Today, many parts of the world perceive themselves to be in conditions of threat due to increasing migration, increasing terrorism, and an imbalanced recovery form the 2008 financial crisis. As Huntington stated in his study on American identity,

“Various forces challenging the core American culture and Creed could generate a move by native white Americans to revive the discarded and discredited racial and ethnic concepts of American identity and to create an America that would exclude, expel, or suppress people of other racial, ethnic, and cultural groups. Historical and contemporary experience suggest that this is a highly probable reaction from a once dominant ethnic-racial group that feels threatened by the rise of other groups. It could produce a racially intolerant country with high levels of intergroup conflict”.

This passage has been quoted due to its relevance to today’s political climate in the United States and some European countries. Right and left-wing populist parties are gaining momentum through their nationalist rhetoric which points to the fact that nationalism is still very prevalent in the world today and will continue to be a tendency, especially in today’s “high threat” environment. Entering a “post-national” world seems highly unlikely. Post-nationalism can be defined as the process by which the national identity of a nation loses importance relative to supranational and global entities. Increasing globalization in terms of international trade and the importance of multinational corporations and internationalization of financial markets have shifted the economy to
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becoming more international in nature. Simultaneously, political power is also partially transferred to supranational entities such as multinational corporations, the United Nations, the European Union and NATO to name a few examples. In addition, the media have become much more international and have also had a ‘merging’ effect on people’s mentality. Also, migration between countries has contributed to the formation of post-national identities and belief systems. The trend today to revert to more national sensations is a direct reaction to the over “post-nationalization” of the economy, politics and society, or a threat to the loss of a national identity, thus explaining the recent political victory of certain pro-national leaders such as Donald Trump in the United States. Populist parties tend to exploit the public’s feelings of fear, racism, and xenophobia as a political tool.

The West is facing certain challenges and populism has surged due to its grand rhetoric and promises for revolutionary change. Putin has periodically met or shown support for leaders of these movements in the West. Russia is working to empower Europe’s far-right and Eurosceptic parties through cooperation, loans, political cover and propaganda in return for praise from these parties for its foreign policy and strongman leadership. He does this to undermine western liberal democratic values and institutions, as a divide and conquer strategy. Putin represents a patriotic hero who prioritizes national traditions and realpolitik over the globalization that characterizes western liberal democratic values that leaders of these parties want to imitate.
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immigration and tough on terrorism. The upsurge of populism in Europe is an anti-establishment movement wanting to challenge the mainstream liberal order and undoing the European project. They are generally suspicious of the United States and want to reduce its influence in Europe. The European Center on Foreign Relations conducted a survey of these parties, which they term ‘insurgent’ parties, and found that a majority of them are positively inclined towards Putin’s Russia. This can be explained through the parties’ ideological affinity with socially conservative values, defense of national sovereignty, and rejection of liberal internationalism and interventionism. In these ways, Russia is seen as a counter to Western domination of liberal values globally. Putin is capitalizing on the rising popularity of these parties as “evidence” that the West is undergoing a demise. This rhetoric is part of his symbolic power, as he continues to have influence on anti-liberal constituents and even on liberal constituents that no longer believe in the power of liberal democracy.

**Research Design and Methodology**

This study is a single-country case study. Using both quantitative and qualitative data gathering methods, this study then provides a qualitative analysis of the empirical findings to explain the phenomenon of Vladimir Putin’s popularity. It is a hypothesis-generating and refining case study which seeks to generate new hypotheses inductively and
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to refine existing ones. It identifies the validity of a set of empirical indicators and their interaction effects. These indicators include political liberties and civil rights, economic performance, security, foreign policy actions and presidential approval ratings. This is a descriptive study based on secondary literature that attempts to identify several possible explanations and their relative importance in explaining Putin’s popularity.

The timeframe of the research question takes place during Putin’s last term, 2012-the present day, due to the puzzle it presents. However, to answer the question correctly, it is necessary to analyze the political, social and economic situation in Russia from the fall of the Soviet Union until the present day. Variations in the indicators of this study are presented from 1991 until 2017 to provide the needed evidentiary support for the final argument. The reasons for the selection of Putin’s last term as the primary time frame of the study are multi-fold. Firstly, the critical juncture in the 2011-2012 elections where the Russian population took to the streets and actively rebelled against a corrupt and authoritarian political system is very indicative of rising qualms and dissatisfaction among the Russian population. At this point, Putin’s approval ratings had reached what is considered a low for his standards at 62%.67 Secondly, following these protests, Putin, who was elected for a third term, tightened the reigns on political and civil freedoms and Russia became increasingly authoritarian. Thirdly, Putin began acting more assertively internationally. And lastly, the fall in the price of oil in 2014 led to a stagnating economy that eventually fell into a recession, lowering the standard of living in Russia. Interestingly enough however, rather than remaining lower than usual or decreasing even more after the
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2011-2012 protests, Putin’s approval ratings dramatically spiked in 2014 and reached a high of 89% and remained high ever since.⁶⁸ Through a comprehensive process-tracing exercise, this study analyzes the evolution of Russian domestic politics, economic performance, security and foreign policy shifts, and provides an argument on Putin’s continued high approval ratings today despite adverse circumstances.

The methodological techniques that were used include the gathering of opinion polls to demonstrate population approval ratings and perceptions and noting their bivariate correlation with economic and security statistics, levels of authoritarianism and foreign policy actions. These indicators are qualitatively analyzed and are presented in a process-tracing exercise starting from the fall of the Soviet Union to the present day. Statistics were collected from both Russian and international newspapers, from the Russian government, from the World Bank and from the United Nations office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC). Statistics collection is also considered to be primary data collection unless it is taken from a newspaper, where some of the statistics were also derived. The review of secondary literature includes literature from academic journal articles, Russian and Western newspapers, and books. The selection of secondary literature was based on key authors that are known to be experts in the field. A balance of both pro-Russian and anti-Russian opinions were used to provide as unbiased an analysis as possible. The primary documents that were collected stem from the Russian government and consist of reports on crime statistics in Russia. Direct speech analysis was performed based on foreign and domestic policy speeches that Putin as well as other Russian politicians have given either inside the Kremlin, on Russian state media, or at important international meetings. An

⁶⁸ Ibid.
analysis of foreign policy actions and shifts was made using secondary sources such as Russian and American newspapers and published accounts in books and journal articles.

Opinion polls were collected from the Levada Center, from the Pew Research Center, from Gallup, and from the All-Russian Center for Public Opinion and the Associated Press-NORC Center for Public Affairs at the University of Chicago to have an accurate perception of the public opinion in Russia and to collect primary data. In addition, opinion polls and preferences of the population were also taken from secondary literature sources such as Russian and Western newspapers and journal articles. These include reports on regional variations throughout the country. It is important to emphasize that due to the reliance of these opinion polls to construct the argument of this study, it was important to gather data from different sources in order to avoid the all-too-common manipulation strategies used by the government in Russia. One can easily argue that due to the suppressive nature of the Russian government, people have no choice but to approve. Nevertheless, there is clear evidence that this is not the case, as a variety of different sources have all exclaimed similar results and have confirmed that Putin is indeed well-liked in Russia. The Levada Center has been the most reliable polling agency in Russia for a decade. In 2013, the government wanted to name it a “foreign agent” due to its independent sources of funding that come from abroad, pointing to the fact that it is not biased towards the government. This threat came after it published Putin’s lower approval ratings in 2011 and 2012. 69 The other sources used to measure Putin’s popularity are all Western sources who have no personal interest in manipulating the data such as The NORC at the University

of Chicago who has for more than 75 years delivered reliable data and rigorous analysis, Gallup, who is considered a leading poll of public opinion, and The Pew Research Center.70

Though the above indicators do not exhaust all potential explanatory factors of Putin’ popularity, they are valid in themselves as proxy indicators to possibly explain this phenomenon and to juxtapose his time in office with Yeltsin’s. They are general operational indicators of levels of satisfaction and well-being of the population towards their leader. Variation in these indicators or the lack thereof will be demonstrated alongside public perception of the president’s performance domestically and internationally to argue the main premises of this study.

Scholarly Contributions and Limitations of the Study

This study defends an empirically-supported argument analyzed through a unique theoretical framework that determines why Putin remains popular and even experienced an increase in popularity ratings in the face of economic decline and external sanctions. The research question is unique as it presents a puzzle. The argument has been presented in a tight, coherent narrative which incorporates both the domestic and international aspects of a new positive national self-esteem that goes beyond available accounts. The use of the Social Creativity framework has not been commonly used to argue Russia’s actions and provides an interesting perspective on reasons for Putin’s positive approval ratings today. It helps to analyze Russia’s self-description as ‘Eurasianist’, ‘Civilizationist’ and as a

70 “Polling the Polling Experts: How Accurate and Useful Are Polls These Days?” Knowledge at Wharton, November 14, 2007, http://knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/article/polling-the-polling-experts-how-accurate-and-useful-are-polls-these-days/
‘Sovereign Democracy’ and how it challenges international norms and the status quo and receives important symbolic power by doing so.

In addition, this study promotes hypothesis-generating conclusions for the literature on hybrid regime sustainability. It argues for the importance of the provision of stability and order in a society and the establishment of a strong national identity that prioritizes the historical traditions of that culture and society to continue to garner positive approval ratings in times of insecurity, be it economic, physical, or existential. It contributes to the study of democratization and the spread of democracy in a multi-polar world order and further builds on literature that asserts that democracy is not the end of history due to the different developmental needs that each country possesses as well as their different responses to more authoritarian style leadership.

The limitations of this study are that it is a single-country case study is therefore not generalizable across cases. It also does not encompass a significant enough time frame in Russia’s history to incorporate more variation in the independent and dependent variables. Nevertheless, it is an important stepping stone and valuable contribution to the fields of International Relations and Comparative Politics.

This study promotes topical avenues for future research by suggesting why today’s political climate is especially relevant to Putin’s conservative message. A “post-national” world is highly unlikely due to the salience of questions of national identity, as this study has demonstrated. Questions come to mind such as why in the second decade of the 21st century do we see a country like Russia walking away from democracy? What are the factors that explain the sustained popularity of a man that does not perform economically nor have respect for human rights and is taking the country on an aggressive foreign policy
ride? What does Russia’s identity turn mean for the rest of the world? Why is the world seeing increased nationalist tendencies and how does Putin affect this trend?

Organization of the Study

Chapter 1: Introduction, Literature Review, Methods and Organization of the Study

This chapter introduces the research question, the indicators that were examined, the possible explanations for Putin’s popularity, the methodological techniques used in the gathering of the data and the construction of the argument, the theories used to support the data collected, the general argument, the contributions and limitations of the study, and the organization of the chapters.

Chapter 2: Yeltsin’s Russia after the Fall of the USSR

This chapter addresses the political, economic, security and foreign policy of the Russian regime after the fall of the USSR under Yeltsin’s leadership and the population’s approval ratings and demonstrates important variation in the indicators to underline their significance today. It sets the stage for the argument of the study by providing an analysis of the Russian regime type, its historical trajectory, and the values that are important for Russia as a nation.
Chapter 3: Putin’s Leadership 1999-2008

This chapter provides an analysis of the domestic and international policy indicators in Russia from 1999-2008 to explain the basis of Putin’s popularity.

Chapter 4: Putin’s Leadership 2012-2017

This chapter analyzes the indicators of this study between 2012 and 2017 and argues why Putin continues to be popular today despite adverse circumstances.

Chapter 5: Main Argument and Theoretical Analysis

This chapter argues the main points of this study through its theoretical framework.

Chapter 6: Concluding Results and Further Discussion

This chapter concludes the study and its main arguments and suggests avenues for future research. It will also generate a further discussion on the implications the study has in today’s political climate.
Chapter 2: Yeltsin’s Russia after the Fall of the USSR

Introductory Comments

The purpose of this chapter is to provide relevant information on the evolution of the Russian regime from the fall of the Soviet Union until Putin entered the political scene in 1999 to better understand the situation in Russia prior to his arrival. This chapter illustrates the state of Russian politics, the economy, security, social affairs and foreign policy under Yeltsin, which provide a juxtaposition to these indicators under Putin’s time in office.

The Russian regime was officially established after the fall of the USSR. After the Cold War, many of the former Soviet states were described as “Competitive Authoritarian” regimes, which are a type of “Hybrid Regime” fitting neither into the description of a democracy nor a full-blown authoritarian regime. These regimes did not all successfully transition into democracies and many of them remained in an “in-between” grey zone combining electoral competition with certain degrees of authoritarianism, electoral manipulation, unfair media access, abuse of state resources and biases towards the incumbent. In fact, of post-Soviet states, only three Baltic states are democratic today: Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. After the Cold War, a pronounced democratization bias among scholars and analysts took shape as countries’ progress tended to be analyzed based on their level of democratic achievements. In other words, these hybrid regimes were
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categorized as flawed or incomplete democracies in transition.\textsuperscript{73} For example, Russia was treated as a country which underwent a so-called ‘democratic transition’ throughout the 1990s, and its subsequent turn towards authoritarianism was classified as a failure to reach democratic consolidation.\textsuperscript{74} The characterization of hybrid regimes as moving in a democratic direction can thus be misleading and lacks empirical foundation. As of 2010, it was notable that more than a dozen regimes had persisted as “competitive authoritarian” regimes rather than unconsolidated democracies including all the post-Soviet states with the exception of the Baltic states, Botswana, Cambodia, Cameroon, Gabon, Kenya, Malawi, Malaysia, Mozambique, Senegal, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe. These countries should be conceptualized as possessing a distinct, nondemocratic regime type instead of assuming they are moving in a unidirectional manner towards democracy. Competitive authoritarian regimes are civilian regimes, where formal democratic institutions exist and are considered the primary method of gaining power, but incumbents nevertheless hold an unfair advantage over their opponents. Thus, competition is real but unfair. What differentiates competitive authoritarianism from democracy is the abuse of at least one of the three defining attributes of democracy; free elections, broad protection of civil liberties, and a reasonably level playing field.\textsuperscript{75}


\textsuperscript{74} Regina Smyth, “What We Have Here is a Failure to Consolidate: Explaining Russia’s Political Development in a Comparative Context,” Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Political Science Association; Chicago, IL, September 2-6, 2004.
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The end of the Cold War triggered a withdrawal of support from the Soviet Union and the United States for both Leninist regimes and anti-Communist regimes. The elimination of these military and economic subsidies coincided with mounting economic crises and undermined the stability of many autocratic regimes. The disappearance of Soviet support in many of these countries also eliminated an ideological alternative to the liberal West. In response, these states started to imitate the way of life associated with the West, and the values of liberalism, capitalism and democracy, which began to diffuse globally. After the fall of Communism, the divergent outcomes that resulted included democratization, unstable authoritarianism and stable authoritarianism, as well as competitive authoritarianism. Where linkage to the west was high, such as in central Europe and the Americas, competitive authoritarian regimes democratized. Where linkage was low, as in Africa and the former Soviet Union, pressure to democratize was also lower and regime outcomes were consequences of domestic factors such as the organizational power of the incumbents. Depending on whether the latter was cohesive or not determined the stability of the regime. Strong parties and states are viewed as critical to democratic stability, but they are also critical to authoritarian stability. The Russian regime never democratized and can be characterized as a hybrid regime. Nevertheless, this hybrid regime has demonstrated impeccable resilience and contributes to the ongoing stability and order in Russia under current President Vladimir Putin. Regime hybridity is thus not necessarily negative, and the population of Russia is mostly supportive of the president and his leadership, as this study will demonstrate. Moreover, the ‘sovereign democracy’ that

categorizes the current regime has taken on a more authoritarian turn with an increased centralization of power. Putin’s consolidation of power internally has also led to an increased presence internationally both of which have allowed Russia to regain confidence in its national identity and get closer to attaining its long-desired goal of re-achieving ‘great power status’.

This chapter will now delve into the specificities of the Yeltsin era and the tumultuous 1990s to paint a clear picture of what the Russian elite and the Russian population hope to avoid in the future. This decade portrays a time of shame for Russia and helps to explain Putin’s subsequent popularity.

The Fall of the USSR

In spring 1991, Boris Yeltsin, the first elected President of Russia, along with most of the other republican leaders at the time, was prepared to join Mikhail Gorbachev, then leader of the USSR, in signing a new Union Treaty that Soviet conservatives saw as being the first step toward the total disintegration of the Soviet Union. The Conservatives preempted its signing by seizing power in August, and, while Gorbachev was on vacation, the State Committee for the State of Emergency (GKChP in Russian) announced that it had assumed power with the justification that "extremist forces" and "political adventurers" had aimed to destroy the Soviet state and economy. The coup leaders were hardline members of the Communist Party of the former USSR or CPSU. They were opposed to Gorbachev’s glasnost and perestroika reform programs, which translate into the concepts of openness.
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and economic and political restructuring. The Soviet Union at this time was undergoing severe economic and political problems; scarcity of food and medicine was widespread, people had to stand in long lines to buy essential goods, the stock of fuel wasn’t meeting the requirements for the upcoming winter months, inflation was over 300% on an annual basis, and factories were lacking in cash needed to pay salaries. Gorbachev believed reforms were necessary, but their implementation resulted in unintended consequences including nationalist agitation from non-Russian minorities in the former USSR, which led to fears that some or all of the union republics would secede.

The coup was opposed by an effective campaign led by Yeltsin and his republican cabinet members. Although the coup collapsed in only two days and Gorbachev returned to government, the event destabilized the Soviet Union and is widely considered to have contributed to both the demise of the CPSU and the dissolution of the Soviet Union. In the midst of the coup, Russia found itself with a dual power competition, as Yeltsin, the elected president of Russia, called on civilian and military citizens to obey his decrees and not those of the GKChP. Soviet tank commanders had to decide whether to follow orders from the Soviet regime or from the Russian president. Ultimately, Yeltsin’s commands seemed to have prevailed, as the coup attempt was unsuccessful. Thereafter, change began to spread rapidly across the Soviet Union. The statue of Felix Dzerzhinskii (founder of the Cheka, the predecessor of the KGB) was torn down, the Soviet Congress of People’s Deputies dissolved, the Communist Party of the Soviet Union was disbanded, and
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Gorbachev was forced to acquiesce. Yeltsin met with the leaders of Ukraine and Belarus to dissolve the Soviet Union and on December 31, 1991, the Soviet empire disappeared along with its autarky, its command economy and its totalitarian state. Russian President Boris Yeltsin gained tremendous public support as he stopped the coup by the KGB and Communist forces. At home in Russia, he possessed a 90 percent approval rating at this time, and abroad, was on the cover of every international weekly in the world and was perceived as a democratic hero by world leaders.81

The ‘August Putsch’, or coup, attempt appeared to be a triumph of democratic sentiment, but that was only partly the case. Yeltsin accomplished a peaceful collapse which was remarkable due to the surprising lack of widespread support. Even though the democratic movements in Moscow and St. Petersburg mobilized tens of thousands of people on the streets, only a small minority of Russians actively resisted the coup attempt. For example, Yeltsin had called for a nationwide strike against the coup attempt, which was largely ignored. The population of Russia and the rest of the USSR were passive and awaited a winner. Nevertheless, the outcome of the coup attempt fundamentally changed the course of Soviet and Russian history. Gorbachev described the events as “…A cardinal break with the totalitarian system and a decisive move in favor of the democratic forces.”82 Yeltsin at this moment was at the height of his glory, both domestically and internationally.
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Yeltsin’s Leadership

Politics and the Economy

Russia was in the midst of the destruction of the old regime and the construction of a new order, which led to many questions about Russia’s future. The economy was in shambles and there were shortages of basic goods. Inflation was rampant, trade came to a halt and production declined rapidly. The political situation was complicated and uncertain, as the Russian state did not officially exist yet. Russia had no sovereign border, no sovereign currency, no sovereign army, and weak, ill-defined institutions. Moreover, there was no clearly defined plan as Russia’s elite and society were divided and polarized between those favoring reforms and those that wanted to preserve the old political and economic order.83 Thus, conditions in Russia at this time could be categorized as being extremely unstable, a fundamental problem for the average citizen. By 1991, free elections, an independent press and a triumph over the coup gave Yeltsin and his advisers the illusion that major political reforms had been implemented and that democracy now existed in Russia. The West began assisting Russia with its desire to implement capitalism. It has been argued that Yeltsin’s priority of imposing economic as opposed to political reforms is what eventually led to his political demise.84 His lack of efforts for political reforms allowed more room for ambiguity, stalemate, and uncertainties, as well as disagreements between political factions. After the coup attempt, political relations in government were mostly good. However, after the establishment of the Russian state, radical economic reform and price liberalization took place, which caused trouble between the President and
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Congress. Congress disagreed over the economic reforms and wanted to reassert its power over Yeltsin, and in doing so, ignited a constitutional crisis. As there were no formal institutions in place to quell disagreements in government and structure political relationships within government, both the President and Congress claimed to hold supreme authority in Russia and remained polarized in their different stances. In carrying out his reform programs, Yeltsin had expanded the powers of the presidency beyond normal constitutional limits, set to expire in 1992. Wanting to see the reforms pass, Yeltsin demanded that his decree be extended but Congress refused to adopt a new constitution that would enshrine the scope of presidential powers demanded by Yeltsin into law. Yeltsin demanded a referendum on the matter. Increasing tension between Yeltsin and the parliament festered over the language used in the referendum and over power sharing. Congress, led by Speaker Rusland Khasbulatov, began to sense that it could entirely defeat the president. Thus, in preparation for the 10th Congress of People’s Deputies in 1993, constitutional amendments meant to liquidate the president’s office altogether were drafted. Yeltsin managed to preempt this occurrence by dissolving Congress. Congress then declared Yeltsin’s decree illegal and recognized Vice President Aleksandr Rutskoi as the new interim president. Russia now had two heads of state. This conflict ended after the military conquest of one side by the other. Rutskoi and his allies first seized control of the mayor's building and then stormed Ostankino, the national television building. Yeltsin responded with a tank assault on the White House. The crisis was a strong example of the problems of executive-legislative balance in Russia's political system. It was a battle of competing legitimacy of the executive and the legislature, won by the side that gained the
support of the ultimate instruments of coercion. After the military standoff between Yeltsin and Congress in summer 1993, a new constitution was ratified as the White House burned and congress was totally defeated in a military victory for Yeltsin.

While political turmoil roiled the government, federal conflicts began to fester, especially in Chechnya, eventually exploding into an all-on war. Chechnya declared its independence in 1991, and the following year Tatarstan also held a successful referendum for independence. Yeltsin was so focused on the power struggle with Congress that he devoted no time to these federal dilemmas. The new constitution did not resolve the problems between the center and the regions and federal dilemmas persisted. However, all subnational governments except Chechnya did agree to acquiesce to a minimal maintenance of federal order led by the center. Yeltsin then militarily dealt with Chechnya and the results were disastrous. After two years, with more than 100,000 lives lost, Russian soldiers went home in defeat. An end to the war was negotiated in 1996 without any resolution to Chechnya’s sovereign status, which only led to the outbreak of war once again in 1999. Thus, the atmosphere in Russia at this time can be described as being chaotic, unstable, and lacking security – all essential elements for a functional state.

In the wake of the Communist collapse, Gorbachev had introduced multicandidate legislative elections in the USSR republics in 1990 and Boris Yeltsin, a former Moscow Communist party boss known for his reformist challenge, became popular and was elected President of the Russian Federation. When the USSR collapsed in December 1991, he

---


became the president of an independent Russia. Post-Soviet Russia was never a democracy, as Yeltsin engaged in very undemocratic behaviors such as closing parliament in 1993 and later regaining power through flawed elections. In addition, Yeltsin enjoyed an enormous media advantage, but other than that, the regime was relatively open at this time. Elections were highly competitive and the legislature wielded considerable power. Moreover, private mass media channels such as Gusinsky’s NTV regularly criticized Yeltsin and provided a platform for opposition. The relative pluralism of the 1990s was implemented due to Yeltsin’s support for it but it was also what caused disagreements within government. This environment posed a serious challenge to regime stability in Russia in the 1990s. State cohesion in Russia was weak in the 1990s due to the collapse of the Soviet state, economy and Communist party, the primary source of central control during the USSR. This triggered bureaucratic chaos, as elements of the state apparatus were completely outside central control and acted at their own direction. Regional leaders would ignore central directives and gained de facto control over natural resources in their territories and policies such as citizenship, tax and privatization which are usually the purviews of the central government. The regime was therefore decentralized and lacked the element of unity on political and economic decision making.

---
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In 1995, Yeltsin created two competing centrist parties. Yet, these two parties only won 58 seats, each fewer than the 157 seats of the Communist party of the Russian Federation (KPRF). Yeltsin had the advantage of fear among the populace of the return to Soviet rule, which placed a ceiling on Communist support. However, the 1996 elections were unfair in the end. The Yeltsin campaign had unfair access to the media and finances, and fraud took place in many of the regions which allowed Yeltsin to beat then competitor Zyuganov with 54 percent of the vote in a runoff. The West also played an important role here, too, because the US strongly backed Yeltsin during the 1996 election and helped ensure a 10.2 million-dollar IMF loan. Although the Clinton administration discouraged Yeltsin from all out cancellation of the election, it turned a blind eye to the fraud committed during the campaign.91

Yegor Gaidar was the Acting Prime Minister of Russia from June 15, 1992 to December 14, 1992. He implemented the shock therapy reforms after the fall of the USSR which included abolished price regulation by the state. These actions resulted in a major increase in prices and amounted to officially authorizing a market economy in Russia. He is held responsible by many Russians for the economic difficulties the country faced in the 1990s including mass poverty and hyperinflation. However, he did seem to earn more praise from liberals who said that he was merely doing what he had to do to save the country from collapsing.92 Nevertheless, Gaidar’s privatization reforms along with the break-up of state assets led to the rise of the infamous Russian oligarchs. These oligarchs became
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billionaires through the voucher privatization program by arbitraging between old domestic prices for Russian commodities and world market prices. These oligarchs hid their money in Swiss banks rather than investing in the Russian economy and were thus referred to as "kleptocrats."93 Gaidar was often held responsible for the rise of these disliked figures.

Levada Center survey results demonstrate the general attitude of the population towards his economic reforms.94

Figure 1. Attitude Toward Gaidar Economic Reforms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHAT IS YOUR ATTITUDE TOWARD THE GAI DAR REFORMS OF 1992?</th>
<th>Jan.00</th>
<th>Dec.15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very positive</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mostly positive</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mostly negative</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very negative</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is difficult to say</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Economic reforms were not easily passed or sustained under Yeltsin and eventually Soviet-era managers were back in control of the Russian government under the leadership of Viktor Chernomyrdin, who supported partial reforms that only benefited elite circles. These partial reforms included big budget deficits, insider privatization, and partial price and trade liberalization, which created great opportunities for corruption and oligarchic


capitalism. In this type of economy, capital was concentrated in only a few sectors such as banking, trade and services, and the export of raw material such as oil and gas. The production of manufactured goods decreased throughout the decade. Big business became closely tied to the state, as small enterprises were discouraged. The relationship between the state and big business ultimately led to Russian bankers becoming extremely wealthy through the financing of state transfers, privatization and the loans for shares program. These money-making schemes through political connections thus encouraged rent-seeking behavior in Yeltsin’s Russia.  

As will be further discussed, Putin’s imposition of vertical power in Russia insured that power returned to state offices from corporate ones under Yeltsin, but it was brought back by personal, informal networks of elite groups located within the state itself.

The economy in Russia during the 1990s performed very poorly. Between 1991 and 1998, Russia lost nearly 30% of its GDP and suffered high levels of inflation which affected the average Russia’s standard of living. Additionally, capital flight was an enormous problem, with close to $150 billion worth flowing out between 1992 and 1999. In 1992, the first year of economic reform, retail prices in Russia increased by 2,520 percent. In addition, severe fluctuations in the exchange rate of the ruble occurred leading to a currency crisis. From July 1992 to October 1995, the rate of exchange between the ruble and the dollar declined from 144 rubles per US$1 to around 5,000 per US$1.

---
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Moreover, the financial crisis that began in Asia in the summer of 1997 spread to Russia causing further decline in the ruble, which was further exacerbated by the drop in oil prices at the end of the year. In 1998, Russia devalued the ruble and defaulted on its debt and GDP growth became negative again in 1998, declining by 4.9%.98

**Evolution of Crime and Security - USSR to Yeltsin**

During the time of the Soviet Union, crime statistics were not published and it is therefore difficult to make any comparisons with crime rates today or with crime rates in other countries.99 However according to western experts, crime was less prevalent in the USSR than in the US because of its larger police force, strict gun control, low occurrence of drug abuse, and a strict security apparatus. Nevertheless, white collar crime and bribery were still common due to lack of available goods. Embezzlement by state employees was also common. Corruption scandals of the Communist party of the Soviet Union were published regularly in the news media of the Soviet Union and many arrests and prosecutions occurred as a result.100 During Soviet times, crime never gained enough strength to compete with the state’s law enforcement system. Criminal ties with the police were kept hidden and money did not have as much influence as it did later. Laundering money was challenging and so was spending money.101 However, during the late 1980s,

---
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crime rates sharply increased, as the fall of the USSR was approaching. The end of Marxist-Leninist governments in this region had a large impact on the political economy of organized crime. Political instability and economic instability resulted in a breakdown of law and order and certain standards of living for the population in Russia. The transition to a free market economy led to falling production and huge capital flight and low foreign investment. The poverty that resulted led to more theft and counterfeiting and the rise of organized crime groups engaging in human trafficking, drug trafficking, arms trafficking, money laundering and car theft. Transnational organized crime took off in the early 1990s in Russia and increased the number of crimes especially in the realms of theft, burglary and property crimes. In addition, there was a rapid growth of violent crime including homicides. Due to the collapse of the state, the law enforcement system was no longer in place as it had previously been and was therefore unable to stop lawlessness at such a rapid rate.

Organized crime began to thrive during the Brezhnev era when the Soviet economy was starting to stagnate. The “Thieves in Law” or the famous crooks in Russia began to sell goods such as jeans, cigarettes, vodka, chewing gum and high-tech equipment on the black market to those who could afford them. However, since the Soviet era was known to persecute criminals and send them to the gulags, these criminals kept a low profile. Once
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the USSR fell, an economic, moral and social vacuum appeared, which the mafia took advantage of. Criminal organizations began to grow as hundreds of ex-KGB men and veterans of the Afghan war volunteered their services. The mafia provided jobs and work to young men in Moscow, St. Petersburg and Kiev and provided financial security to people after the collapse of the communist safety nets. Russian organized crime started to expand towards Europe and the Americas and Russian émigré communities found their homes in New York, Israel, Paris, and London early on in 1989. Vyacheslave Yaponchick Ivankov was sent to Brighton Beach in 1992. Within a year, he built a north American operation including narcotics, money laundering, and prostitution and made ties with the American mafia and Colombian drug cartels. The Russian mafia established itself in Miami, Los Angeles and Boston.

Certain elements of the USSR remained intact, though. The KGB, committee for state security, remained unscathed by perestroika. Although Yeltsin pledged to abolish it, many of its functions, infrastructure and personnel were inherited by its successor, the FSB. Furthermore, he also tried to use it not only for security and intelligence purposes but also as an element of political power. The KGB was, therefore, reformed without really being reformed. The main reforms accomplished were the abolishment of the dissident-hunting unit, reassigning it to tax collection, and ensuring it would never again be able to pose a political threat to the Russian government as it did during the coup attempt.

---


reforms however did not prevent the agency from being used for political control or repression of the population. Though it was no longer the centralized KGB of the USSR, it preserved a certain bureaucratic ideology that revered the Bolshevik Cheka secret police and maintained a cult-like devotion to the founder Feliks Dzerzhinsky. Yeltsin thought he could create a system with a free market economy and “democracy” while creating an internal security machine personally loyal to him. In order to try and empower the “Chekists” and keep them loyal to him, Yeltsin would repeatedly reorganize the state security organs throughout his presidency which led to a weakening of state security. Crime, corruption, civil strife, terrorism and other difficulties the country was facing continued unabated. Paradoxically, the policies of 1991 to 1999 ended up strengthening the Chekists as the Russian population had no better alternative than to view the former KGB as their main protectors against the hardships and failures of disastrous economic reforms. This demonstrates the need for a form of cohesion to rely on if the population cannot obtain it from the state directly, again showing the importance of order, security and stability – which have not yet proven to be possible in a decentralized Russia.

In 1990, there were more than 1.84 million registered crimes in Russia. In 1993, there were 2.8 million. In 1999, there were 3 million. These figures increased until the year 2002 and then began to fall. In 1995, swindling increased by 67.2 percent, extortion by 37.5 percent, homicide by 1.5 %, rape by 6.5 % and burglaries 6.6%. Many of the
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homicides that took place in Russia in 1994 were contract killings by organized crime groups. In 1994, the number of organized crime groups in the former USSR grew from 785 under Gorbachev’s leadership to 5,691 according to the interior ministry. By 1996, this number had reached 8,000 groups holding between 50 and 1,000 members. In 1998, the government of Russia estimated that the mafia controlled 40% of private business and 60% of state-owned companies while unofficial sources say 80% of banks in Russia are controlled directly or indirectly by criminals. In 1998, it was estimated that around 25 billion US dollars of dirty Russian money has left the country since the fall of Communism and mostly laundered in Switzerland, Liechtenstein and Cyprus. In addition, many Russian gangsters claiming to be of Jewish origin to try and claim Israeli passports and had poured over 4 billion dollars into Israel by 1998. In the 1990s, the Russian mafia was accused of running prostitution and gambling rings in Sri Lanka and of associating with the Colombian drug cartels. In Russia itself, the mafia was discouraging foreign investment. The German interior minister even claimed that in the 1990s, foreign companies based in Russia would pay up to 20% of their profits to the mafia. In 1998, the statistics showed that Russia saw around 10,000 fatal shootings a year, 600 of which were contract killings. Assassins have targeted businessmen, politicians, journalists, and Afghan war veterans amongst others. In Soviet times, the KGB controlled the Russian
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mafia quite well, but its successor organization the FSB, did not have as much funding or strength of structure to keep on doing the job. During the 1990s, Russia was fighting a losing battle against the mafia. During this time, Russia found itself in a crisis of state authority that nurtured the expansion of organized crime, as it filled every state and non-state void. Laws were not properly enforced and criminals acted with impunity. Organized crime bosses and their contacts from the Soviet era helped create the powerful oligarch class in Russia’s post-Soviet era. These oligarchs consisted of former politicians, former criminals and well-connected businessmen. Due to the collapse in basic government functions, many former KGB officers left the state and joined organized crime networks which increased the amount of security that Russian organized crime could provide.

The types of criminals who existed in the 1990s in Russia were threatening to the state apparatus. They took advantage of the cash privatization, legal anomie and state incapacity that characterized Yeltin’s era. Drive-by shootings and car bombings were almost routine and gangsters openly flaunted their wealth and impunity. There was a very real fear that the country could become, on the one hand, a failed state, and on the other, a very successful criminal enterprise. However, by the end of the decade, the series of violent local, regional, and even national turf wars to establish territorial boundaries and hierarchies were coming to an end. The wealthiest avtoritety, or organized crime bosses, and their much wealthier oligarch counterparts had used this time of turmoil in Russia to seize control of markets and assets and were now looking for stability.
Foreign Policy

In October 1990, Andrey Kozyrev was appointed foreign minister of the Russian Federation. Kozyrev worked alongside Yegor Gaidar and Anatoly Chubais, and shared their Western liberal-democratic ideals. Kozyrev’s objectives lied in a rapprochement with the West. 118 He promoted cooperation with the United States, arms control agreements and nonproliferation treaties. 119 His reputation was to be an important voice for liberalism and democracy in Russia and oppose of the conservative, anti-Western nationalistic forces within Russia. Kozyrev was blamed for international controversy over the conflict in Chechnya and for failing to stop the NATO bombing of the Bosnian Serbs and of NATO plans to expand into Eastern Europe.120 He was also criticized by the Russian State Duma for yielding to the West and being responsible for Russia’s loss of its “Great Power Status.” He was succeeded by Evgeniy Primakov.

In 1998, in the midst of the economic crisis, Yeltsin’s parliamentary allies blocked his reappointment of Viktor Chernomyrdin as Prime Minister and the President turned to Evgeniy Primakov as a compromise figure whom he rightly judged would be accepted by the parliament's majority. Primakov had served as Minister of Foreign Affairs from January 1996 until September 1998. Throughout his time as foreign minister, he gained respect at home and abroad building a reputation as a tough but pragmatic supporter of
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Russia's interests and as an opponent of NATO's expansion into the former Eastern bloc.\footnote{Paul Quinn, "Russia's New Icon," \textit{Time}, November 9, 1998.}

The significance of selecting Primakov as Prime Minister was that his views on foreign policy were quite different from those of Yeltsin in that they were more “Eurasianist”, or in other words, more geared towards Russia’s interests in the near abroad. His foreign policy vision was very popular in Russia, while Yeltsin’s was not. He was also famously an advocate of multilateralism as an alternative to American global hegemony following the collapse of the USSR and promoted the formation of a strategic triangle between Russia, China, and India to counterbalance the United States.\footnote{Nodar Gabashvili, \textit{The Geopolitical Curse of the Caucasus} (Digital Edition Simplicissimus Book Farm, 2013).} The move was interpreted by some observers as an agreement to fight together against what would later be termed 'color revolutions' in Central Asia,\footnote{Amresh Chandra, "Strategic Triangle among Russia, China and India: Challenges and Prospects," \textit{Journal of Peace Studies} 40, Vol. 17, (April-September 2010), http://www.icpsnet.org/adm/pdf/1291712546.pdf} or strong political movements promoting reforms towards a system more similar to a Western liberal democracy. Primakov differed from Yeltsin in his domestic policy as well and was given credit for some very difficult reforms in Russia such as a tax reform that became majorly successful.\footnote{Anders Aslund, "An Assessment of Putin's Economic Policy," \textit{CESifo Forum}, July 1, 2008, https://piie.com/commentary/speeches-papers/assessment-putins-economic-policy} In one of his first actions as Prime Minister during Russia’s economic crisis and after the worst harvest in 45 years in the country was his appeal to the US and Canada for food aid and to the EU for economic relief.\footnote{Michael R. Gordon, “Facing Severe Shortage of Food, Russia Seeks Foreign Relief Aid,” \textit{New York Times}, October 10, 1998, http://www.nytimes.com/1998/10/10/world/facing-severe-shortage-of-food-russia-seeks-foreign-relief-aid.html}
NATO was always seen as an adversarial organization for Russia due to its role during the Cold War. Primakov warned of the dangers of NATO expansion and that it would create a geopolitical situation disadvantageous to Russia.\textsuperscript{126} On May 27, 1997, Boris Yeltsin and Javier Solana signed the "Founding Act on Mutual Relations, Cooperation, and Security between NATO and the Russian Federation."\textsuperscript{127} The goal was to meet periodically to discuss security concerns in Europe. However, NATO was still free to act without the Council’s approval. In July of that year, NATO invited the Czech-Republic, Poland and Hungary to apply to become members, a move that deeply disturbed Russia. Additionally, then US secretary of state Madeleine Albright promised Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia that they would be future candidates for membership, which was also completely unacceptable to Russia.\textsuperscript{128}

Though Primakov’s policy of countering American unilateralism was popular in Russia, it did however lead to a breach with the West during the 1999 NATO bombing of Yugoslavia and left Russia isolated throughout the development of the conflict as Russia strongly disagreed with western actions.\textsuperscript{129} Even though NATO assured it would be a purely defensive organization, it launched a 78-day bombing campaign in Yugoslavia to force its regime to grant autonomy to the Albanian majority in its Kosovo province. This war was very unpopular amongst Russians and led to many anti-American protests.
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However, Yeltsin was not in a very good position to defy the West and backed down from outright confrontation in this conflict due to his need for economic concessions. Siding with Yugoslav president Slobodan Milosevic was not in Russia’s economic interest on the long run as this would thwart liberal reforms. However, Russians were against the campaign but could not do anything about it as it would precipitate a strong anti-Russian response in the West. This event however, skyrocketed anti-American sentiment in Russia. According to some polls, ninety percent of the Russian population believed that the NATO bombing campaign was a mistake, while 65 percent believed that NATO was the aggressor in the conflict.

Yeltsin fired Primakov on May 12, 1999, using the sluggish pace of the Russian economy as a pretext, which many analysts perceived to be just an excuse. Rather, they believed the firing of Primakov was done out of Yeltsin’s fear of losing power to a more successful and popular person. Sources closer to Yeltsin however advocated that it was because the president viewed Primakov as being too close to the Communist Party due to his refusal to dismiss them when they were leading a process of impeachment proceedings against Yeltsin during the constitutional crisis. Popular as he was, Primakov would have had good chances as a candidate for the presidency. Primakov's dismissal was extremely unpopular among Russians as 81% of the population disapproved. This indicates that
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Primakov’s tough stance against the West was popular in Russia, and the population approved of his policies to prioritize Russian interests and identity, unlike Yeltsin. At the time, Yeltsin’s health was deteriorating, his popular support was running low and he lacked a strong party platform. This is when Yeltsin surprised many by naming his intelligence chief, the unknown Vladimir Putin, as Prime Minister and designated successor.

Foreign policy in Russia after the fall of the Soviet Union was not clearly defined as various constituents within government had different sets of beliefs. Nevertheless, since Russia was a “democratizing” country, its foreign policy actions took place in a pluralistic system that included debates, political struggle, electoral politics and lobbying. Four distinct groups that existed in the Russian government in the 1990s can be described as the “Pro-Western Idealists”, the “Pro-Western Pragmatists”, the “Anti-Western Pragmatists” and the “Anti-Western Ideologues”.135 Though each group differed in its attitude towards the West, there were certain key issues that all actors could agree on such as the fact that Russia at this time was a declining power with a very weak economy. The priority of all groups was therefore to improve Russia’s situation internally before it could fulfill its desires to be a significant player internationally. Russia’s position in the world at this time could be categorized as a secondary observer due to its domestic inefficiencies. The most significant moment when this was made apparent was NATO’s campaign against Yugoslavia. Another common ground between the various government factions was the economic, political and military cooperation with the CIS to establish a “Russian sphere of influence” in the near abroad. Most constituents were therefore tacitly against NATO

expansion eastward. Additionally, maintaining its nuclear weapons stockpile was also a common objective as it granted Russia special power in the international system.

What caused the demise of the USSR was not innate structural forces but Russian Democrats in alliance with democratic forces who dissolved the Soviet Union. In fact, most respondents from the Levada Center Survey show that Russians believe it could have been avoided.\textsuperscript{136}

Figure 2. The Fall of the USSR

![Survey table]

Russian democrats adopted an ideology of opposition to the Soviet totalitarian state that was mostly inspired by the West. When Yeltsin assumed power, he and his government
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were guided by this set of liberal ideals. This set of ideals also included a foreign policy of peace and cooperation. As mentioned, Kozyrev represented this view as foreign minister until his dismissal in 1996.

This view faded as Russian expectations concerning Western assistance were not met, and Western liberal ideas lost primacy. However, pro-Western pragmatism became more dominant as special interest groups and businessmen began to assert their influence on foreign policy matters as they maximized their wealth through western cooperation. Access to Western markets and goods was necessary for businessmen as was partnerships with Western capitals in banking. Therefore, foreign policy took a turn and was motivated primarily by the Russian capitalist class who benefited the most from privatization. These “oligarchs” were in favor of Western financial institutions’ participation in Russian economic reforms in order to avoid having to pay for everything themselves. The interests of these oligarchs were purely financial, so much that when issues of NATO expansion threatened their business interests abroad, the coalition of liberals within the government and their allies in Russia’s economic society cooperated to sustain engagement.

The anti-Western pragmatists viewed relations with the West as a zero-sum game. The principal foreign policy objective for these power-balancers was to weaken the US and NATO and transform the unipolar international system into a multipolar system where Russia is a pole. To obtain these objectives, economic and military strength had to be rebuilt internally, Russia would have to ally itself with other countries to form counter balances, and strategies to weaken the Western alliance by fomenting division and strengthening ties with the CIS would be undertaken. However, for pragmatic reasons, the anti-Western pragmatists were aware that they needed Western financial assistance to
achieve their first objective before they could attempt to achieve the others. The chief proponent of this perspective was Evgeniy Primakov.

The anti-Western ideologues were a group possessing a passionately anti-Western ideology based on more ethnic and civilizationist concerns rather than material ones. Defending the Slavic nations of the world from NATO aggression was a primary objective. Vladimir Zhirinovksy and his liberal democratic party was the most well-known political group in Russia that espoused such beliefs as well as a few other groups, but they made up the smallest and weakest lobby when it came to the actual decision making of foreign policy.

There were many ebbs and flows of the influence of these groups in Russian foreign policy. After the fall of the USSR, the pro-Western idealists dominated, but they suffered their first setback in 1993 after the parliamentary elections when Zhirinovsky’s liberal democratic party won a quarter of the vote. In 1995, pro-Western political forces suffered more of a setback when the Communist party emerged victorious and replaced Zhirinovsky’s LDPR as the main opposition party. As a result, Yeltsin fired Kozyrev and replaced him with Primakov. But even when Primakov replaced Kozyrev, he did not impose his anti-Western pragmatism into foreign policy action because Russian financial groups played a key role in Russian foreign policy at this time. These groups did not allow NATO expansion to derail Russian relations with the West. However, the financial groups also suffered a setback when the August 1998 financial crash hit. Russian oligarchs lost some of their influence with the Russian government and Yeltsin became a weaker president. Primakov became Prime Minister and Igor Ivanov became Foreign Minister. At this point Primakov could play a more influential role in Russian foreign policy. Moreover,
the anti-Western ideologues had more prominence in Russia in 1999 than they did in 1996. Nevertheless, the coalition of pro-Western pragmatists still didn’t compete for influence even if they no longer dominated the process.

**Yeltsin’s Popularity**

Boris Yeltsin started out extremely popular, with 81 percent of Russians approving of his performance in September 1991. By the time he left office eight years later, that proportion had dropped to eight percent. The following chart from the Levada Center is an opinion poll on the Boris Yeltsin era in Russia.

Figure 3. Yeltsin’s Popularity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>More good</th>
<th>More bad</th>
<th>It is difficult to say</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dec.15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr.13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec.11</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec.10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec.09</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec.07</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May.07</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec.06</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec.05</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec.04</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb.03</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec.02</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec.01</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun.01</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec.00</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan.00</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The following chart is a comparison between Yeltsin, Stalin and Putin and their ratings from a likeability, fear, fondness, respect, revulsion and indifference standpoint. As one can see, Yeltsin garnered little respect, quite a lot of dislike and more than enough revulsion compared with Putin and Stalin.139

Figure 4. Popularity of Russian Leaders

The following chart demonstrates the main reason why Yeltsin was disliked. The most common answers were corruption and failure to lead the country.140
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Figure 5. Reasons for Disliking Yeltsin

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surrounded by corruption, bribery, abuses</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failed to lead the country</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doesn’t understand the needs of the people</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not respected by people around me</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not a far-sighted politician</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incapable of taking charge of people</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insecure person</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No clear political line</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak, indecisive</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No bright political qualities</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unprincipled person</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ugly, bad-looking</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t know</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Nationwide VCIOM survey, 8-10 January 1999, N=1600

And this chart shows that people were mostly satisfied by his resignation.141

Figure 6. Feelings on the News of Yeltsin’s Resignation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feeling</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surprise</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delight</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomprehension</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alarm</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regret</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indignation</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No particular feelings</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t know</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Nationwide VCIOM survey, 8-10 January 2000, N=1600
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Concluding Remarks

Throughout his time as President, Yeltsin resisted the temptation to dictatorship, did not cancel elections in 1996 and did not suspend the constitution after the financial crisis that hit Russia in 1998. He won re-election in 1996, abided by the constitution, allowed Communists back into government in 1998 and then stepped down constitutionally and peacefully. Elections were highly competitive and the legislature wielded considerable power. Moreover, private mass media channels such as Gusinsky’s NTV regularly criticized Yeltsin and provided a platform for opposition. Though there was relative pluralism in the 1990s, many of Yeltsin’s achievements in Russia were tainted by the corruption and political biases described earlier and strayed significantly from the democratic ideal. The internecine conflict that characterized the Yeltsin era and the struggles for power prevented the needed clarity and coherence in Russian foreign policy. Yeltsin failed to articulate his own clear and consistent vision of Russia’s national interests or enforce order on his own government team to translate this vision into effective policy. He also allowed the private interests of business groups to gain more power than the state itself and failed to stand up to the West when it acted outside of Russia’s interests due to his dependence on its economic and political support. These are all signs of ‘weak’ leadership compared with Putin’s or even Primakov’s commitment to standing up to the West in the name of Russian interests and values. When Yeltsin suddenly resigned as president on December 31, 1999, his approval ratings at home had plummeted to an average of about eight percent. Additionally, Yeltsin lost popularity among the
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international community with the exception of his friendship with Bill Clinton and a few others. His resignation was therefore not disheartening and did not gain much international media coverage. Yeltsin was the first democratically elected president in Russia, and his departure symbolized his performance. Though electoral democracy was introduced into a country with a thousand-year history of autocratic rule, Yeltsin’s performance left Russia with a war underway in Chechnya, a manipulated parliamentary election, and rampant corruption preventing any chance of economic reform. It is no surprise that Russians had a negative view of Yeltsin and became skeptical of “democratizing”.

Based on the above description of the Russian regime during the time of Yeltsin, one can conclude that the situation in Russia was chaotic, economically unstable, politically de-centralized, unsafe, highly corrupt and poorly managed. The indicators of this study represent significant variation in Yeltsin’s time compared to Putin’s time, which provides further evidentiary support that their relationship with approval ratings are strong. Politically there was relative pluralism, economic indicators were very poor, security levels were very low, and foreign policy was not clear but generally pro-Western due to a lack of economic might but also due to Yeltsin’s inability to stop corruption and allow the oligarchs to dictate Russia’s interests. Consequently, approval ratings were very low. As will be demonstrated in the next chapters, the indicators are reversed during Putin’s time in office.

Yeltsin’s time in office provides an example of what Russia would be like without its identity as a ‘strong state’. This is what the Russian population appeared to be missing during the 1990s, and was consequently very unsatisfied based on opinion polls of their levels of political satisfaction. Russia under the political chaos of the 1990s can be
analyzed using Huntington’s challenge of modernization theory. Huntington criticizes proponents of modernization theory who advocate that economic change and development lead to stable democratic societies and argues that modernization breeds disorder while modernity breeds stability. Due to the challenges of modernization, a society would be advised to apply a strong and centralized leadership to provide order and sustain reforms, as opposed to falling in the traps of instability, political indecision, stalemate, unclear leadership and objectives, and ultimately chaos. Order is of essential importance in developing countries. Order however, should not be confused with type of order, both on a political and economic level (democratic or authoritarian, and socialist or free-market).144 As will be shown, Putin arrived on the political scene with a voice that appeared to prioritize the very order that was lacking in Russia at the time and was perceived immediately as being a ‘strong leader’, the kind that Russia needed. During Yeltsin’s time, the increased freedom Russians were presented with in terms of freer access to media and in terms of voting rights, augmented their overall levels of freedom. But amidst this chaos and uncertainty, how free can one really be? Order allows one to have the stability that one seeks, the security that one seeks, which has been demonstrated to be of greater value and greater importance to the average citizen, namely in the case of Russia, as will be demonstrated with various opinion polls and secondary literature accounts in the following chapter. It is important to consider that there may be prior needs to be fulfilled before a society can enjoy or even desire liberty. The next chapter will analyze Putin’s leadership from 1999 to 2008 and present a juxtaposition with Yeltsin’s leadership.

144 Huntington, *Political Order in Changing Societies*. 
Chapter 3: Putin’s Leadership 1999-2008

Introductory Remarks

This chapter will demonstrate that Putin’s positive ratings can be explained through Putin’s establishment of order and stability, security and increased quality of life during his first two terms. The explanatory power of foreign policy assertiveness becomes more relevant after the economic crisis in 2014. The next chapter will demonstrate that in the absence of economic prosperity and increasing perception of international threat, the indicator of foreign policy assertiveness takes a primary position among indicators along with the continued presence of order, stability and security. This chapter mostly addresses the first prong of this study’s main argument which relates to Russia’s domestic identity and values. Nevertheless, Russia began to see elements of increased anti-Westernism during Putin’s second term along with his announcement of the establishment of a ‘sovereign democracy’ in Russia in 2007, topics which will be expanded in the next chapter, when this identity becomes truly manifested internationally through Putin’s assertive actions. Putin’s foreign policy remained rather isolationist during his first two terms with the exception of the war with Chechnya and the war in Georgia. The way this chapter is organized is by indicators. It first provides contextual information on Putin’s rise to power, then addresses the economic, political, security and foreign policy specifics of Putin’s first two terms in office and then proceeds to demonstrate his approval ratings.
Rise to Power

Dawisha argues that Putin’s ascent to power was no accident, and was the plot of a group of revanchist KGB officers who regretted the fall of the Soviet Union and, through their form of crony capitalism, seized control of Russia. She concludes that Putin and his elite circle used democracy for decoration rather than direction and had always planned to form a new Russian authoritarianism in league with Russian organized crime. Assisted by the international banking industry, they stole money that belonged to the state, placed it abroad, and then reinvested it in Russia and took over the state. Once they established that they were in charge of the country, they could reinstate Soviet methods of political control. Dawisha argues that the system had already been rigged to favor these circles as early as the late 1980s and that an even playing field was never created in Russia through the power of competitive markets. One did not get rich and successful through merit but rather thanks to favors from the state. And when the dust settled, Vladimir Putin emerged as king of the thieves.\textsuperscript{145} The KGB, mistrustful of Gorbachev, began transferring money abroad in the late 1980s. This money belonged to the Soviet Communist Party and was transferred into offshore accounts in Switzerland. Though the party was initially aware of this activity, the transfers eventually became more closely guarded and managed by only certain members of the KGB for the purpose of “protecting the Party’s economic interests”. By the time the KGB-led coup had failed in 1991, almost $4 billion had been distributed to banks and companies managed by the Communist Party and the KGB.\textsuperscript{146} This sum of money was enormous considering the fragile economic environment that Russia found itself in at this
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time. Thus, a small group became enriched by the state and eventually seized the funds outright. Putin always played a part in this process. In the late 1980’s, he was a KGB officer in Dresden. German counterintelligence launched an investigation into whether Putin was recruiting agents who would be loyal to the KGB after the collapse of Communism. They had expressed concern that Putin recruited a network that lived on in united Germany due to the fact that quite a few of his Dresden contacts have become very successful since then. Once Putin left Dresden and returned to St. Petersburg, he was put in charge of foreign liaisons. Marina Salye, member of the St Petersburg city council, accused him of entering into dozens of legally flawed contracts on behalf of the city and exporting hundreds of millions of dollars’ worth of commodities such as timber and coal supposedly in exchange for food that never arrived. He was not held accountable however since he had protectors in high places, and it was Salye who ended up in hiding after a series of threats that she received.  

In the early days after the fall of the USSR, as a mid-level KGB agent, Putin was personally involved in the organization of several institutions that still exist to this day. During the last days of the Soviet empire, the KGB was put in charge of the Communist party’s foreign bank accounts and set up joint ventures with Western firms. When the party collapsed the KGB knew where the money was. In the late 1980s Mr. Putin was a junior officer. By 1990 he was formally in charge of external trade relationships in the office of the mayor of St Petersburg. In practice, this meant he was part of all trade deals with foreigners. The Ozero Dacha Consumer Cooperative is an example of such an institution.

---

It conducted property investments which branched into other businesses and made use of mysterious sources of cash. Most of the members of the cooperative are now millionaires and billionaires. Another example is the *St. Petersburg Real Estate Holding Company*. The German Federal Intelligence Agency in 1999 investigated them and came out with a report accusing them of laundering money for Russian and Colombian criminals. Another similar institution Dawisha describes is the *Twentieth Trust*, a construction company also linked to Putin. Russian Ministry of Internal Affairs stated that this company received money from the budget of the city of St. Petersburg and transferred this money abroad. A Russian newspaper later discovered that the company had purchased property in Spain and constructed villas using the Russian army as labor.¹⁴⁸ The Spanish police became increasingly suspicious of Russian activity and began monitoring Berezovsky and other leaders of Russian organized crime who all owned houses on the southern coast of Spain. *Bank Rossiya* was founded in St. Petersburg in 1990 using money from the Communist Party’s Central Committee and according to Spanish police investigators, this bank facilitated cooperation between Putin, once he returned to St Petersburg, other city officials, and Russian organized crime. Spanish investigators discovered that Putin had arrived in Spain illegally by boat from Gibraltar in 1999. By then he was the head of the FSB and lived in Moscow with several of his cronies and criminal connections. Yeltsin was also involved with these money-making schemes, but as he became increasingly ill, Putin convinced Berezovsky and Yeltsin’s inner circles that he along with his FSB colleagues would be the guarantors of their wealth. It is around this time that Putin was appointed Prime Minister and then President shortly after. Once in office, he made it clear

¹⁴⁸ Dawisha, *Kleptocracy*. 
that he intended to remove the elite under Yeltsin and replace them with a new elite who was equally corrupt but exclusively loyal to him. He replaced the CEO of Gazprom with Dmitry Medvedev for example, who was a St. Petersburg lawyer and colleague of Putin, and later President of Russia. Gazprom then became a source of personal funds for Putin and his circle. He would later bribe the president of Ukraine with this money.\textsuperscript{149}

Apparently, this is not the first time this type of tactic is used in Russia, as changing the elite is an old Stalinist tool.\textsuperscript{150}

While Dawisha’s argument is convincing, it is largely based on open sources such as investigations by Russian and foreign journalists published in Russian newspapers, journals and books which opens it to criticism based on the anecdotal nature of the evidence provided and renders it hard to prove. However, other authors, such as Masha Gessen, Clifford Gaddy and Fiona Hill, Peter Baker and Susan Gesser, and Anna Artunyan, have written about Putin and the corruption involved in his elite circle, demonstrating that Dawisha’s argument isn’t that unreasonable. Nevertheless, Artunyan provides the most accurate criticism of Dawisha’s argument by stating that while her argument is sound in terms of the circle that owns the majority of resources in Russia, she jumps to conclusions on their motivations for obtaining them. Problems arise when Dawisha analyzes the motivations of Putin and his circle. She argues that from the beginning their motivation was to establish a regime that would control privatization, restrict democracy and return Russia to a great power, but their motivations may have simply been out of greed. How do

\textsuperscript{149} Ibid.

Putin’s ties with organized crime directly explain his rise to power? It may explain how he benefited from a lawless system, but it doesn't explain how he created it. There is no real proof that Putin and his circle had always planned to seize control over the country and it fails to mention any praise for Putin’s accomplishments. Today, Russia is no longer controlled by a group of wealthy oligarchs, has budget surpluses, no IMF debt, low unemployment, massive investments in infrastructure, a poverty rate cut in half and higher wages.

On September 23, 1999, a group of 24 governors wrote to Yeltsin expressing their request for him to hand over power to Vladimir Putin. That same day, after a series of apartment bombings in Moscow where 300 people died, Yeltsin ordered a secret decree which authorized the army to resume combat in Chechnya, the supposed perpetrators, despite the illegal nature of such a decree. Russian law forbids the use of regular troops within the country’s borders. Nevertheless, the Russian army began bombing the city of Grozny once again. The following day, Vladimir Putin ordered the army to engage in combat in Chechnya even though he was only the Prime Minister at this time: an office having no authority over the military. The actions and rhetoric of Putin that day were quite symbolic of the future of his leadership style and presidency. In his first televised appearance, Putin’s rhetoric included aggressive phrases towards Chechen terrorists such as “we will hunt them down, wherever we find them, we will destroy them. Even if we

---
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find them in the toilet. We will run them out in the outhouse.” This was quite a different style of rhetoric from Yeltsin’s, as he was not promising to bring the terrorists to justice nor expressing compassion for the hundreds of victims of the explosions. Putin’s rhetoric was exemplary of a man who was intending to rule with a hard fist. The public rewarded the new leader’s bellicose rhetoric with soaring approval ratings. In fact, the more the military campaign in Chechnya escalated, the more the country was pleased.

The apartment bombings in Moscow in 1999 before Putin’s election are very controversial today due to the possible involvement of the FSB. Masha Gessen, Russian-American journalist, interviewed Boris Berezovsky, a former Russian business oligarch, for her 2012 manuscript *The Man Without a Face*. He stated that, at the time, he truly believed it was the Chechens who were bombing apartments in Moscow. Eventually, when he moved to London and started looking back on the events, he came to the conclusion that these bombings were organized by the FSB. At the time, the critical media outlet NTV was already accusing the FSB, but Berezovsky did not trust Gusinsky (head of NTV), since he was in support of Putin’s presidential candidate opponent, Primakov. In this interpretation, the explosions were intended to unite Russians in fear and in a desperate desire for a new, decisive, even aggressive leader. And that is precisely what happened.

Before the elections Berezovsky created a new political party that was devoid of ideology and filled a series of well-known faces including Putin’s, which allowed the party

---
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to gain popularity. This improved its prospects for the upcoming parliamentary elections in 1999. Putin’s popularity along with the manipulation of the electoral media allowed United Russia to finish second with 23 percent of the party vote just behind the KPRF’s (Communist party) 24 percent lead in the legislative election and well ahead of the OVR party (Nationalist party) which ended up with 13 percent of the vote.\textsuperscript{156} United Russia’s success paved the way for Putin’s successful presidential bid in 2000. Yeltsin ended up resigning at the end of 1999 and called Putin in to be acting President. That, along with OVR’s decision to back Putin broadened his political support, leaving the Communist party as the only real opposition. In the presidential election, one that was marked by media bias, fraud and abuse of state resources, Putin won with 53 percent of the vote.\textsuperscript{157} However, international observers believed that the election was won thanks to a biased Russian public media casting doubt on the fairness of the process. They found that the Unity party and Putin had received a disproportionate share of coverage on state television. The coverage itself proved to be quite unbalanced, advancing a series of rumors and insinuations about other candidates. Primakov was portrayed as too sick and too old to govern; mayor of Moscow, Yury Luzhkov, was said to have presided over a corrupt administration; and his wife was alleged to be involved in improper business practices. The media also unearthed properties abroad belonging to the mayor, both Primakov and Luzhkov were accused of involvement in assassination plots, and the political party Fatherland-All Russia was accused of colluding with foreign powers in a conspiracy to unseat Putin.\textsuperscript{158} Much of this
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compromising information was presented on ORT, a channel owned by Berezovsky who paid Sergei Dorenko more than a million dollars to present this information on a popular Sunday night show that he hosted.\textsuperscript{159} The European Institute for the Media concluded that the media was heavily biased towards Putin and portrayed him as being a “strong and decisive Commander-in-Chief” who defended Russia against Chechen “terrorists.” He was also shown to be travelling around the country promising high salaries and more regional support in the provinces.\textsuperscript{160} In contrast, the Yabloko leader Grigorii Yavlinsky, was portrayed as spending more money than was permitted, as being controlled by Jewish and Israeli interests, and as being a ‘cryptocommunist’ taking votes away from Putin.\textsuperscript{161} During the last week of the campaign, when it appeared possible that he might deny Putin a first-round victory, the media mounted an ‘unflattering photomontage of a group of homosexuals’ declaring their support for the Yabloko leader, and accused him of having undergone cosmetic surgery to refresh his youthful image.\textsuperscript{162}
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The Economy Under Putin

Russia is an upper-middle income country\textsuperscript{163} with a mixed economy with state ownership in certain areas. The 1990s market reforms privatized much of Russian industry and agriculture, a marked change from the Soviet command economy. The privatization mostly occurred in the energy and defense-related sectors. Major state-owned firms were turned over to politically connected oligarchs and left equity ownership highly concentrated. Yeltsin’ shock therapy and radical market-oriented reforms were disastrous and led the GDP to fall more than 40\% by 1999. In addition, hyperinflation wiped out personal savings, and crime and destitution spread rapidly. Russia fell into a financial crisis in 1998 as a result of difficulties in collecting government revenues amid the collapsing economy and a dependence on short-term borrowing to finance budget deficits. In the 1990s Russia was "the largest borrower" from the International Monetary Fund with loans totaling $20 billion. The IMF was the subject of criticism for lending so much to Russia as they did little in return in terms of promised reforms for the money.\textsuperscript{164}

When Putin took over the presidency, he implemented a significant amount of pro-growth economic reforms. These reforms included a comprehensive tax reform of a flat income tax of 13\% and widespread deregulation allowing small and medium-sized enterprises to thrive.\textsuperscript{165} Also, the economy benefited from the rising commodity prices and
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GDP grew about 7% per year. Disposable incomes more than doubled and the value of consumer credit increased dramatically which allowed for a boom in private consumption. Additionally, the number of people living below the poverty line declined from 30% in 2000 to 14% in 2008. Nevertheless, a report by Credit Suisse reveals that 110 wealthy individuals own 35% of all financial assets held by Russian households, resulting in one of the most unequal societies in the world, and actually ranked the most unequal in 2016 by Credit Suisse. Russia still however maintained fiscal discipline with budget surpluses every year from 2000 to 2007, despite inflation due to the central bank’s aggressive policy to expand money supply to combat the appreciation of the Ruble. Though Russia was hit by the global credit crunch in 2008, proactive and timely responses by the government and central bank prevented any long-term damage from occurring and shielded the banking system from the effects of the global financial crisis. Putin’s policies were therefore responsible and promoted growth with the help of rising energy prices.

---


The Russian economy mostly relies on energy revenues to drive its growth and has an abundance of oil, natural gas and precious metals. The World Bank estimates the total value of Russia’s natural resources at $75 trillion.\textsuperscript{172} Between 2000 and 2012, Russia’s energy exports fueled rapid growth in living standards raising real disposable income by 160%.\textsuperscript{173} During this time, unemployment and poverty more than halved and levels of life satisfaction significantly rose.\textsuperscript{174} Russia was accepted into the WTO after 16 years of negotiation in 2011, and in 2013 was labeled a high-income country by the World Bank.\textsuperscript{175}

By 2012, the oil and gas sector accounted for 16% of GDP, 52% of federal budget revenues and over 70% of total exports.\textsuperscript{176} Additionally, Russia possesses a sophisticated arms industry. Russian arms exports totaled $15.7 billion in 2013, coming in second after the US.\textsuperscript{177} The service industry is the largest sector of the economy, accounting for 58% of GDP; industry corresponds to 40%; and agriculture accounts for the remaining 2%. As of 2009, Russia's defense industry employs 2.5–3 million people, accounting for 20% of


all manufacturing jobs.178 Russia is the world's second largest conventional arms exporter after the United States.179 Aircraft manufacturing is an important industry sector in Russia, employing around 355,300 people as of 2009.180 The space industry of Russia in 2006 consisted of over 100 companies and employed 250,000 people.181

The economic prosperity that Russia enjoyed throughout this time was very important towards its increasing authoritarianism and international might. The stronger it became internally, the bolder it acted internationally. As was mentioned in the previous chapter, the various constituents within government agreed that Russia needed to repair its economy before it could start acting as a major power internationally. Putin made that aspiration come true thanks to high incomes from energy. It was also easier to continue centralizing and increasing authoritarianism in Russia during this epoch as the West no longer had any room to maneuver since Russia was financially independent. Nevertheless, as will be demonstrated below, it was the centralization of the security apparatus that rendered the society safer, and this was only achieved through Putin’s increasing authoritarianism.


Increasing Authoritarianism and the Establishment of Order

Six days after his victory, Putin proposed a set of bills all aimed at strengthening vertical power and restructured Russia’s federal composition. One bill aimed at replacing elected members of the upper house of parliament with appointed ones. Another bill allowed elected governors to be removed from office on mere suspicion of wrongdoing. And another established seven presidential envoys, who were generals and former KGB officers to supervise the work of elected governors in large territories in the country.\textsuperscript{182} The KGB at this time possessed an estimated 269 troops and continued to penetrate the army, the media, and major societal organizations.\textsuperscript{183} Russia had been through a very troublesome decade and Putin believed that the centralization of power was vital in order to put the country back on track. In 1998, Russia had defaulted on its foreign debt and plummeted into a profound economic crisis. Moscow previously allowed the various regions of Russia the autonomy to manage their budgets, collect their taxes, set their tariffs and create their own economic policies. The Russian Federation had been a rather loose structure. Russian governors and other regional lords, many of whom ran almost independent fiefs under Putin’s predecessor, now looked to Moscow in a servile fashion. Regional leaders under Yeltsin used to rule over their provinces like little tsars, either paying no attention to the Kremlin or blackmailing the Moscow courtiers and the president himself.\textsuperscript{184} Russian liberals, who at the time still believed Putin to be one of them, did not criticize his policies and believed they may be the solution to the overly de-centralized
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nature of policy-making in Russia, even though these bills clearly contradicted the 1993 constitution. In Yeltsin’s Russia, oligarchs highly influenced government and ran the failing economy to their benefit. In Putin’s Russia, oligarchs instead lived in fear of a visit from the secret police and moved their money and their families abroad while keeping a low profile. Only Berezovsky, one of those who orchestrated Putin’s ascent, desperately tried to build an opposition to challenge the new Kremlin boss. Berezovsky criticized Putin’s anti-democratic nature in the newspaper he owned called Kommersant. He said the President’s policies undermined individual freedoms, and that the legislations would place severe limitations on the independence and civil freedoms of tens of thousands of top level Russian politicians, forcing them to follow orders from a single person. From then on, the USSR was restored in spirit. However, this statement is not said with a negative connotation due to the fact that the more Putin’s power was consolidated domestically, the “stronger” the state became.

After Putin took office, external as well as domestic constraints on autocratic behavior fell as economic growth and skyrocketing oil prices made Russia virtually immune to the Western democratization pressures. Domestically, Putin strengthened United Russia, which absorbed the OVR and became an institutionalized political party and effectively eliminated parliament as a site for opposition. The strength of UR allowed it to become the dominant force in the duma and effectively ended the
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independence of legislative power from executive power. United Russia penetrated the national territory and became a centralized organization that was able to rival the Communists in parliament compared to Yeltsin’s loosely organized parties of power. However, United Russia lacked an ideological identity. Putin consolidated the regions throughout the country. The 89 provinces became a few regional districts, regional parties were barred from parliamentary elections, and lobbying powers for regional interests were reduced in the legislative chamber. Additionally, Putin reinstated state control over the economy by nationalizing key sectors such as energy. He monopolized the gas company Gazprom and possessed full control over it, as it became an instrument of political patronage and punishment. When it came to the powerful oligarchs in Russia, Putin weakened them by prosecuting them or stripping them of their assets or coopting them into his network. The richest man in the country, Mikhail Khodorkovsky, was the head of the giant oil company Yukos and frequently challenged the government and financed the opposition. Putin made sure to remove the threat he posed by arresting him and imprisoning him for tax fraud and other crimes. His company was sold off to various Kremlin-controlled companies. Putin took control of the previously oligarch-controlled media by forcing Boris Berezovsky into exile on fraud charges. He had been the owner of
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ORT, a station that would air critical coverage of the government. Additionally, the Kremlin took over NTV, a media company owned by Vladimir Gusinsky, also critical of the government, and later took over his TV6 in 2007 leaving Russia without independent television.\textsuperscript{193} The opposition was then completely stifled as independent media, regional powers and oligarchic powers were weakened. Civic groups and opposition groups were starved of resources thereafter and many of them disintegrated or were coopted by the government.\textsuperscript{194} The best organized opposition party, the KPRF, also saw noticeable decline in public support, which dramatically shifted the domestic balance of power. Elections then became much less competitive.\textsuperscript{195}

The process of state rebuilding accelerated under Putin who improved fiscal health due in large part to rising energy prices which also allowed Putin to strengthen central state authority, increase bureaucratic discipline, reduce subnational rebellion, reassert central control over tax, the police, and other state agencies.\textsuperscript{196} Organizational power was enhanced by increased discretionary control over the economy, as the Putin government expanded state control over key sectors of the economy such as transportation, communication and energy. Between 2000 and 2007, the Russian state’s share of oil production rose from 16 to 50 percent which generated massive revenues considering the
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higher global energy prices.\textsuperscript{197} This increased the government’s economic power dramatically. By mid-2015, about 55 percent of the Russian economy was in state hands.\textsuperscript{198} These changes in state and party capacity help to illustrate how Russia transformed itself from a fragile regime under Yeltsin to an increasingly stable one under Putin.

In 2003, United Russia won 223 out of 450 seats, which when combined with small allied parties and independents, gave Putin a two-thirds majority. Opposition was destroyed after 2003. When the 2004 presidential election approached, major candidates opted not to run. Putin was overwhelmingly reelected with 71\% of the vote in 2004, facing only minor opposition.\textsuperscript{199} During Putin’s second term, the regime became increasingly authoritarian. Putin placed barriers to creating political parties and formed a law that eliminated elections for regional governors.\textsuperscript{200} Additionally, harsh restrictions were imposed on NGOS, censorship became more abundant, and many acts of violence were observed on journalists, which made Russia one of the most unsafe place for the media.\textsuperscript{201}

The electoral culture in Russia consisted of formally free elections that were orchestrated by local authorities trying to curry favor with the federal center. The March 2004 elections were a perfect example of this. Putin technically had 5 opponents running against him, but
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the obstacles they had to overcome to even join the race were quite extreme. International organizations had observed numerous violations in Russia’s election processes such as deleting from the rolls of over a million elderly people and unlikely voters and the delivery of prefilled ballots to a psychiatric ward. During the campaign, opposition candidates faced difficulty printing their campaign material or airing their commercials or even finding space for campaign events. Nationalist leftist economist Sergei Glazyev tried to hold an event in Yekaterinburg but the police kicked everyone out of the building claiming there was a bomb threat. In the end, Putin received about seven times as much news coverage on the state channel as other candidates. The state news television channel justified this action by stating that a country such as Russia, needs to deliver the government’s message clearly and directly, and since Russia is a presidential republic, they do not criticize the president.

After the 2004 hostage crisis at a school in Beslan, where more than 300 people died, Putin gave a speech and emphasized the need for government effectiveness in combatting terrorism and uniting the country as the main conditions for success in this fight. He declared that from that point on, governors would no longer be elected, he would appoint the mayor of Moscow himself, and members of the lower house of parliament would no longer be directly elected. Now Russian citizens would cast their votes in favor of political parties rather than individual candidates, who would then fill the seats with party members. The new procedure for registering political parties became more complex, and all existing ones had to re-register which led to most being eliminated as a result.
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Legislation was also passed that would filter all bills before entering the lower house through a public chamber that the president would personally appoint. This was certainly not the first time that Putin had used acts of terror as an excuse to increasingly centralize the country.\textsuperscript{204}

Putin spoke of reform in Western capitals, but at home he was destroying any element left of liberal democratic society. Putin refused to tolerate any real political opposition and sponsored phony political parties whose leaders were loyal to him. He got rid of any remaining independent media, as he found it to be a strong tool of social manipulation, and pushed back any dissidence in newspapers. Putin also took on civil society and organizations over which he did not have any control and registered the ones who engaged in criticism over the Russian regime as “foreign agents” and even shut down several of them.\textsuperscript{205} Putin and his circle put into a place a system designed to manufacture disinformation and managed to mobilize support on a spectacular scale. The KGB was now in a place to control the country, only now it was in a better funded and more sophisticated guise.

Russia is ruled by a system of networks based on personal loyalty and an informal exchange of information and resources. The most influential groups are formed in strategic sectors of the economy such as the energy sector and the military. There is a symbiosis in Russia between these informal groups and the formal institutions of the state. Their special
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interests are greatly taken into consideration and they are unaccountable for their actions. Yet this system has remained surprisingly sustainable. Putin has re-created the type of bureaucracy that existed in the Soviet Union which was unwieldy and could only function from within by engaging in corrupt practices. Through Putin’s centralization of power and network, he has managed to provide stability and order in Russia as well as a loyal elite, making the authorities less prone to internecine fighting.

Meanwhile, Russia’s policy in Chechnya was undergoing a transformation, as the Russian troops pulled out of Chechnya and gave free reign and extraordinary monetary subsidies to a handpicked young Chechen leader named Ramzan Kadyrov in exchange for loyalty and victory. After Putin’s second term, the narrative on Russia’s regime began to change in international media from “emerging democracy” to “authoritarian tendencies” to giving off impressions of criminal tyranny. In 2003, Transparency International ranked Russia as more corrupt than 64 percent of the world’s countries, comparing it with countries such as Mozambique and Algeria. In its 2010 report, the organization showed Russia as more corrupt than 86 percent of the world.206 In 2005, the presidential representative to the G8, Andrey Illiarionov, resigned due to his problems with Russia becoming less democratic and free and being run by an authoritarian elite.207 He also stated that he had no influence in the Kremlin and that officials would often put limits on how much he could express himself. He was openly critical on many of Russia’s policies such as the Yukos affair, government involvement in Gazprom and Rosneft, the Russia-Ukraine
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gas dispute as well as Russia’s aggressive and coercive energy policies in general, and was a proponent of the secession of Chechnya. However, despite the presence of corruption and the presence of the network arrangement between the elite, the country has maintained stability and order while possessing the full support of the majority of its citizens.

Elections became increasingly uncompetitive as evidenced by the 2008 elections, with Putin’s orchestration of a successor, a move that would technically abide by constitutional law yet would allow him to retain power. After the 2007 Duma elections, Putin announced his support for Dmitri Medvedev to succeed him, while Medvedev announced he would make Putin the Prime Minister. This staged transition was legal, but clearly did not change the balance of power in Russia. In 2008, in an election conducted with media bias and manipulation, Medvedev won with 70% of the vote. The new president served many purposes: he managed to make Putin appear charismatic due to his lack of charisma, and at 5 feet 4 inches made Putin look tall by comparison. Medvedev mimicked Putin’s speech and sounded like a voice synthesizer. He was also less vulgar, which, along with his promise to fight corruption, was enough to garner the support of Russia’s intellectuals. However, nothing changed. The plan was for Medvedev was to preside over his four-year term without doing much and then cede the throne to Putin, for
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two consecutive six-year terms. Every year, Russia slid lower and lower on the Corruption Percep-tion Index, reaching 154th out of 189 by 2011.210

Russia in the 1990s suffered high levels of instability due to its lack of a strong governing power in the midst of its transition from authoritarianism. In order to transition from one to the other, it is important to establish order with an effective governing body. During his reign, Vladimir Putin exhibited governmental effectiveness through his centralization project and the rapid economic growth that Russia experienced in the 2000s. Putin often states that Russia has separate developmental needs and governing needs than western countries and may be correct in his assessment. Countries with coherent political orders, whether autocratic or democratic, are likely to exhibit lower levels of social violence. For these reasons among others that will be discussed, stability and order have proven to be more important in Russian cultural values than the western definition of liberty. Putin’s ability to maintain a high level of support despite his authoritarian tendencies may show that people are ready to sacrifice a certain degree of freedom for the promise of stability.

Security and Institutionalization of Corruption

The rate of murder in Russia has varied over time. In the 1950s and 1960s, the murder rate remained stable and was actually lower than that of the United States.211 In the
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1990s and throughout the next decade, homicide rates in Russia began to rise rapidly, and were among the highest in the world. The following graph demonstrates the murder rates from 1991 to 2011. As of 2002, one can notice a stable downward trend.

Figure 7. Total Homicides 1991-2011

By the time Putin entered politics in 1999, organized crime and the oligarchs posed a serious threat to the Russian state because it became the most stable institution in the country since the state was so ineffective at enforcing laws and providing security. State assets such as energy, minerals, telecommunications and transport networks had all become under the control of the oligarchs which tipped the power balance away from the state and towards private businessmen. When Putin came into power, his goal was to re-assert that balance and diminish the hold of the oligarch’s over state resources. His strategy was to
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adopt a vertical integration of criminals. He imposed a new social contract with the underworld. Gangsters could still be gangsters as long as they respected the authority of the state. Indiscriminate street violence was replaced by targeted assassinations; the new generation gangster-businessmen had successfully domesticated the old-school criminals. This was not just a process of setting new boundaries for the criminals; it also led to a restructuring of connections between the underworld and the ‘upperworld’, to the benefit of the latter. Connections between these groups and the state security apparatus grew, and the two became closer to each other. The result was not simply institutionalization of corruption and further blurring of the boundaries between licit and illicit; but the emergence of a conditional understanding that Russia now had a ‘nationalized underworld’. In short, when the state wanted something from the criminals, they were expected to comply.

It has been argued by influential journalists that Putin came to power through the secret-police apparatus which formed him and continues to sustain him. Putin turned Russia into a ‘supersized model of the KGB’ where there is no room for dissent or event independent action. In these ways, he has seized power back into the hands of the state. The modern version of the KGB, the FSB, both absorbs and eliminates organized crime and the Russian mafia through killing or imprisoning those who do not comply to eliminate any competition for power and influence. Russian criminals make extensive use of the state governmental apparatus to protect and promote their criminal activities. For example, most businesses in Russia—legal, quasi-legal, and illegal—must operate with the protection of a krysha (roof). The protection is often provided by police or security officials
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employed outside their “official” capacities for this purpose. In other cases, officials are “silent partners” in criminal enterprises that they, in turn, protect.\textsuperscript{216} Leaked secret diplomatic cables have deduced that Russia is a corrupt, autocratic kleptocracy where government officials, oligarchs and organized crime are bound together under the leadership of Vladimir Putin in a “virtual mafia state”.\textsuperscript{217} These cables reveal that bribery alone totals an estimated 300 billion dollars a year in Russia. The distinction between government activity and organized crime is also shown to be indistinguishable. These allegations stem from Jose Grinda Gonzalez, a Spanish prosecutor who has spent more than a decade researching Russian organized crime in Spain. Gonzalez possesses substantial proof such as wiretaps revealing that certain political parties in Russia worked hand in hand with mafia groups. The bribe system works in a vertical line where the Kremlin holds the seat at the summit, then a broad layer of top officials such as mayors and governors collect money based on bribes almost like their own personal taxation system. At the next level down is the FSB, interior ministry and police, who collect money from illicit and licit businesses. These actors enjoy a krysha, or protection system, and the documents have revealed that the Russian government’s direct links to criminality have led some to assert that the government operates more as a kleptocracy than a government. The cables also reveal that the Americans believe Putin was likely to have known about the operation to murder Alexander Litvinenko in London in 2006.\textsuperscript{218}
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In an interview between World Policy Journal and Mark Galeotti, Galeotti was asked to describe the relationship between organized crime and the state. He stated:

In many ways, the state is the biggest gang in town, though I don’t actually accept the notion that this is a mafia state. What has happened is, in the 1990s after the Soviet Union collapsed organized, crime exploded. In some ways and in some areas, it was at least as powerful if not more powerful than the local arms of the state. And this is one of the many impulses that led to the rise of Putin, because they wanted someone, the elite and public alike, who could rebuild the authority of the state, and rebuild stability on the streets—Putin did that. Russia became a lot calmer, a lot quieter, and a lot safer. The way that was done was by very clearly reaching a settlement, which basically said that as long as you, organized crime, do not challenge the interests of the state directly, which includes mayhem on the streets, we won’t crack down on you as much as we might. There are still police officers doing what police officers do, there are still arrests and such, but there isn’t anything like the truly serious and draconian campaign that, if Putin was really worried about the mafia, he would undertake. And also, part of that deal is that sometimes, organized crime operates on the sufferance of the state and therefore must, in effect, do services for the state. We’ve seen it for example in terms of the Russian intelligence community using organized crime to move money and people, we’ve seen it in the sense of computer criminals being pressed into service as patriotic hackers when clearly the government wants other governments to feel low-level cyber war. So basically, the formulation I’ve sometimes used is that this is not a mafia state but it’s a state that’s nationalized organized crime. When the state wants things, organized crime must deliver or else bad things will happen. But, that said, the real threat of the 1990s was in a way that organized crime, politics, business were becoming indistinguishable, that has receded. The biggest crooks in Russia are clearly kleptocratic members of the senior elite, who don’t really have much connection with organized crime. Organized crime is something separate. You have, as it were, just a variety of different people robbing the Russians blind.219

There are positive factors of corruption that render the Russian system resilient. Galeotti uses the ancient feudal practice of kormleniye, meaning tax farming, to describe the bribe system that works in Russia. The word itself means “feeding”. It was a system of supporting a prince’s administration at the expense of the local population. This system allowed the prince to dispatch viceregents to remote areas to be “fed” by the local

population. Though eventually abolished, the term has frequently appeared to describe various forms of corruption in Russia and across the Soviet Union that continue to this day.

This system, though corrupt, had its practical uses though. It was efficient enough to ensure management and loyalty of state officials operating from remote places. When Putin implemented the law to directly elect governors, this type of system comes to mind. *Krysha*, or protection, comes with the obligation to perform the job correctly and to be loyal as well. If the appointees can hold this end of the bargain, any other actions they take are virtually permissible. Putin has fired individuals though, should they betray the system in some form or another, which signals that there are some limits to how officers could use their jobs for self-enrichment. But generally speaking, as this system is based on the dependence of both parties on one another, these firings are avoided and rather Putin uses a system of “rotations”, in order to encourage the persistence of loyalty. What this denotes is simply a rotation of posts, usually a demotion, accompanied by more opportunities for extra-legal profit making or business deals. This practice has been compared to traditions of the Soviet nomenclature in which elites were circulated within, but rarely expelled from, the ruling class. As long as Putin is there, this circle has their *krysha*, or protection racket. Galeotti argues that many officers were therefore relieved to hear that Putin would replace Medvedev as president in 2012 because Putin espouses the same beliefs that they all share: gut-level nationalism, a technocratic order of society and the sense that the masses just ought to let the elites run the country.\(^{220}\) Also known as the *chekists*, the former KGB apparatus in governing roles are thought to prefer a strong, independent, centralized and militarily strong Russia. They are believed to have a tendency to uphold Russian

exceptionalism and civilizational uniqueness. Moreover, the anti-Western sentiment observed becomes an end itself, serving to preserve and exalt Russian civilization.221

As many as a quarter of Russia’s senior bureaucrats are “siloviki,” Russian for “power guys”. The siloviki include members of the armed forces and other security services, not just the FSB. However, the proportion can rise up to three quarters if one counts those that are simply affiliated to the security services. The siloviki represent a group of people that are loyal to the Cheka. Mr. Putin often states, “there is no such thing as a former Chekist.”222 All important decisions in Russia are taken by a small circle of men who served alongside Putin during the KGB era in St. Petersburg. Of all the Soviet institutions, the KGB has withstood Russia’s transformation to capitalism the best. A member of parliament, Mr. Kondaurov, stated “Communist ideology has gone, but the methods and psychology of its secret police have remained.”223 Putin’s informal politburo includes two deputy heads of the presidential administration, Igor Sechin and Viktor Ivanov; Nikolai Patrushev head of FSB; and Sergei Ivanov first deputy prime minister. These men are all from St. Petersburg and worked in intelligence alongside Putin. The siloviki’s power is backed by their enormous financial resources in state companies. For example, Mr. Sechin is the chairman of Rosneft, the largest state-run oil company in Russia. Viktor Ivanov is head of the board of Almaz Antei, the country’s main production of air-defense rockets and of Aeroflot, the national airline. The siloviki can also be found


in law enforcement agencies, in the ministries of the economy, transport, natural resources, telecoms and culture. KGB veterans hold senior management positions in Gazprom, Russia’s biggest company and Gazprom Bank, where the Vice President is Sergei Ivanov’s son. The FSB even has support from the priesthood. Next to the FSB building in Lubyanka Square, stands the church of the Holy Wisdom. A Plaque on the church states “restored in August 2001 with zealous help from the FSB.” “Thank God there is the FSB. All power is from God and so is theirs,” quoting Father Alexander, who leads the service.224 A former KGB general agrees: “They really believe that they were chosen and are guided by God and that even the high oil prices they have benefited from are God's will.”225

**The Relationship Between Corruption and Authoritarianism**

The relationship between corruption and authoritarianism is vital here. Russia’s Corruption Perception worsened as it became more authoritarian judging by Western standards of measurement. By tightening controls and undermining the integrity of elections, Russia’s network state became consolidated as the primary ruling system of the state. Though corrupt, there is a surprising sustainability to the way Putin governs Russia and a resulting stability, which is of supreme importance for a population that has experienced very negative consequences due to instability in the Yeltsin years and that has throughout a big portion of its history been exposed to an “authoritarian stability” and “great power status.” Though Russia is ruled by a wealthy and corrupt elite whose main objective is to stay in power, and though Russia has taken a sharp authoritarian turn over
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the years, there is strong cohesion among the ruling power, which is important for the stability of the regime. What is also important for the stability of the regime though is popular support, which Putin and his clan continue to have at exceptionally high levels. Putin’s authoritarian turn can be explained by many factors. The economic recovery that occurred during Putin’s tenure clearly helped his approval ratings, however it does not account for the full extent of his popularity as other ‘autocrats’ in Georgia and Ukraine fell from power despite high levels of economic growth. Russia differed from these cases because of the low leverage and few external constraints it experienced from the West. The other reason is Putin’s stronger state and party institutions, which allowed for greater stability and centralized control albeit in a closed mostly authoritarian regime. This study posits that Putin’s elite ruling party, though corrupt and authoritarian, has provided stability in Russia and has managed to create a national image of the country as being strong and centralized, both in accordance with values of high national regard stretching back into Russian history. This “identity consolidation” begins at home and projects itself internationally as power consolidates domestically. In other words, the more centralized and consolidated Putin’s rule became at home in terms of building a ‘strong state’ in Russia, the bolder he became internationally and the more it appeared that Russia was returning to a ‘great power status’. This national identity is highly responsible for Putin’s success as a leader and his high approval ratings, as will be demonstrated in the next chapter.
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Foreign Policy and The External Threat

Russia’s powerful elite group is composed of people having an exaggerated sense of the enemy which justifies their very existence. “A few years ago, we succumbed to the illusion that we don't have enemies and we have paid dearly for that,” Mr Putin told the FSB in 1999. This anti-Westernism has worked among the Russian public. Mr. Goloshchapov, the FSB’s spokesman stated “In Gorbachev's time Russia was liked by the West and what did we get for it? We have surrendered everything: eastern Europe, Ukraine, Georgia. NATO has moved to our borders.” Thus, all those who side with the West are considered the internal enemy including the last free-thinking journalists, the last NGOs and the last liberal politicians. Through portraying the West and Western institutions as threats, Putin began to consolidate Russia’s identity internally. And while this strategy helped him and his elite circle stay in power, it was not rejected by the Russian population, who tends to respond well to anti-Western rhetoric.

When the USSR collapsed, Yeltsin’s foreign policy objectives were centered around improving Russia’s relations with the West and attempting economic integration into the world economy as well as implementing ‘democratic rule’. These policies were controversial in Russia for several reasons, one being the fact that citizens and politicians alike were dismayed by the lack of Western development assistance. Additionally, the
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EU and NATO began expanding eastward, which was seen as threatening to Russia. Western integration efforts in Russia, thus, began to wane, which paved the way for a return to a nationalist approach to foreign policy under Putin.231

When Putin first became president, his foreign policy could be characterized as mistrustful towards the West. This sentiment stemmed from the West’s role in the CIS and the uncertainty of the future of Baltic countries as well as energy route disagreements and the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START). Meanwhile Putin was cultivating relationships with countries particularly concerning to the West such as China, Cuba, North Korea, Iraq and Iran. Putin criticized the West for its plans to withdraw from the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty and its plan to build a national missile defense system. He also criticized US military intervention in Yugoslavia and NATO talks to expand to Eastern Europe.232 After the September 2001 terrorist attacks in the United States though, relations shifted into a more cooperative phase. Putin immediately declared his full support to the West with the war on terror. In addition, Putin reconsidered his stance on NATO expansion and even considered joining it as a member state.233 This cooperative relationship was short-lived though. When the US announced its plan to go to war with Iraq, Putin opposed this mission entirely and said Russia would veto any UN security council resolution that would authorize the use of force against Saddam Hussein. Once again, relations between the US and Russian soured.
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Relations even became outright hostile as Putin extended his anti-Western stance to including the European Union and NATO. The Baltic countries became a contentious issue as Russia claimed that if NATO extended to those countries it would retaliate. Putin stated that the Color Revolutions that began in Ukraine and Kyrgyzstan were part of a Western plot to install Western-friendly regimes to surround Russia and bring about regime change in the country itself. Putin accused the West of using human rights and pro-democracy NGOs as instruments to channel funds to influence Russian politics. Putin took action to eliminate Western presence in the CIS with strategies including gas price manipulations. If any country had relations with the West, Russia would threaten to increase gas prices, such as was the case in Ukraine when Russia increased the price dramatically and cut off the supply twice when Ukraine had trouble paying the bills. In addition, Georgia was targeted militarily when it declared its intention to join NATO and Russian military relations with China and pro-Russian regimes were intensified. This is evidence of increasing assertiveness in foreign policy as Russia saw an improvement in its economic capacity and domestic situation.

Russia believes it has a sphere of influence and should maintain influence over that sphere whereas the West believes these countries are completely independent and have the right to choose their policy orientation. After many years under Soviet Communism, these states tended to remain strongly influenced by their past and adopted authoritarian structures with weak rule of law and a paternalistic system of governance. With time though, some countries started to rebel against the lack of democracy and wanted to move
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closer to Europe. The revolutions occurred in response to fraudulent elections where the incumbent had limited support and was overthrown by the rebellion. Western-oriented leaders then replaced them. Putin viewed Western encouragement of these revolutions as a threat to his influence in post-Soviet Russia.\textsuperscript{235} In addition, the EU’s Neighborhood Policy has sought closer ties with countries to the East. Former USSR states join in order to integrate with Europe and eventually become a member of the EU. The EU has offered financial assistance to these countries as long as they abide by certain political and economic ways of life. Russia views this initiative as a plan to expand Western values into its sphere of influence. Post-Cold War actions taken by the West such as the Partnership for Peace program between former Soviet states and NATO and the push for the development of energy pipelines that bypassed Russia demonstrated to Russia the West’s desire to minimize Russian influence in Europe.\textsuperscript{236}

The Color Revolutions in Eastern Europe were significant occurrences for Putin and were perceived as a threat to the survival of his regime. He perceived these as being directly related to Western influence in Eastern Europe as well as NATO expansion. The Rose Revolution in Georgia was a pro-Western, peaceful change of power in November 2003, which was brought about after a series of protests over the parliamentary elections and resulted in the ouster of President Eduard Shevardnadze. The protests triggered new elections in Georgia and established the United National Movement as the dominant ruling party. Afterwards, Georgia pursued a pro-Western foreign policy and declared European
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and Euro-Atlantic integration as an objective which subsequently led to tensions with Russia.\footnote{Cory Welt, ‘Georgia’s Rose Revolution: From Regime Weakness to Regime Collapse’, in 
 Democracy and Authoritarianism in the Post-Communist World, eds. Valerie Bunce, Michael A. McFaul and Kathryn Stoner-Weiss, (Cambridge: University Press, 2010), 155-188.} The Tulip Revolution in Kyrgyzstan began after suspicious parliamentary elections in 2005 and resulted in Askar Akyev’s fall from power and eventual flight to Kazakhstan and then to Russia.\footnote{“A Tulip Revolution,” The Economist, March 24, 2005, http://www.economist.com/node/3785139.}  The Orange Revolution in Ukraine was a series of protests that took place at the end of 2004 to the beginning of 2005 after fraudulent presidential elections. Reports from several domestic and foreign election monitors showed that the runoff between Viktor Yuschenko and Viktor Yanukovich was rigged by the authorities in favor of the latter, a pro-Kremlin leader. The protests succeeded in getting the results annulled and the supreme court ordered a new election where Yuschenko, a pro-Western candidate ended up winning with 52% of the vote. The Orange Revolution ended at his inauguration.\footnote{Taras Kuzio, Ukraine’s Orange Revolution: Causes and Consequences, (Ottawa: University of Ottawa, 2005).}

These revolutions deeply disturbed Putin and his administration. People took to the streets, tired of despotic governments heavily influenced by Russia, and demanded free and fair elections which resulted in democratic governments. The revolutions also appeared connected as they occurred one after the other. Success in a nearby state resulted in others being inspired to rebel against their own authoritarian regimes. This process is referred to as ‘diffusion’ among democratization scholars and intensifies pressure on other authoritarian regimes nearby. In countries that don’t undergo revolutions but are next to
the ones that do, the new democratic border states serve as a continual reminder of the
prospect of regime change. As more and more regimes become democratic nearby,
international scrutiny may intensify on those that do not. Once established, democratic
regimes are inclined to export their ideas to like-minded groups in authoritarian states
through NGOS with the assistance of established democracies such as the United States.
Diffusion is therefore an extreme threat to authoritarian regimes’ national security.240
According to Thomas Ambrosio, the Kremlin implemented three strategies to avoid this
democratic trend after the Color Revolutions. These were to insulate, bolster and subvert.
The Kremlin attempted to insulate itself from democracy by using authoritarian resistance;
bolster itself by supporting authoritarianism elsewhere such as in Belarus; and subvert
through rhetorical and foreign policy aggression against Ukraine.241 The Kremlin chose to
increase its efforts of authoritarian resistance to restore centralized control over the state
and society and did this through regulating NGOS, channeling the political activism of the
youth, directly managing elections and rigorously restricting foreign election monitors.242
The Color Revolutions are the symbolic ‘cut-off’ for Putin’s willingness to cooperate with
the West. And while Medvedev was president for 4 years and did not necessarily depict
this, as soon as Putin came back into office, non-cooperation was the primary strategy
employed towards the West.
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It became a little more difficult for the West to maneuver throughout the region when the Russian economy started to recover thanks to the rising energy prices. The growth of the economy after 2000 made it possible for Putin to pay foreign debts on time and to free Moscow from the huge infusions of foreign financial assistance from the IMF, the United States, and other major bilateral lenders that it had required throughout the 1990s and further impose central political control. Putin was also able to exhibit more influence in the CIS. Russia turned into an “economic magnet” for the states in the CIS, and through energy dominance was more able to exert its political influence throughout the region. Through aggressive foreign policy strategies, Russia attempted to reverse the Color Revolution trend that was threatening the area and invaded Georgia in 2008 in a display of strength after relations between Putin and Saakashvili deteriorated as a result of the Rose Revolution in Georgia. Saakashvili made it clear that he wanted to reintegrate back into Georgia the secessionist states of South Ossetia and Abhkazia by force and join NATO and the EU. When Georgia attacked South Ossetia, killing both Georgians and Russian peacekeeping troops, Putin saw this as the ideal time to invade. Five days later the Georgian army was defeated. Russian actions in Georgia displayed its attitude and response towards the question of Euro-Atlantic integration of its neighbors. Plans for NATO membership in Georgia were then put on hold. Ukraine and Georgia are of supreme importance for Russia and its ‘lost imperial past’ and would constitute a great loss were


they ever to integrate into European institutions.\(^{245}\) Putin sees NATO expansion as a zero-sum game, a win for them is a loss for him and the regional balance of power. NATO represents a direct challenge to Putin and his nationalist policies.\(^{246}\)

Putin came to office with the idea of re-making Russia and re-establishing it as an important international actor. His actions did not demonstrate a commitment to democracy or the rule of law but, nevertheless, he demonstrated effective government control. Luckily, the economy began to turn around as well, enabling him to have more leeway with his policy decisions. His objective was to create and consolidate a strong and centralized state, punishing those who challenged his authority and controlling US hegemonic tendencies. Putin stated to the Russian duma in the federal assembly in 2005 that “The collapse of the USSR was the greatest geopolitical catastrophe of the century.”\(^{247}\) Putin and Medvedev implied that the region would have been better off if the Soviet empire had persisted, pointing to Putin’s current commitment toward reestablishing a greater Russia.\(^{248}\) At the Munich Security Conference in 2007, Putin presented an attack on the US and the West and announced that it was back as a major international actor and would not follow the lead of the West in terms of security and foreign policy issues. He also stated that Russia saw itself as being in conflict with the West. Russia asserted that it was not bound by the Western definition of democracy and that it was establishing a ‘sovereign democracy’ that
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would be independent from external influence. Petrov and McFaul’s definition of ‘sovereign democracy’ is a strong state presidency coupled with weak institutions, state control over the media, control over elections, short-term effectiveness and long-term inefficiency.\textsuperscript{249} The establishment of a ‘sovereign democracy’ in Putin’s terms is in direct confrontation with the ideas and values that the West has been trying to diffuse and serves as a demonstration that Russia is unique and just as legitimate as the United States or Europe.\textsuperscript{250} The stronger Russia became economically, the bolder it became internationally and the more it could assert its determination to have a different form of governance that is just as legitimate as a Western democracy.

During Putin’s first two terms, it is important to recognize the shifts that took place in his foreign policy. While the 2001 terrorist attacks led to a “rapprochement” with the West, it was short lived due to the lack of recognition given to Russia on matters of international security, namely the Iraq War. Russia’s foreign policy priorities have always included a respect for sovereignty, and the US actions in Iraq were considered illegal by international law and went against UN Security Council votes. Today one can argue that Russia’s foreign policy is assertive and anti-Western, however, this was not a sudden change but rather the culmination of several disappointments to Russia including NATO expansion Eastward, Western support of the Color Revolutions, the US’ withdrawal from the anti-ballistic missile treaty and its plan to build a national missile defense system, and troubles concerning the Strategic arms Reduction Treaty (START). In Putin’s second term, his foreign policy was already outright hostile towards the West. When Putin saw that the
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West wouldn’t accept Russia as its equal, it adopted a more assertive approach to its foreign policy due to the fact that Russia’s international goals since Putin came into office were always to re-establish itself as a great power. Western actions such as its efforts to admit Georgia and Ukraine into NATO, its announcement in January 2007 that it would deploy a missile defense system to Poland and the Czech Republic, and its uninhibited support of Georgia before and immediately after the conflict with Russia are all examples of not accepting Russia as its equal.

As Russia’s aspirations were always to return to having great power status, not being considered an ‘equal’ affected its national self-esteem. Social Identity Theory in International Relations posits that each country seeks a positive national self-esteem and tries to acquire this through certain identity management strategies. As the strategies of ‘social mobility’ in the 1990s and ‘social competition’ in the 2000s did not lead to positive results for Russia’s ultimate aspirations, ‘social creativity’ became the last management strategy for Russia to achieve its positive national self-esteem, which it has achieved today.

A nation that sees itself as possessing a lower status than another nation may use the strategy of social mobility which entails the acceptance and emulation of the norms of nations with higher status, and aspire to join that group of nations.\textsuperscript{251} Social competition accepts the criteria for the assessment of status among nations but attempts to change the negative ranking of one’s lower-status nation.\textsuperscript{252} For example, if status is achieved through economic development, military strength, and spheres of influence, a country can try to
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accumulate these to equal or surpass the higher status nations. Social creativity entails when members of a group with a lower level of esteem seek positive distinctiveness for the in-group by redefining or altering the elements of the comparative situation. This entails changing the frames of comparison entirely so that a characteristic that was seen as negative is now presented as positive, or to shift to a different dimension as the basis of the rankings of nations, making it possible to claim that one's nation is superior in relation to that dimension. Also, changing the focus of comparison, so that one's nation is compared with a group of countries of lower status, rather than being compared with the group of countries with the highest ranking, is included in social creativity. This study argues that due to a negative national self-esteem that formed through the management strategies of emulating the West or competing with it based on accepted norms, in recent years, Putin has used social creativity to change the frames of comparison, a strategy which has led to a positive national self-esteem and greatly contributes to his successful approval ratings and to his global impact. This study will delve more into this argument in chapter 5, after presenting the data and evidentiary support on Putin’s current leadership in chapter 4.

**Putin’s Approval Ratings**

Putin’s style of leadership is based on authoritarian tendencies, crushing dissidence and repressing civil rights and political liberties. Many would conclude that the majority

---
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of the population in Russia would be dissatisfied with the status quo. However, despite the presence of a small opposition, the majority of citizens actually approve of Vladimir Putin. The Levada Center states that Putin’s approval ratings reached 81% in June 2007, which placed him at the highest level of support of any leader in the world. Putin's popularity rose from 31% in August 1999 to 80% in November 1999, never dropping below 65% during his first presidency. Another poll by the Levada Center around June–July 2006 stated that "Russians generally support Putin's concentration of political power and strongly support the re-nationalization of Russia's oil and gas industry." Russians generally support the political course of Putin and his team. A 2005 survey showed that three times as many Russians felt the country was "more democratic" under Putin than it was during the Yeltsin or Gorbachev years, and the same proportion thought human rights were better under Putin than under Yeltsin. These survey responses show that democracy takes on another meaning for Russians, and that the presence of order and stability may give them the freedom they enjoy. The graph below, derived from the Levada Center, demonstrates Vladimir Putin’s approval ratings during his first two terms in office. One can see that the lowest they ever reached was 60% during his first year in


power. The general trend that can be observed is positive approval ratings ranging from 60% to 85%.

Figure 8. Putin’s Approval Ratings 2000-2008

Concluding Remarks

As demonstrated in the previous chapter, the way Yeltsin ruled Russia and the chaotic environment that ensued as a result, demonstrated that a de-centralized Russia resulted in a lack of order, cohesion and security. The population of Russia disapproved of Yeltsin and now even fear returning to the ‘more liberal’ 1990s as this decade is associated with instability. Moreover, the 1990s decade is associated with a sense of shame of no longer having a powerful identity in the world, abiding by the wishes of the West, and not standing up for Russian interests. When Primakov entered politics with his nationalist views, he gained an enormous support base which threatened Yeltsin, a
president associated with ‘cowardice’ in his incapacity to stand up to the West. When Putin entered the political arena, his tough rhetoric gained him an inordinate amount of success and popularity, further proving that the population of Russia wanted a hardline leader to impose order. Not only did Putin instill order, but thanks to a successful range of economic policies and rising energy prices, he also managed to turn the economy around and allow Russia to function better as a state and have more influence in the near and far abroad. Putin’s popularity soared and remained relatively stable throughout his tenure. This chapter has argued that the Russian regime has become a modern, highly-controlled, centralized state possessing certain similarities to the former Soviet Union as well as being highly reliant on crony capitalism and networks of power. However, the Russian ‘network state’ has demonstrated surprising stability. Michel Foucault suggested long ago that modern political power has less to do with domination and control and more to do with managing and manipulating. Commentators have since predicted the decline of the institutionalized, formal state, and the emergence of a more network-based arrangement in politics around the world.261 Networks may actually represent a more effective form of governance than the top-down approaches of the traditional state. Russia is a state that combines both traditional statist approaches to power and its own network system in its governance.262

The nature of the state that has taken root can be defined as increasingly authoritarian since the 1990s. As discussed throughout the chapter, the state has increased
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its centralization of power, has seen an increase in networks of power that have replaced prior oligarchs and business elites with state elites dispersed at the top levels of the private sector. These individuals, due to their KGB background and loyalty to Putin, have come to own the majority of state businesses and have a say in all political decisions. This can be defined as corruption in high places or elite corruption, and is in sync with increasing authoritarianism in Russia. However, it has also become part of the Russian state definition of its ‘sovereign democracy’ and how the country is run, which has mostly resulted in an increasing amount of political stability and high levels of approval throughout the country.

The political stability may be due to a variety of reasons, one being the elite cohesion of interests that results from Putin’s network. If all those in power share the same agenda, there is no reason for a split in the elite, which has been part of the cause of many revolutions throughout history. Additionally, due to the instability that occurred in the 1990s, the Russian population has come to appreciate the stability in the country and may fear change, as certain Levada Center polls have indicated. Also, the authoritarian nature of the regime which represses freedom of speech and thought, has discouraged dissent throughout the country. Though anti-liberal and anti-democratic, this has also led to a certain form of stability, as there is no room for political debate. There exists a certain pragmatism about the Russian regime which helps to explain its long-lasting nature. In terms of foreign policy, a nationalist framework on top of that helps to garner political support. Putin’s media strategies and ‘heroic’ actions abroad have ensured a domestic perspective on Russia returning to its “Great Power Status,” which encourages a strong sense of nationalism and patriotism throughout the country. This international boldness.
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goes hand in hand with the consolidation of the domestic national identity of a “sovereign democracy” legitimately distinct from Western forms of rule.

Post-Soviet countries under authoritarian leadership have viewed Putin’s framework as relatively attractive. By the end of 2008, Russia had rebuilt its economy and had established economic power and influence over the Commonwealth of Independent States and post-Soviet space. Moscow believes that Russia’s value system differs from that of the West and that different development models require different forms of governance. Its self-identification as a “sovereign democracy” that is distinct from the West, has created a platform on which all Putin’s actions can be legitimized, including his aspirations of returning to a great power. Putin has based his dialogue on the premise of an anti-liberal platform which criticizes Western institutions as being power hungry and imperialist with their focus on globalism and multi-lateral institutions, which for Putin is a form of American global domination. As will be demonstrated in the next chapter, this rhetoric will be taken to the next level and form the basis for Putin’s “social creativity” strategy to gain international recognition.

---

Chapter 4: Putin’s Leadership 2012-2017

Introductory Remarks

After having conceptualized both Yeltsin and Putin’s leadership in Russia from the fall of the Soviet Union until 2008, this chapter illustrates how the domestic and international indicators used in this study affect levels of approval ratings for Vladimir Putin during his last term. It has been observed, that unlike Putin’s previous terms, economic prosperity could not be used as an explanation for his high approval ratings, as Russia underwent a severe economic downturn in 2014 and approval ratings actually increased thereafter. It was also noted that increasing authoritarianism did not have a negative effect on approval ratings, which was a factor that was noted throughout all of his terms. However, an important distinguishing factor in his third term was the occurrence of mass protests remonstrating the lack of free and fair elections in Russia in 2011 and 2012, suggesting that the Russian population may have reached a point where they desired more freedoms. Interestingly though, after these protests, Vladimir Putin increased controls over society, actions that did not have negative repercussions on approval ratings, as the latter increased. Security levels remained constant and even improved in some areas, demonstrating continued correlation with that particular indicator. In terms of foreign policy, it was noted that increasing assertiveness was highly correlated with increased approval ratings. The annexation of Crimea specifically was responsible for the sudden spike in approval ratings. However, what was observed was not a mere spike, but a spike that has stabilized for the last three years. Explaining this stability is the main focus of this study which argues that due to Vladimir Putin’s creation of a stable, safer, more orderly society domestically, and due to his ability to re-create Russia as an influential
actor internationally who prioritizes its national interests and stands up for its unique Eurasian identity in a Western-dominated world, the population of Russia not only adopts a “weathering the storm” attitude about the economic climate in Russia, but also riles around its leader to defend its proud national identity and the interests and objectives it has in the world today. Putin has consolidated Russia’s identity both domestically in terms of its ‘sovereign democracy’ and conservatism in society, as well as internationally as a conservative world power that defends the right of national sovereignty and emphasizes the role of civilization in the promotion of one’s identity and foreign policy objectives.

This chapter mostly prioritizes the second aspect of the two-fold argument as it concerns Putin’s last term and major foreign policy events and their importance in consolidating Russia’s identity internationally. The previous chapter on Putin’s first two terms mostly addresses the first aspect of the argument in terms of domestic consolidation of priorities. The way this chapter is organized is by indicators. The first section illustrates rising levels of authoritarianism, the second section addresses the economic downturn, the third section addresses security and security reforms, the fourth section addresses foreign policy events and changes and provides a discourse analysis of Russian media portrayals of these events, and finally a section on approval ratings and public perceptions is presented.

The protests in 2011-2012 demonstrated that opposition exists in Russia, as did the protests that took place in March 2017. This study argues that, although this opposition exists, the strength and capacity of this opposition is maintainable and will not result in system change for the foreseeable future due to Putin’s overwhelming popularity. Shevtsova argues that the opposition will eventually lead Russia to great change but has so
far not been able to mobilize properly. She states that personalized power has a long history in Russia, and in 1991, was still able to extend its life by assuming a new form, but that today, the bankruptcy of the Russian system has become evident, even to the ruling class. Although only a minority is willing to publicly stand up for change, the possibility of change hinges on the willingness of the majority to not object to it should it be presented to them. At this point the elite is not ready to make such a transition and is seeking ways to preserve the system that enriches them. In order for the population to be convinced that transitioning into a new system is better than maintaining the current system, she argues that an economic and social crisis would need to occur to induce a tipping point. 265

However, Russia did indeed undergo a significant economic crisis in 2014 which did not lead to this so-called ‘tipping point’ where the population should be convinced that transitioning into a new system is better than maintaining the current one. In fact, the president never saw higher approval ratings. The findings of this study demonstrate a certain resilience of the Russian regime which has so far not undergone revolutions, as have some of its neighbors. The Arab Spring and the Color Revolutions are rebellions that took place in the Middle East and in Eastern Europe against authoritarian regimes where people protested against corruption and demanded more freedoms. Putin’s high approval ratings demonstrate that the population is mostly content with his leadership, and any dissent or small-scale rebellions that have taken place in the country were not representative and were quickly quelled.

Increasing Authoritarianism

Despite a clear rise in authoritarian tendencies during his last term, Putin’s approval ratings spiked at an all-time high and remained high. FreedomHouse gave Russia a rating of 6.5 on their freedom index in 2016, higher than any other point in the 2000s.\textsuperscript{266} Interestingly, as will be demonstrated, Russians poll respondents went as far as saying that the government protects their personal freedoms more than ten years ago and more than during the Yeltsin era.\textsuperscript{267}

In 2011, Mikhail Prokhorov, the second richest man in Russia, was solicited by then president Medvedev and then prime minister Putin to oversee the creation of a new right liberal political party for the upcoming elections. This fit into a regular pattern established by the Kremlin whereby they would anoint one rightist party and one leftist party to be allowed on the ballot alongside United Russia to create a semblance of a competitive election.\textsuperscript{268} Real political parties and agendas were denied registration. However, Prokhorov took his job very seriously and was eventually locked out of his party’s congress and received threatening messages about what would happen to him if he didn’t drop the idea of being a politician.\textsuperscript{269} During this election, Medvedev proposed that Putin run on behalf of United Russia and Putin offered Medvedev the candidacy for prime
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minister on behalf of United Russia in the parliamentary elections. Frustrated by the lack of choice in candidates and the reluctance of long presiding politicians to give up power, several thousands of Russian citizens took to the streets and protested. Russia saw some of the biggest protests it had seen since the 1990s. The protesters were protesting against five main points; freedom for political prisoners; the annulment of the election results; the resignation of Vladimir Churov who was then head of the election commission; the opening of investigations of voter fraud; and the registration of opposition parties and new democratic legislation on parties and elections, as well as new democratic elections. Many protesters were arrested including Alexei Navalny, Boris Nemtsov and Sergei Udaltsov, prominent political opposition leaders. Gorbachev also called for a re-vote. Putin’s approval ratings were the lowest they had ever been at this juncture, falling to an all-time low of 54%. The election itself was marred by accusations of unfair practice and lack of oversight. The OSCE observed the vote count negatively in almost one third of polling stations due to procedural irregularities. Ultimately, the 2012 presidential election had 5 official registered candidates running for a new term of 6 years. Putin won with 63.64 percent of the vote.
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As Putin took power for the third time, instead of granting the Russian citizens more civil rights and political liberties, Putin augmented authoritarian tendencies in the country after his victory. In June 2012, laws were enacted which set strict boundaries on protests and imposed heavy penalties for unauthorized actions.\(^{275}\) The fine amounted to 300,000 Rubles or about 9,000 dollars at the time, if one was caught protesting and up to one million Rubles if one was caught as an organizer of an unsanctioned rally.\(^{276}\) The number of public protests dropped by half in the following year, according to a report by Amnesty International.\(^{277}\) In 2014, Putin signed a law raising fines for protesters caught in unauthorized demonstrations several times in a year to between 600,000 and 1 million Rubles or 17,124 to 28,540 dollars.\(^{278}\) Protesters could also be held criminally accountable and face up to 5 years in jail or forced labor.\(^{279}\) Opposition political commentator for radio station \textit{Ekho Moskvy}, Victor Shenderovich, stated that the protests were not political nor economic, but rather people were protesting the fact that they were humiliated because they were not even asked who they wanted to be their leader. They were simply told it would be Putin.\(^{280}\)
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The humiliation is caused by the rising middle class and is the common ground the Russian movement shares with the Arab Spring, a rebellion movement that sprung in North Africa and the Middle East. The Arab Spring is largely believed to be caused by dissatisfaction among the youth with the rule of local government, and the aftermath of the Great Recession which worsened the gaps in income levels.\textsuperscript{281} Other theories include the confirmation of the US government’s role in funding these uprisings.\textsuperscript{282} There were numerous causes for these protests including frustrations with dictatorship, human rights violations, political corruption, economic decline, unemployment, extreme poverty and an increasing percentage of educated yet dissatisfied youth.\textsuperscript{283} Scholars have attempted to explain dissent through theories such as Relative Deprivation Theory which usually is a product of modernization.\textsuperscript{284} Relative Deprivation is when an objective comparison can be made between the situation of an individual or group compared to the rest of society.\textsuperscript{285,286} Relative deprivation can also be about an individual experiencing discontent when being deprived of something to which he believes to be entitled to.\textsuperscript{287} Though this phenomena
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most likely exists in Russia, it has certainly not demonstrated to be a cause for large-scale dissent or social revolutions. Any protests that took place in Russia were quickly quelled.

This could be for a number of reasons such as lack of Western influence, state-controlled media, but also a popular leader, or the combination of the three. Putin has framed the Ukraine and other Color Revolutions in Eastern Europe as being a product of Western influence, and for this reason, tries to block out Western influence as much as possible at home.

There are several reasons why Russia does not witness or experience as much dissent as some of its neighbors. Putin is determined to keep Western influence out so it cannot influence society through media, NGOs or through forms of relative deprivation with more Western countries who enjoy more freedoms and rights. Levitsky and Way argued that the reasons why certain countries democratized after the Cold War and others didn’t, had to do with the amount of Western leverage and the strength of their political parties. Where linkage to the West was low, regime outcomes hinged on incumbents’ organization power: where state and governing party structures were organized and cohesive, regimes remained stable and authoritarian, and where they were underdeveloped or lacked cohesion, they were unstable and rarely democratized.288 Due to Russia’s military might and economic strength, Western influence in the region was blunted and Russia became the regional power. Russia, Belarus and Armenia are examples of how low leverage and high organizational power contributed to authoritarian stability in the post-Cold War period. The relatively low organizational power in Russia in the early 1990s

gave rise to a series of regimes crises. Under Putin 1999 to 2008, increased state and party capacity illuminated the instability of the 1990s, and the regime consolidated as it continued to be largely immune from outside pressure. In addition, Russia’s massive oil and gas reserves and the rising energy prices of the 2000s ensured further reduced Western leverage. 289 Due to rising energy prices, the strong economy in Russia allowed Putin to consolidate his regime and keep Western influence out. This allowed for a more stable and orderly environment, albeit with limited personal freedoms. Nevertheless, according to polls, Russians approve of their leader, suggesting that order and stability are more important than personal liberty, at least in the case of Russia.

Putin’s crackdowns further included the signing of the “foreign agent law,” which requires NGOs receiving funding from outside Russia to register as “foreign agents” and be subject to mandatory audits. Failure to register could result in a maximum fine of 300,000 Rubles for individuals and 500,000 Rubles for organizations.290 This law was cast as a way to prevent foreign meddling in Russia’s domestic politics. The word ‘agent’ has a double connotation as it also means a spy, and can therefore be interpreted as a way to demonize NGOs in the eyes of Russian citizens. In 2013, as many as 2,000 NGOs were raided by government authorities.291 Among these was the election watchdog Golos, that tracked instances of fraud during the 2011 elections. It was fined for not having declared itself a foreign agent with at least ten others, who were taken to court.
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As mentioned in the previous chapter, during his first two terms, Putin increased state control over the media and brought Gusinsky’s and Berezovsky’s television empires under Kremlin control. In 2014, several media outlets experienced editorial changes towards a more Kremlin-friendly leader. Only one independent station remained, Dozhd, or rain, TV, which is considered a pariah channel and is located in a tiny studio in Moscow. The governmental pressure has resulted in a homogeneous domestic media that consistently reports the Kremlin’s narrative. When independent international media reports from the United States or other western countries undermined Putin’s official narrative surrounding the Ukrainian conflict, he took swift action. In October 2014, the Duma passed a bill that limits foreign ownership of media assets to 20 percent. This law also prohibited international organizations, foreign citizens or Russians with dual citizenship from owning mass media outlets.

Before 2012, internet censorship in Russia was not common and the internet was considered an ‘island of freedom’ in Russia’s media landscape. However, in the months leading up to Putin’s re-election, opposition forces used the internet to organize protests and expose alleged corruption. Within months, under the guise of protecting children and anti-terrorism, Putin signed a new legislation which gave the Russian government the ability to selectively block sites and prosecute their owners. Putin’s administration frequently abuses the legislation to block criticism of the federal government, silencing those who challenge their nationalistic narrative. In December 2013, Putin signed another

---

law to block sites that carry “extremists” content or promote mass rioting within 24 hours without a court order. Three opposition media led by Alexei Navalny were quickly blocked thereafter. Another law was signed that required bloggers with more than 3000 daily visitors to register with a federal agency.\textsuperscript{293} Alexei Navalny wanted to counter Putin’s grip on the media and used the internet to attack the government. He organized a series of large-scale demonstrations promoting democracy and attacking political corruption with his blog. Under the new laws, Navalny has been imprisoned and silenced various times and convicted on a variety of charges related to embezzlement and fraud.

Putin’s statism and his reliance on bureaucracy demand a decrease in foreign influence for stability. Putin placed a ban on owning assets abroad and a requirement to declare any foreign property. Government workers cannot possess dual citizenship and are required to have only Russian citizenship. Any contact with foreigners must be reported to the state and government workers must ask for permission to go abroad. Interdependence with other nations is seen as a vulnerability in Russia today. Putin has secured segments of the internet and legally demanded that all personal data on Russian citizens be kept on servers inside Russia only.\textsuperscript{294}

Political assassinations of dissidents have also taken place. Boris Yefimovich Nemtsov was a Russian liberal politician who had been an outspoken critic of Vladimir Putin. He was assassinated on 27 February 2015 on a bridge near the Kremlin in Moscow.
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with four shots fired from the back.\textsuperscript{295} Nemtsov criticized Putin’s government as being increasingly authoritarian, undemocratic and accused it of embezzlement and profiteering in the Sochi Olympics. He also began to criticize Russian political interference and military involvement in Ukraine.\textsuperscript{296} Nemtsov was working on a report demonstrating that Russian troops were fighting alongside pro-Russian rebels in eastern Ukraine, which the Kremlin had been denying. An open involvement would damage Putin's government not just externally, but also within Russia, where such policy has been shown by opinion polls to be highly unpopular.\textsuperscript{297} Nemtsov was an active organizer of and participant in civil actions and rallies for fair elections. In the weeks before his death, Nemtsov expressed fear that Putin would have him killed.\textsuperscript{298} Political assassinations as a result of journalists or politicians expressing dissent have occurred multiple times throughout Putin’s reign. These include the assassinations of Sergei Yushenkov, Anna Politkovskaya, Alexandre Litvinenko, Yuri Shchekochikhin, Sergei Magnitsky, and Boris Berezovsky.\textsuperscript{299}

Putin has managed to construct an impressive propaganda machine that feeds its audience with a steady stream of pro-Russian news. The BBC recently argued that Putin’s
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propaganda machine is even worse than it was under the Soviet Union. Using this machine, Putin has managed to create an extensive cult of personality, centered around a macho persona as a masculine, tough ex-KGB agent who practices judo and enjoys flying fighter jets. He is seen as strong and capable among Russians, and a reliable leader. Based on these new laws and on the fraudulent elections that had Putin re-elected, it is evident that Putin has tightened authoritarian reigns in the country. One would expect popular discontent to rise, especially after dissent was expressed in 2011-2012 by a striving middle class. Instead, Putin’s approval ratings shot up dramatically roughly two years after he re-took office in the middle of an economic crisis, reaching 84% in 2014.

**Economic Downturn**

The economy performed very well during Putin’s last two terms, but in 2014, the fall in oil prices had a dramatic effect on the economy. Nevertheless, Putin’s approval ratings did not suffer as a result. The Russian Ruble is the unit of currency of the Russian Federation. The monetary system in Russia is managed by the Bank of Russia as of the breakup of the USSR. The Bank of Russia is technically an independent entity according to the Russian constitution, but is run by a governor that was appointed by the President. Its main responsibilities include the protection of the stability of the national currency, chief regulator, and a lender of last resort for the banking industry. The Russian Central

---
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Bank planned to free float the Russian Ruble. However, as soon as their plans were announced in 2013, the Ruble fell significantly. In October of 2014, the USD-RUB exchange reached 40 Rubles to a Dollar, up from 32.19 Rubles the same time the previous year, representing a decline of 24.26%. By 2015, it had reached 69 Rubles to the Dollar, and by 2016 it reached 78 Rubles to the Dollar where it peaked.\(^{303}\) It has fallen back and stabilized to about 50 Rubles to the dollar in 2017 thanks to the intervention of the Russian Central Bank, which spent $88 billion to stem the fall of the Ruble, and to the slightly stronger oil prices.\(^{304}\) Inflation in Russia sharply increased and reached up to 17% in 2014, up from 3.6% in 2012, but is has now also decreased to slightly more than 4% in 2017.\(^{305}\) The US, the EU, Canada and Japan also imposed sanctions on Russia’s financial, energy and defense sectors in response to its annexation of Crimea, which has also contributed to Russia’s economic troubles in recent years. Russia then responded with sanctions against a number of countries including food import bans from the EU and the US.\(^{306}\) These actions are framed as western aggression against Russia in Russian media, which further helps to mobilize the population into taking an anti-western stance.\(^{307}\)

---


A quarter of the banks in Russia left the market during 2014-2015. However, Russia has a very low debt-to-GDP ratio and is among the lowest ratios in the world. Most of its external debt is private. Its debt to GDP ratio in 2016 was 12%. The cuts in government spending that have resulted from the drop in the price of oil have led to the decline in quality of life for ordinary Russian citizens. Real wages fell by an estimated 9 percent in 2015, the first dip since Putin came to power in 2000, but has improved in the last year. GDP per capita fell to 9,057.11 USD in 2015 compared with 15,543.70 USD in 2013. More than two million people fell into poverty in 2015. Spending has dropped significantly as retail sales declined 13% in November 2015 and foreign travel dipped by 25-30 percent. Foreign direct investment fell from $40 billion in early 2013 to $3 billion in the second quarter of 2015 but is now back up to $20 billion in 2017.
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October 2016, the Russian Ministry of Economic Development admitted that living standards are unlikely to improve until 2035.315

The following charts describe the current economic conditions in Russia today:

GDP: GDP fell in 2014 and then dramatically in 2015 and has experienced a slight recovery in 2017 although never returning to pre-2014 values.

Figure 9. Russian GDP in Billions of Dollars

GDP per capita: GDP per capita has taken a similar pattern as the GDP trend, falling in 2014, then dramatically in 2015, and experienced a slight recovery in 2017.

Unemployment: unemployment levels are higher than in 2014 by half a percentage point.

Wages: Wages fell between 2012 and 2016, with its most dramatic fall in 2015 but are now seeing a slight recovery.
Value of the Ruble: The value of the Ruble against the dollar fell dramatically in 2015 and 2016 and is slightly recovering today.
Poverty: poverty has increased dramatically between 2013 and 2015.

Figure 14. Poverty Rate in Russia

Government Spending: government spending has decreased after 2014 and slightly increased in the last year.

Figure 15. Government Spending in Russia

A regional debt crisis is further fueling discontent. When Putin won in 2012, he promised to implement the “May decrees” to pay higher wages to employees. But the federal budget provided little funding to the regional authorities who then resorted to high-interest loans from commercial banks to be able to pay higher wages to state employees.
leading the deficit in these regions to spiral out of control. The Kremlin’s stance is to demand more budget balancing from these regions and continue implementing the decrees, which haven’t done much but bankrupt them. With the 2018 elections coming up, Putin remains fixed on implementing the popular but costly May decrees. However, the Ministry of Finance 2017 plans are to slash the low interest credit available to these indebted regions, further complicated the crisis.316

Based on these trends, it would make sense for presidential ratings to decrease, as approval ratings have been shown to be strongly based on economic performance.317 Daniel Treisman argues that historically, approval ratings in Russia were strongly based on economic performance. Using time-series data, Treisman examined the determinants of presidential approval in Russia from 1991-2008, a period in which leaders’ ratings swung between extremes. He finds that Yeltsin's and Putin's ratings were, in fact, closely linked to public perceptions of economic performance, which, in turn, reflected objective economic indicators. Although media manipulation, wars, terrorist attacks, and other events also mattered, Putin's unprecedented popularity and the decline in Yeltsin's are well explained by the contrasting economic circumstances over which each presided.318 However, if Treisman re-conducted his study today, he would find that this has changed in Russia. In the last few years of Putin’s term, the economy has not been doing as well as it
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was during his first 2 terms, yet the population still expresses high approval ratings for him. Although media manipulation, wars, terrorist attacks and other events have mattered, they do not explain the sustainability of his approval ratings since the economic crisis, as it has been three years and his approval ratings are still high.

Domestically, Putin has adopted a nationalist project that is also apparent in terms of the development model the government has adopted for the future. In fact, the fall in the price of oil has led Russia to become more responsible in terms of diversifying its economy and finding other solutions for long term sustainable growth.\footnote{319} This economic project is portrayed as promising, which may help to explain the population’s optimism that things will turn around economically in the near future. According to the independent Global Trade Alert, Russia put more protectionist policies in place than any other country in 2013. When Putin refers to Russia as needing its own development model for its current economic needs, this model has much to do with protectionist policies and import substitution. According to Medvedev’s report on Russia’s economy, Russia is fundamentally restructuring its economic system in response to today’s challenges.\footnote{320} These challenges began in 2008 and resonated until the present day for all the countries in the global economy. Since the global economic crisis, the global economy has changed fundamentally and has become more politicized at the international level which can affect market competition. The current sanctions on Russia are a graphic illustration of this trend.

\footnote{319} See Appendix 1 for a detailed explanation of the government’s economic projects.

Russia’s economic development however has been strongly influenced by external shocks since 2014 such as the falling price of oil and other commodities and sanctions. Medvedev admits and clearly states that the major reasons for low economic development in Russia is rooted in the structural problems of the Russian economy which became much more apparent after the global crisis and the exhaustion of the economic growth model of the 2000s. Although analysts deemed the Russian economy to be doomed, it is now recovering little by little thanks to the responsible actions of the central bank and government as well as to the slightly higher oil prices. The government developed a system of anti-crisis measures to keep the situation at bay and to ensure macroeconomic stability. Timely decisions to switch to inflation targeting allowed Russia to preserve its foreign exchange reserves and ensure the stability of its monetary system. Despite the fluctuations in the Ruble and unlike in other crisis, depositors did not flee the banks and Rubles were not converted into foreign currency. The national currency prevailed in deposits of the population. In 2015, these deposits went up by a quarter, and Russia’s corporate accounts grew by 20 percent.321

The banking system in Russia is also going through fundamental changes and poor performers are being shut down. 28 banks were closed in the first half of 2016 and 93 were closed in 2015. But the banking system in Russia has remained fairly stable despite the troubles. Capital outflow has been considerably reduced. In 2015, it amounted to 58.1 billion rubles compared to 153 billion in 2014, when it fell by more than 2.5 times as much. Russia’s external debt has greatly gone down as well and has decreased from 733 billion
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in 2014 to 516 billion, a 30 percent difference. The crisis has allowed Russia to reorganize its economy into making it more efficient, which can only bring positive changes for Russia’s future. For as it existed, Russia has always suffered from “Dutch Disease”, or the negative impact on an economy of anything that gives rise to a sharp inflow of foreign currency, such as the discovery of large oil reserves in this case. The currency inflows then tend to lead to currency appreciation, making the country’s other products less price competitive on the export market. The “Dutch Disease” has become less pronounced as a result of this crisis. Some industries have increased production and become more competitive such as metallurgy, the chemical industry, production of mass consumer goods, agriculture, and the pharmaceutical industry. In 2015, the food industry grew by two percent, chemical production by 6.3 percent and oil production by 0.3 percent. The production of medicines has increased by 26 percent. Agriculture is demonstrating steady growth: by 3.7 percent in 2014, three percent in 2015 and 3.2 percent in the first seven months of 2016.

Russia is adopting an import substitution model, but with marked differences from the traditional models of the 20th century. It is designed to encourage the emergence of competitive producers on the global market, not to oust imported goods. It is also not based on currency manipulation but on creating conditions that are conducive to the emergence of growth of Russian companies that can conquer the global market. The positive effects of import substitution can be particularly noticed in the car making industry. The average
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annual share of imports fell by 22.5 percentage points in 2015 thanks to the formation of joint ventures with foreign companies. Moreover, a number of companies have fared better and increased their profits by 53.7 percent in 2015. The willingness of the population to invest in housing also proved to be an important indicator towards economic development. Anti-crisis measures include additional mortgage lending to 665 billion Rubles, or 44% more. In 2016, unfortunately, people in Russia became poorer though, and disposable incomes and real wages have gone down. Although the aggregate spending of the consolidated budget in real terms for social spending decreased by 5.1 percent in 2015, budget spending on social policy increased by 0.4 percent and spending on pensions went up by 1.3%.

Medvedev states that the most important thing that Russia needs to achieve sustained economic growth is investment – public and private, domestic and foreign. The problem that stirs people away from investing is uncertainty. However, the worst solutions are populism and implementing reforms at the expense of the people. Russia cannot print more money and deregulate the economy, as this would lead to disastrous consequences that the people always end up paying for; it would fuel inflation, devalue people’s incomes, salaries and pensions. Proposals to introduce strict regulation of the economy and return to the Soviet planning system are also unadvisable and not fitting in today’s modern post-industrial society, as its collapse clearly demonstrated. Russia is thus pursuing a new development model that fits their development needs, just as they have developed a political model that suits their specific needs. No single economic or political model is the ideal prototype and blueprint for all countries to follow, and that is Putin’s main message today.
This responsible attitude towards the restructuring of the economy could be a possible explanation for Russian’s “weathering the storm” attitude. Throughout his time as President, he has always delivered economically and therefore has a reputation for good economic management. Russians mostly blame external sanctions and the price of oil on their current economic climate and blame government policies to a much lesser extent.325 Along with Putin’s generally positive economic performance ratings, he has also been known to improve security in Russia, as will be demonstrated in the next section.

**Constant Improvements in Security Indicators**

As illustrated in the previous chapter, crime significantly decreased during Putin’s first two terms. Russia is safer today than it was ten years ago. This is due to several of Putin’s initiatives including the centralization of the police apparatus, military reforms and the institutionalization of corruption. Homicide has continued to decline, with the exception of a small spike in 2014 as the graph below demonstrates.326
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And general crime rates have continued to decline including assault rates, kidnapings, theft, robbery, burglary, and domestic burglary as the chart below demonstrates.\textsuperscript{327}
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Additionally, the frequency of terrorist attacks has decreased in Putin’s last term due to his “tough” stance on terrorism.\footnote{For a detailed list of terrorist attacks in Russia, see appendix 2}

Figure 18. Frequency of Terrorist Attacks in Russia \footnote{“Russia,” World Terrorism Database, accessed November 19, 2017, https://www.start.umd.edu/gtd/search/Results.aspx?chart=overtime&casualties_type=&casualties_max=&country=167}
According to the National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism and the chart above, incidents of terrorism were especially high during Medvedev’s time as president and tended to occur less frequently during Putin’s time in office. Putin is known to be “tough on terrorism,” which contributes to his appeal among the population. However, for Putin, terrorism has always been linked to the further consolidation of his power. The apartment bombings in 1999 mentioned in the previous chapter gave Putin a chance to demonstrate his tough character and announced that the those responsible would be “rubbed out, even if they’re in the outhouse,” and launched a renewed war against Chechnya. The resulting wave of approval from the population was derived by a fear of terrorism and carried Putin to the presidency months later. Today, 18 years later, Putin has remained tough on terrorism and has wiped out thousands of extremists with his army in Chechnya and all over the North Caucasus, his Federal Security Service assassins in Turkey and Yemen, and most recently with his actions in Syria. This year, a terrorist attack took place on April 2 in the metro rail in St Petersburg and the Kremlin’s response was all too familiar. It used the bombings as an excuse for a new round of crackdowns on dissent. In 2004, Putin scrapped direct elections of governors after Chechen militants massacred schoolchildren in Beslan; in 2010, after suicide attacks on the Moscow metro, Putin enacted legislation to control the internet; in 2013, when Moscow’s Domodedovo airport was bombed, he expanded the definition of extremism to include dissidents of every stripe, from environmentalists to historians. A day after the latest attack, Yury Shvytkin, deputy chair of the Duma’s Defense Committee, suggested further controls on public protests. He argued that such a move was necessary for public safety due to the
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fact that terrorists time their attacks to significant events and significant dates. Putin has proved his ability to withstand terrorism. After these bombings, he used his propaganda machine to stir more public support for his Syria campaign, in the guise of protecting Russians. Putin has maneuvered himself into a position where any threat to Russia—whether it is sanctions following his annexation of Crimea or the St. Petersburg bombings—becomes just another argument for why Russia needs a strong leader. In addition, it turns any critic of his into a traitor, criticizing the president when their country is under threat. After these attacks, State Duma Speaker Vyacheslav Volodin called on lawmakers to defend Russians against Navalny and his vocal anti-corruption campaigns, referring to him as “the voice of the Western security services.” These strategies can be defined as “securitization” of the domestic space due to international threat. This strategy has proved to be a very useful tool when trying to garner political support. By presenting terrorism and the West as constant threats, Putin legitimizes stricter controls internally and portrays it as a necessary strategy towards the protection of the country. This strategy has awarded him high levels of popular support, as will be demonstrated in the sections on discourse analysis and approval ratings.

Centralization of the Police and Military Reforms

As part of the newly centralized state, Putin and Medvedev implemented police and military reforms. The police reforms began under Medvedev, where on February 7, 2011,

amendments were made to the police force laws, the criminal code and the criminal procedure code. These changes included a cut in personnel of about 20%, renaming them from militia to police, increasing their wages substantially and centralizing finances. Around 217 billion Rubles ($7 billion) have been allocated from the federal budget to finance the reforms. In 2016, the Federal Service of National Guard Troops was created. This is a merger of several organs such as law enforcement bodies, the interior ministry troops and special units who must all report directly to the president. Its responsibilities include policing as well as terrorism control. They possess extensive equipment such as arms and helicopters and a center for strategic research. This organization is also responsible for the supervision of the circulation of arms among individuals and private guards.

The Kremlin is now planning a major reform of the FSB to induce further centralization. This organization will now be called the Ministry of State Security, or MGB. There are genuine fears in the media and among experts that this means a return of the all-powerful KGB into the lives of ordinary citizens. After the fall of the USSR, the various departments of the KGB turned into separate forces such as the Federal Protective Service, the Foreign Intelligence Service and the FSB. Under this new MGB, all these departments will be centralized once again and the MGB will have priority over the Investigative Committee and the Russian police force will take responsibility for politically significant cases. The only department that will remain unconnected will be the


Presidential Security Service. The abbreviation MGB is exactly what the institution that followed the NKVD was called, which later turned into the KGB. The NKVD was the People’s Commissariat for Internal Affairs which was infamous for all the political purging that took place during the time of Stalin. According to some experts, the MGB may be a pragmatic idea because there is a real need to decrease the rivalry between the security services. Also, it is necessarily in order to reduce costs to maintain these security agencies, and lastly it would optimize the management of the national security system. All these agencies would be under the control of the president further strengthening the power of the state, and is being done before the 2018 elections. Putin continues to use the same tactics of increasing state strength to appeal to the masses, demonstrating the popularity that these methods have had in the past.334

In addition to the centralization of the police apparatus, Russia has placed great importance on the reformation of its military. The war in Georgia made it clear that there were serious deficiencies in the Russian military organization, and thus spurred Russia to launch reforms. In 2011, Putin made major decisions to modernize the military through 2020, a program worth 20 trillion rubles or 700 billion dollars.335 Putin believes that Russia needs a strong military as a first priority and also believes that the defense industry could be a potential driver towards its reindustrialization.336 Russia now spends a higher


percentage of its GDP on defense than the United States, and has allocated a record $81bn in 2015.\textsuperscript{337} The reforms launched by Russian leadership called for reducing the total size of the armed forces from its size of 1.2 million in 2008 to under 1 million today.\textsuperscript{338} Three major initiatives included accelerating planned cuts in the officer corps to reduce their numbers from 355,000 to a later adjusted total of 220,000.\textsuperscript{339} The reforms also included revamping the training of noncommissioned officers and introducing military police. The reforms aimed to reduce the four-tier command system of military districts, armies, divisions, and regiments to a two-tier system of strategic commands and fully manned brigades that could be quickly deployed for combat. A large-scale 10-year weapons modernization plan was also launched, and military budgets are being increased substantially. The weapons modernization plan prioritizes the procurement of new missiles and platforms to maintain strategic nuclear deterrence, but also includes new planes, helicopters, ships, missiles, and submarines for the Ground Forces, Air Force, Navy, and other arms of service. Russia’s national security strategy, military doctrine, and some aspects of the military reforms reflect assessments by some Russian policymakers that the United States and NATO remain concerns, if not threats, to Russia’s security.

This section has demonstrated the continued security improvements in Russia as well as the new plans for further centralization of the police and modernization of the military. Russia’s security both internally and externally are vital for presidential approval.
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ratings, and as Putin appears to be continuously improving this aspect of society, people remain pleased.

**Foreign Policy**

Putin’s return to power in 2012 signaled a critical change in both foreign and domestic policy from that of Medvedev’s presidency. In terms of domestic policy, Putin reinforced Russian sovereignty, economic nationalism, tighter controls, and increased protection from Western influence. Putin’s foreign policy after 2012 is starkly different from his first two terms not because his interests have changed, but more because of the domestic urgency to take a tougher stance on those interests. By the end of his second term, Putin was still not satisfied with the status Russia had achieved in the international realm, and this situation was rendered more complicated as energy prices, which have played a crucial role in supporting Russia’s great power aspirations, began to drop consistently. This resulted in a sharp worsening of economic conditions at home. The annexation of Crimea and the military intervention in Syria represented an important contrast with Putin’s previous foreign policy as he had mostly avoided military involvement in foreign conflict with the exception of the 2008 war against Georgia. But even though these actions represented a sharp contrast, the main objective is the same, to reestablish Russia as a great power. Instead of prioritizing a rapprochement to the West as a way to improve and modernize the economy, as was the case under Medvedev, the priority became Russian civilization and its cultural and political sovereignty. Confronted with new challenges to his rule, including declining approval ratings, economic downturn and Western influence in Eastern Europe, Putin reached out to nationalist constituencies at
home, sought to strengthen Russia’s position in the former Soviet region and defied Western international norms as a display of Russia’s ‘Great Power Status’, which resonated exceedingly well at home.

Putin’s objective as of his third term was achieving full sovereignty for Russia in every sense of the word. This consisted firstly in the aim to try and exclude outside influence on Russian domestic politics as much as possible, as well as the consolidation of the Russian people around a reinvigorated national idea. It also entailed the ability of Russia to act as it saw fit in the international world as well as regionally in the “Russian world” in accordance with its values and national interests. This shift has demonstrated a break from post-Cold War international structures as Russia has adopted the role of being a challenger to the pre-dominantly unipolar world order since the fall of the USSR. Putin’s viewpoints on the state of global affairs have proven to be quite influential among conservative and populist parties of our day, especially as nationalism has once again become a trend in international affairs.

To present relevant background information on Russia’s sovereignty priority, it is important to mention the following. At the Munich Security Conference in 2007, Putin vocally and publicly criticized US global domination and the post-Cold War world order. He warned that the US and other NATO members’ bid to push for membership action plans in Ukraine and Georgia could lead to potential conflict and reiterated this point at the NATO summit in Bucharest in 2008 by warning of the dangers of division and domestic
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strife in Ukraine if it were offered a path to join the alliance. Putin’s words were perceived by the West as demonstrating neo-imperialist tendencies. Although the EU did thereafter temporarily block Ukraine’s plea for NATO membership, both Ukraine and Georgia were promised membership at an ulterior time. Four months later, the war in Georgia broke out, as Tbilisi tried to solve ethnic conflicts to make Georgia eligible for NATO membership.

Putin went on record suggesting that Saakashvili had been encouraged by anti-Russian elements in the Bush Administration, such as then Vice President Dick Cheney. The US had led a militarization process in Georgia which may have contributed to the overconfident decision Saakashvili took to launch an attack on South Ossetia. The Bush Administration at the time according to The New York Times, was “loudly proclaiming its support for Georgia’s territorial integrity in the battle with Russia over Georgia’s separatist enclaves.” The United States may have given false hope to Saakashvili by making him assume that the West would come to his aid if he needed it.

---
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The US push for Georgia to join NATO was also a factor that encouraged Sakashvili to take the actions that he did.347

By the time the war in Georgia broke out, Putin had handed over the presidency to Medvedev. Dmitry Medvedev, Putin’s protégé, was president of Russia from 2008 to 2012. The Medvedev years symbolized an attempt to reach a rapprochement with the West, with Putin’s consent, in hopes of furthering both Russian and Western agendas. However, by the end of Medvedev’s term, Putin was not pleased with the results. Medvedev had been encouraged to negotiate several matters with the West when he was in office, including strategic arms reduction, joint ballistic missile defense arrangements with NATO, abstaining from a UNSC vote for the creation of a no-fly zone in Benghazi entailing Western use of force against Libya, and the pursuit of modernizing alliances with the leading Western economies with accession to the WTO and to the OECD. In the end, however, although some accords had been signed such as the START treaty of 2010 and accession into the WTO in 2012, key security issues were never resolved. These issues included ballistic missile defense and the misuse of the UN Security Council resolution establishing the no-fly zone over Libya in 2011 to remove Muammar Qaddafi from power, ignoring Moscow’s stance on the illegality of regime change. Additionally, Moscow’s June 2008 proposal for NATO not to admit new members from former Soviet republics was acknowledged but dismissed, leading Putin to conclude, once again, that the West did not respect Russian interests or views. The Georgian war in 2008 was a very symbolic event in where the West sided with Tbilisi against Moscow. On top of these issues, the

Russian proposal to create a joint defense perimeter with NATO as de facto military allies did not pass at all, which further led Putin to believe that the West continued to view Russia as an adversary. To Russia, this series of events demonstrated that Russia was free to cooperate with the US and its allies but only on their terms and on the agenda developed in Washington.

Putin’s return to the presidency in 2012 was greeted with disappointment and criticism from Russia’s liberals and the western public.³⁴⁸ Medvedev was always better liked in the West due to his more cooperative nature. Putin concluded that the negative sentiments that accompanied his return proved that the West just wants to control Russia and have it abide by its liberal agenda. Putin also received negative reactions by a large portion of the population of Russia as the protests of 2011 and 2012 demonstrated. This was a critical moment for Putin, a moment that he responded to with a completely revised agenda for Russia both domestically and internationally. Though the West saw the protests as the beginning of a Russian spring, Russia saw these movements as being part of a US-led effort to subvert previously stable regimes around the world as had occurred in the Middle East and Color Revolutions. Ultimately, these regimes were replaced with feeble but loyal democracies or with controlled chaos, in order to expand US global influence. For Putin, the West was always trying to hold Russia down out of fear of competition after the Cold War and refused to respect Moscow and its interests.

As of his last term, Putin has taken an approach towards the US that entails reciprocal actions and reactions. For Putin, full sovereignty means both independence of
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Russian domestic politics from outside influence and Moscow’s diplomatic equality with Washington in the international realm. In response to the Magnitsky Act of 2012, which imposed sanctions on Russian officials suspected of human rights violations, the Russian parliament banned the adoption of Russian children by U.S. citizens, a practice that had been well established since the 1990s.349

When Putin returned to the presidency, his *sovereignization* project involved gaining more independence from the West by pivoting Eastward and taking advantage of a rising China to ensure its economic development. Another main goal was to re-establish Russia’s image as a ‘Great Power,’350 an identity constructed on the image that Russia is a strong and powerful country, as has been the case throughout much of Russia’s history. As was stated by the Russian Federation throughout Putin’s reign, Russia’s foreign policy goals are to “achieve firm and prestigious positions in the world community, most fully consistent with interests of the Russian Federation as a great power”351 and to “secure its high standing in the international community as one of the influential and competitive poles in the modern world.”352 Russia has had a preoccupation with status ever since the breakup of the USSR. The word used in Russia to describe this phenomenon is *derzhavnost*,


“referring to a preoccupation with great power status regardless of whether Russia has the military and economic wherewithal.”

Russia's quest for great power status is thus based on “an emotion, it is a craving for a status that most Russians strongly believe is theirs by right, by virtue of the enormous size of the country, its resources, its history”. Vladimir Putin, especially in recent years, has successfully brought this notion closer to reality for Russian people, which certainly helps to explain his high approval ratings.

Syria

The Syrian intervention was also an unexpected event. Moscow also boldly took the opposite stance of Washington in Syria’s civil war, which allowed Russia to be portrayed as a Great Power. Putin refused to help the US oust Syrian President Bashar al-Assad out of power as he represented the better alternative against the ‘jihadis’ opposing him. The Obama Administration conversely supported the opposition. Then, in August 2013, Assad openly challenged the “redlines” imposed by the US through a chemical weapons attack near Damascus. Obama found himself on the verge of ordering military strikes, but at that moment Putin masterfully used this situation to act as the mediator between the two and ordered a deal to remove Assad’s chemical weapons. This was a very surprising feat as Russia is a country with significantly less resources than the US and very little influence in Syria or the Middle East. Yet Moscow was able to prevent the US from
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attacking another country and made a notoriously closed regime give up its sole deterrent in the form of weapons of mass destruction.355

Russian motives in Syria stem from its desire to pull Russia out of global isolation, distract the international community from the situation in eastern Ukraine and Crimea, reinforce Assad’s regime, and to show that Russia’s strategy in the Middle East is superior to that of the U.S.356 In addition, Putin’s objectives were to reaffirm its international great power status, to protect itself from terrorism and to avoid the consolidation of the principle of “responsibility to protect” as international law. Russia is trying to portray itself as great leader. Also, Syria has been an old ally of Russia’s. Russia recognizes that if the Baath state in Damascus is overthrown, the result will be long-term anarchy or at worse a takeover from the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) and al-Qaeda. Had the Western-backed rebels managed to overthrow the Assad regime, Russia would have seen it as a diplomatic victory of the West and Russia would have looked weak and incapable of protecting its allies.357 Russia’s actions have forced the West to recognize that no solution can be reached without taking its opinion into account. These actions have demonstrated that the world is no longer a unipolar order with the US as the only dominant player and Moscow plays as big of a role as Washington’s. Moscow shifted the conflicts course in favor of Syria and demonstrated its military might but also avoided involving itself in a long term foreign conflict like the US did in Libya, Iraq and Afghanistan. The constant struggle that Russia
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has to be recognized as a great power is both a historical necessity and a personal desire for Putin, especially to keep ordinary Russians on his side in spite of economic difficulties and international isolation. In addition, Russia’s involvement in Syria aims to protect its own security from terrorism, as part of Putin’s contract with the ordinary Russians is to keep the society safe in exchange for some of their personal liberties. The fall of the Assad regime would leave Syria in complete chaos which would allow a power vacuum and terrorist groups to fill it and control the territory. Keeping Syria united would deter terrorists from gaining too much power and attacking Russia for example.

Russia has always been a believer in sovereignty and has held international law into high consideration, condemning unilateral military actions without the approval of the UNSC. Russia insists on refraining from interfering in country’s internal affairs whether they are democratic regimes or not. Humanitarian interventions often end up overthrowing the authoritarian governments of the countries where the interventions are being carried out and the Kremlin fears that ultimately, the goal of the west is to topple the Russian government too. Putin’s main motivations today include the protection and longevity of his regime. Putin promised Russians order and prosperity at home and renewed dignity abroad in exchange for their tolerance of his authoritarianism. But now that the former pillar is struggling, the latter pillar must be reinforced.358

The Kremlin-controlled media is highly adept at covering particular stories in ways that will emphasize the West’s conspiracy to weaken and humiliate Russia. Putin has always criticized US involvement in countries where it does not belong, and uses the aftermath of the wars in Iraq, Libya and Syria as examples of how western involvement and regime change only end up destabilizing sovereign nations. Respecting national sovereignty internationally has been a point of critique for Putin towards the West. Russia’s motivations in helping Syria stem from this belief as well as to appear as a Great Power on the global scene which would force US and European leaders to treat Russia’s view with greater respect, especially over the Ukraine Crisis. US policy of arming the rebels has now been declared a failed strategy by the pentagon. Russian officials have repeatedly recognized the “destabilizing” impact on the Middle East and the developing world that US strategy has had. At a formal military conference in Moscow, Russian officials focused on the instability in the Middle East and North Africa and the rise of Islamist terrorism as a mix of ill-judged US led interference that was destabilizing many developing states and part of a US-led plot to dominate the states involved. This point of view is not unique to Russia and is gaining more popularity as each military involvement of the US is rather unsuccessful in one form or another. Putin’s strong criticism against these actions lends him credibility both domestically and internationally.


The Ukraine Crisis

In order to delve into the Ukraine Crisis, it is important first to mention the Orange Revolution that took place in Ukraine in 2004-2005. The Orange Revolution was a series of protests that occurred in Ukraine after the 2004 elections appeared to have been rigged by the authorities in favor of Viktor Yanukovych, a pro-Kremlin candidate who ran against Viktor Yushchenko, a pro-Western candidate. These protests successfully led to a re-vote and resulted in a clear victory for Yushchenko, who received about 52% of the vote, compared to Yanukovych's 44%.\textsuperscript{361} The Orange Revolution ended as Yushchenko was inaugurated in 2005. However, due to infighting between Yushchenko and Prime Minister Yulia Tymoshenko, the Orange party was incapable of holding onto power. Both leaders accused each other of corruption and blocking each other's policies. Yushchenko accused Tymoshenko of destroying the Orange coalition through her "thirst for power". The rivalry between Yushchenko and Tymoshenko intensified as the president's popularity ratings plummeted. By 2010 he was very unpopular as their relationship completely broke down, paralyzing decision-making in Ukraine in the process at very critical moments. During the financial crisis, Ukraine’s steel industry and banks collapsed, and many blamed the president for the devastating outcomes in Ukraine. The country was forced to accept billions of dollars in IMF aid, some of which was withheld due to the country’s inability to push through economic reforms. Yushchenko was left with few allies in parliament and disillusioned supporters, which explains his loss to Yanukovych in the next elections. In the 2010 presidential election, Yanukovych became Yushchenko's successor in what the

Central Election Commission and international observers deemed to be a fair election.\textsuperscript{362} However, in 2013, Yanukovych’s failure to sign the Association Agreement with the EU led to massive protests known as the Euromaidan clashes where thousands of people protested in Kiev against his decision. Close to 10,000 demonstrators participated in these protests and carried Ukrainian and EU flags while chanting “Ukraine is Europe”.\textsuperscript{363} The agreement would have opened borders to goods and eased travel restrictions. Yanukovych argued that he could not afford to sacrifice trade with Russia, which opposed the deal, and described the EU offer as inadequate. Many opposition leaders believed this represented a stolen dream for Ukrainians to have a more modern, open and western way of life.

He was ousted from power as a result and fled to Russia. The formation of a new interim government, the restoration of the previous constitution, and a call to hold impromptu presidential elections within months are what followed.\textsuperscript{364} In order to further its economic development, Ukraine sought closer ties with the European Union. The Association Agreement with the EU would have provided Ukraine with funds in return for liberalizing reforms, however, Russia proposed a more interesting alternative. Yanukovych had claimed he would sign the agreement but refused at the last minute, choosing closer ties with Russia instead due to the better deal that was offered to them by President Vladimir Putin. While Ukrainian Prime Minister Mykola Azarov had asked for


€20 billion in loans and aid,\textsuperscript{365} the EU was only willing to offer €610 million in loans while Russia was willing to offer $15 billion, as well as cheaper gas prices.\textsuperscript{366} For this reason, Yanukovych deemed Russia to be the better option. In addition, the EU was demanding reforms in return that Russia was not, which also rendered Russia a more appealing option.

After the occurrence of the protests and the formation of the new interim government, Russia refused to recognize it and called the revolution a \textit{coup d'état} and began a military intervention in Ukraine.\textsuperscript{367} The interim government signed the agreement with the EU and agreed to apply the necessary reforms in Ukraine with significant financial aid from the IMF.\textsuperscript{368} What followed was pro-Russian unrest in South-Eastern Ukraine, a standoff with Russia regarding the annexation of Crimea and large-scale confrontation between the Ukrainian government and pro-Russian separatists in the Donbass.\textsuperscript{369} The Ukrainian parliament voted 328–0 in favor of impeaching Yanukovych and scheduled new presidential elections for May 25, 2014.\textsuperscript{370} Over the next few days, Russian nationalist politicians and activists organized rallies in Crimea and urged Russia to help defend the
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region from advancing "fascists" from the rest of Ukraine.371 On March 1, Russia's parliament approved a request from President Vladimir Putin to deploy Russian troops to Ukraine.372

After pro-Russian President Viktor Yanukovych was ousted from power in Kiev, Putin feared that Kiev’s new government would expel Russia’s Black sea fleet from the Crimean base of Sevastopol.373 Fearing that Sevastopol would land in the hands of NATO gave Putin a strong incentive to take it back. Putin, out of fear that Ukraine would turn Westward politically and economically, used the armed forces to secure Crimea and Sevastopol and held a referendum which overwhelmingly supported the territory’s accession to the Russian Federation. Also, annexing Crimea was Russia’s response to NATO’s Eastward expansion – by getting involved in Ukraine, Russia creates a context by which it will be impossible for Ukraine to become a member of either NATO or the EU anytime soon. It serves as a warning to the West that it must stay out of its zone of influence. In addition, Russia was also righting what most Russians thought of as a historical wrong, that Crimea should be part of Russia and not Ukraine.374 Russia has become a revisionist power due to the failure of the West to recognize its rightful place in the international order after the Cold War. Russia wants to change the fact that so much


power is concentrated in the hands of the West and wants to advance its views, strengthen its position in the world and protect its sovereignty.

As a result, Crimea was incorporated into Russia and Putin’s popularity soared. Since then, the power balance in the Black Sea has shifted in Russia’s favor. Putin named this project, Novorossia, or New Russia, in his March 2014 Crimea speech to parliament, which involved a plan to unify Eastern and Southern Ukraine in their opposition to Ukraine’s Central and Western regions. Putin vowed to defend the rights of ethnic Russians and those who identify themselves with Russia, wherever they might live. One of the pretexts for Russia’s military invasion in Ukraine has been to defend its citizens and interests, especially in Crimea. Putin’s actions made him extremely popular in Russia and his ratings shot up to 87% in August 2014, one of his highest ratings of all time. A large majority of Russians see Crimea as a part of Russia that was wrongly given to Ukraine 60 years ago, which explains the high levels of support for Putin’s actions in annexing it. Historically, Crimea was Russian territory until 1954, when it was controversially “handed” to Ukraine by then president of the USSR Nikita Kruschev, as it has often been recounted. Ukraine has always been culturally and historically close to Russia.
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7.5 million ethnic Russians live in Ukraine today and more than 60 per cent of the population of Crimea are Russian-speakers, with the rest made up of Ukrainian speakers and Tatars. Moreover, Crimea is a strategically important geopolitical space for Russia. The Crimean port of Sevastopol, home of the Black Sea fleet, is vital to Russia’s naval power in the Mediterranean and beyond.

What has been interesting to note is the way the international community has reacted to Russia’s annexation of Crimea. Although the annexation of Crimea was condemned by the West, it is hardly mentioned anymore. This is vital in terms of how Putin is “legitimizing” himself and his actions, adding to the “symbolic” power that this study argues he possesses through his identity management strategy of “social creativity”. The issue of Crimea was even deliberately left out of the protracted Minsk negotiations discussing the war in the Donbas. Public perception and media has shifted into allowing more claims to Russia’s historical claims to the peninsula. More and more the events of 2014 are being framed as something that happened in the response to the demands of the local population. Thus, the Russian discourse legitimizing the annexation is reverberating widely. However, there was no mobilization from the Crimean people in 2014 nor demands for reunification with Russia. The movement was all led by Russia after the Ukrainian Maidan. In 2014, a particular political context allowed for the mobilization of a latent pro-Russia sentiment in Crimea after the occupation had already occurred, not vice versa. Putin has successfully framed this international event in a way that renders it


legitimate enough for many to start seeing his side on it. Though the West has placed sanctions on Russia, many have argued for their lack of use. In this sense, Putin is gaining a large amount of symbolic power as he has been able to defy international norms and taken Crimea back as “he wanted with no plans to return it. 381

Western analysis of Russia’s actions in Ukraine vary between whether Putin’s motives are aggressive or defensive. The aggressive view states that Russia took advantage of the instability in Ukraine to seize territory it has long coveted. The ultimate goal which has motivated Putin since he took office is to recover political, economic and geostrategic assets lost in the collapse of the Soviet state. 382 The defensive view states that Russia was threatened by the expansion of the European Union and NATO, and reacted to the threat that Ukraine’s revolution would lead to the expansion of hostile European powers into Russian sphere of interest. As Mearsheimer explained it, ‘The United States and its European allies share most of the responsibility for the crisis. The taproot of the trouble is NATO enlargement, the central element of a larger strategy to move Ukraine out of Russia’s orbit and integrate it into the West’. 383 Although these explanations provide good arguments for Putin’s actions in Ukraine, there is another vital motivation at hand and that is domestic and identity-based. Russia invaded Ukraine in part, to prevent the transnational spread of revolution from Ukraine to Russia. 384 Since Ukraine and Russia are so similar,
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if Ukraine can succeed at being a well-functioning liberal democracy, Russians may start wondering why it cannot do the same. It also served as an important warning sign to stay out of Russia’s “sphere of influence” and for the countries within that “sphere” not to attempt joining the West.

Foreign policy should not be solely analyzed through security and geostrategic dimensions but rather must be seen as a product of a broader social environment that imbues a nation with a purpose and direction of development. Russia’s leaders have pursued differing civilizational strategies. These have ranged from Yeltsin’s pro-Western ideals, to the second foreign minister Yevgeni Primakov’s “Eurasian” vision for Russia with its restoration of great power status and dominance in the former Soviet Region, to Putin’s first vision of Russia as a European nation with great power capabilities and special relations outside Europe, to his current vision today of Russia being a unique civilization possessing unique values and developmental needs. A successful foreign policy is not disruptive to the existing system of cultural values.\(^{385}\) A successful foreign policy is also one that evolves based on the changing atmosphere of world politics. For example, the more globalized and interconnected the world became, the more the world saw the rise of anti-globalist factions. For Russia, the more the West and NATO encroached on its ‘sphere of influence’, the more threatened they felt, the higher the need to protect its identity.

\(^{385}\) Ibid.
The Discursive Realm and Foreign Policy

The discursive realm in international relations has provided an interesting challenge to rationalist and positivist analyses which have aspired to empirically explain the development of society. Quentin Skinner observes that “the only possible judge of the truth of our beliefs must be whatever consensus over norms and standards may happen to prevail in our local culture.” Thus, the role of ideas, words and statements become extremely consequential in the development of the truth. The secret of Putin’s popularity partially lies with his attempt to recreate certain narratives in Russian society which resonated well with the majority of the Russian public. The Ukrainian crisis became the representation of Russia’s long struggle with self-discovery.

Mass media are highly important for the Russian leadership. Though anti-Western narratives already existed prior to the Ukraine crisis, they significantly intensified afterwards. Emotions, policy tools, images, and other means are mobilized by a securitizing actor, who works to prompt an audience to build feelings and thoughts about the critical vulnerability of a subject, which Putin manages to do very well with his state-owned media campaign. According to the Copenhagen school, securitization theory, threats and security are determined through the “speech act.”

---
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the West at home, Russian leadership can diminish Western criticism of Russia, legitimize Russian behavior to the public, and defend Russia’s national identity as a great power. The characteristics used to portray the West include hypocrisy, arrogance, and lack of moral integrity. Using examples both from the past and the present, Russian media tries to de-legitimize Western policy. Russian news Channel Rossiya 1 portrayed former US president Woodrow Wilson as wanting to promote democracy and self-determination in the world, while denying rights to African and Native Americans at home. The presenter claimed that the USA had demanded “the right to judge everyone by its own very flexible standards for a hundred years.” These claims help undermine Western condemnation of Russian actions in Ukraine by presenting the West as being hypocritical and self-interested. The concept of “double standards” is often used in the media against the West. Putin for instance pointed out the large presence of American troops and military bases throughout the world, “settling the fates of other nations while thousands of kilometers from their own borders,” and argued that it was “very strange” that Americans should denounce Russian foreign troop deployments so much smaller than their own.

In approaching the crisis in Ukraine, Russian officers framed the issue a “Color Revolution” and what they saw as a new US and European approach to warfare that focuses on creating destabilizing revolutions in other states as a means of serving their security interests at low cost and with minimal casualties. Russian state officials accused the US of
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this strategy in the Middle East and Africa as well as in Eastern Europe. They describe such actions as having failed and been a key source of terrorism. They have also accused the West as rejecting partnership with Russia on this front. Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov accused the United States and the European Union of an attempt to stage yet another color revolution in Ukraine and said during the conference that:

Attempts to impose homemade recipes for internal changes on other nations, without taking into account their own traditions and national characteristics, to engage in the ‘export of democracy,’ have a destructive impact on international relations and result in an increase of the number of hot spots on the world map.

In a series of articles published prior to the 2012 presidential elections in Russia, Putin laid out his new foreign policy program which was now focused on “preserving Russia’s distinct identity in a highly competitive global environment.” Putin emphasized the uniqueness and distinctiveness of Russian civilization and how Russia represented the core of a special Russian world composed of people who associate themselves with traditional Russian values such as the Eastern Slavs of Belarus and Ukraine. He also argued that Russia should be the center of a large geo-economic unit or Eurasian Union, consisting of political, cultural, economic and security ties between the states of the former Soviet Republics. Putin argued the importance of defending


indigenous values in a highly-globalized world and highlights how this new vision promotes that path. He argued that Europe has taken a negative turn from its respectable model prior to the 1960s and now possesses a “post-Christian” identity which values moral relativism, a vague sense of identity and excessive political correctness. Putin concluded that European countries have begun “renouncing their roots, including Christian values, which underlie Western civilization.” Putin rather aims to emphasize the values of old Europe while stressing Russia’s unique ones rooted in the Orthodox Christian tradition. These values include the union between a man and a woman and the sanctity of family, religion, the centrality of the state and patriotism.

In 2012, Putin began to speak frequently of the need to clamp down on society to ensure its unity. Putin looks to history as the source of his country's national identity. He sees the Russian Orthodox Church as one of the main carriers of traditional values in Russia, and the regime has developed closer ties with the church in recent years. Putin symbolically separated what he considers to be the "healthy and conservative" majority in Russian society from the alienated and "cosmopolitan" minority, which he accuses of acting in the interests of the West. The strategy of the political regime is to rely on
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support from the "passive majority" of society,\textsuperscript{402} or, as another source has called it, the "paternalistic majority" of citizens, who depend on the benefits that the state provides.\textsuperscript{403} In 2013 Putin made some remarks about the suspicious nature of the historical intelligentsia and asserted that they not only opposed the government but had been disloyal to the Russian nation which resulted in the instability in Tsarist Russia and the USSR which ultimately had "ruinous and destructive" consequences for the Russian people in each case.\textsuperscript{404} By tying together opposition and the destruction of the state using historical examples, Putin seeks to discredit those who oppose his regime. The regime regards its opponents as dissidents, and stigmatizes them as much as possible, in order to isolate them from the majority, this tendency increased after the annexation of Crimea.\textsuperscript{405} Films in the Russian media display images from World War Two speaking of dissidents as being akin to those who collaborated with the Nazis and taking money from Americans.\textsuperscript{406} All those who oppose the regime are accused of being unpatriotic as being a part of a “fifth column” who collaborate with the wishes of the West.\textsuperscript{407} In this way, the internal enemies of the state are linked with the external enemies of the state, thus justifying the tightening restrictions domestically.\textsuperscript{408}


\textsuperscript{403} "Putin Opredelilsia s Politicheskimi Prioritetami," \textit{Nezavisimaja Gazeta}, December 27, 2013.


\textsuperscript{406} “Zachem Gosudarstvo Seet Nenavist’,” \textit{Vedomosti}, February 19, 2014
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Putin expressed hostility towards the US and has complained about its actions which seem to be oriented around unipolarity and American hegemony. Putin blames the US for what he views as growing instability in the world. In 2012 he described the world as being in a "serious systemic crisis" and added that "the world is entering a zone of turbulence," with "sharply growing instability." For him the disappearance of the bipolar system of the Cold War has brought an end to stability in the world as no other power can contain the unipole. For Putin, the US seeks to destabilize regimes throughout the world to block a transition from unipolarity to multipolarity and is even causing instability within Russia to weaken its regime.

Putin's increasingly anti-Western outlook has been reflected in a new theme in his speeches during the last few years: his denunciation of the alleged disintegration of moral standards in Western countries. In September 2013, he warned about that tendency: "We see how many Euro-Atlantic countries actually have gone on the path of rejecting their roots, including the Christian values that constitute the basis of Western civilization." He returned to that theme with a tone of greater alarm in December 2013, when he charged:

Today in many countries the norms of morality and ethics are being revised, and national traditions and the differences among nations and cultures are being erased. From society now is demanded ... also the obligatory recognition of the
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equivalence, strange as it sounds, of good and evil, concepts that are opposite in meaning. Putin views this as a degradation of moral values that poses a direct threat to Russian security and society and relates the current world instability to the West’s resistance of a multipolar world order to ensure its hegemonic domination. Putin’s views have gained international support from some leaders as he portrays himself as the leader of world conservatism. In December 2013, before Putin’s annual address to the Federal Assembly, The Center for Strategic Communications, an institution said to be closely connected with the Kremlin, held a press conference in Moscow to announce its latest report, entitled "Putin: World Conservatism's New Leader." Some Russian authors have proudly announced that even in Europe, millions of ordinary people admire Russia and its leader because they defend fundamental, traditional values. In July 2014, Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban explained that his country is striving to build a state of "illiberal democracy," in contrast with Western liberal democracy, and acknowledged that Russia is one of the models for the system that he wants for Hungary. Putin believes that Russia is naturally suited to play a key role in the defense of stability in the world, in defending both traditional morality and international stability. In this manner, Putin is creatively
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changing the platform through which to compare Russia to the West. Instead of frames of comparison being centered around how “democratic” a country is or to what extent a country respects human rights, Putin has shifted the modes of comparison into framing the West as a power-hungry and hypocritical force that destabilizes the world. He is also criticizing Western moral standards and the erosion of the original and traditional identity of a Christian. This framework has gained much popular support in recent times among a variety of conservative and populist parties and political candidates throughout the world including the current President of the United States, Donald J. Trump. The spreading of such frameworks of analysis on how to view the world and morality will have implications for the future of the world order and the future of what ‘truth’ is.

Russia’s new ‘civilizationist’ discourse emphasizes the Slavic-Orthodox identity and how it is the duty of Russians to protect other ethnic Russians. Channel 1 expressed sympathies with pro-Russian demonstrations taking place throughout Russia whose slogans included ‘Russia doesn’t abandon its own’, ‘Sevastopol – we are with you’, ‘The fraternal people of Ukraine are connected to us historically, culturally and by their spiritual values. Our grandfathers and great grandfathers fought together on the front and liberated our great Soviet Union.’ In addition, a powerful narrative in the Russian media includes allusions to the Great Patriotic War and fighting off fascism. Russian media often portrays that the new regime in Kiev is either packed with or tolerant of or manipulated by Nazi extremists as an effort to discredit and de-legitimize it.

Also important for Russian media discourse are the links the Kremlin has been forging with the far-right in Europe and in the US as part of its efforts to promote Russia as the world leader of traditional and conservative values and to undermine liberal, western, establishment institutions. Russia’s endorsement of the nuclear family and the Orthodox Church, its antagonism to non-standard sexualities, and its scorn for ‘politically correct’, liberal tolerance of differences has resonated with Marine Le Pen in France, Tea Party supporter Pat Buchanan in the US and Nigel Farage’s UKIP in Britain to name a few. Their opposition to the EU and to the entire ‘European project’ helps explain the support they have expressed for the Russian position on Ukraine which Russian media outlets have capitalized on to legitimize Russia’s actions. In addition, Russian influence has been reported in countries such as France, the Netherlands, Hungary, Austria and the Czech Republic. Russia specialist at the Royal United Services Institute, Igor Sutyagin stated that Russia’s propaganda machine was very active and employing ‘hybrid warfare’, a blend of conventional military power with guerilla tactics and cyber warfare. “The Russian campaign exists in a grey area, operating covertly - and often legally - to avoid political blowback, but with the clear aim of weakening Western will to fight, maturing doubts over NATO, the EU and economic sanctions,” he said. He also stated that “wherever the opportunity presents itself, Russia wants to undermine the West – to present the argument that the West is no better than they are. It wants to see an end of the European Union because it much prefers a policy of divide and rule.” Moreover, a report by a private US


research group declared that they had discovered substantial evidence that Russia was establishing a campaign of covert economic and political measures to manipulate five different countries in Central and Eastern Europe all to discredit the West’s liberal democratic model and to undermine transatlantic ties. The report stated that Moscow had co-opted politicians, used tactics to dominate energy markets and other economic sectors, and undermined anti-corruption measures to gain influence in Bulgaria, Hungary, Latvia, Serbia and Slovakia. Evidence includes a 12.2 billion euro contract to build two nuclear reactors in Hungary and also the cultivation of pro-Russian businessmen gaining political office in these governments and shielding Russian interests. 422 Russian economic influence is prominent in Bulgaria with a presence of 22 percent of its GDP between 2005 and 2014. 423 The Center for Historical Analysis and Conflict research in England stated that Russia has opened a new political front within Europe by supporting the far right against the liberal European Union. Governments and heads of states now openly sympathize with Putin which weakens the European response to Russian aggression.424 In French politics, Russia has given loans to the far right party the National Front, who received 9 million euros from the Moscow-based, first Czech Russian Bank in 2014, and in 2016 Le Pen asked Russia for an additional 27-million-euro loan to prepare for the 2017 elections. Germany also held elections this year and Russia was a debated topic between candidates. Chancellor Angela Merkel maintained her tough stance on sanctions and on
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bringing a ceasefire to Ukraine and maintaining sanctions on Russia, but some of her competitors held different views. The Social Democrats, Die Like and Alternative for Germany all advocated for lifting sanctions and building deeper ties with Russia. In the UK, Nigel Farage criticized EU sanctions and expressed admiration for Putin. Also, there is evidence that the UK Conservative Party has received substantial donations with direct links to Russia. 425 The Kremlin’s aim is to cultivate a network of people and organizations that support Russian economic and geopolitical interests, denounce the EU and European integration, propagate a narrative of Western decline, and vote against EU policies on Russia such as sanctions. Russia has gained momentum as anti-EU and pro-Russian parties are on the rise. The UK has voted to leave the EU; the refugee crisis is dividing the nations in terms of policy response; trust in establishment parties and media is on the decline; and self-proclaimed illiberal leaders in Poland and Hungary are forging an anti-democratic path that looks East rather than West. 426

The global situation of ‘cultural ambivalence’ and ‘global uncertainty’ has stimulated a resurgence of civilizational thinking in non-western cultures including Russia. Pro-western elites argue that integration with the west is the only available option and constitutes a viable civilizational project. Others caution that such integration cannot be realized without considerable sacrifices at the expense of indigenous values that include religion, moral economy, and local traditions. 427 Russia is a proponent of the latter frame
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of thought and at the 2012 address to the Federation Council, Putin spoke of new
demographic and moral threats that must be overcome if the nation is to “be preserved and
reproduced.”

Putin’s civilizationist turn resonated well domestically and Russia has seen a
resurgence of nationalist thinking since 2012. In contrast to those favoring modernization,
those who prioritize defending Russia’s sovereignty and cultural distinctiveness have
grown increasingly influential in political and policy circles. Orthodox priests for example,
including Patriarch Kirill, endorsed the idea of Russia’s religion-centered civilizational
distinctiveness. Politicians such as the Communist party leader Gennadi Zyuganov
regularly speaks of Russia’s national interests as tied to Eurasian geopolitics and self-
sufficiency. This could explain Zyuganov’s rise in popularity since 2012 according to the
polls demonstrated above. This “civilizationist” turn embodies a rhetorical tool that Putin
is using instrumentally to shape Russia’s values in the Kremlin’s desired direction and
helps to strengthen ties with the Russian masses by identifying with the conservative
majority that is sympathetic to Russian distinctive values as opposed to the more
cosmopolitan and west-leaning middle classes. In order to legitimize this civilizationist
turn, Putin has managed to effectively “securitize” the West as a threat, and because of this,
the Russian population is more inclined to rally around its leader against that perceived
threat. Putin defiantly blamed Russia’s turmoil on the West at an annual year-end
conference, stating that the West has plotted to weaken Russia as a nation. He blamed
“external factors, first and foremost” for the economic situation in Russia and even stated
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the possibility that the fall in the price of oil was a plot between the US and Saudi Arabia to weaken Russia, Iran and Venezuela.\textsuperscript{429} Putin also stated that:

\begin{quote}
\ldots the United States has overstepped its national border in every way. This is visible in the economic, political, cultural and educational policies it imposes on other nations. Well, who likes this? Who is happy about this? \ldots Russia is a country with a history that spans more than a thousand years and has practically always used the privilege to carry out and independent foreign policy. We are not going to change this tradition today.\textsuperscript{430}
\end{quote}

In February 2013, Russia released a New Foreign Policy Concept that emphasized global economic competition, within which different “values and development models” would be tested and “civilizational identity” would obtain a new importance. In this context civilization was understood to be a distinct cultural entity, not a universal phenomenon. Russia was beginning to see itself as culturally and politically independent from the West.

In his 2013 address to the Federation Council, Putin further positioned Russia as a “conservative” power and the worldwide defender of traditional values.\textsuperscript{431} The Foreign Policy Concept signed by Putin into law in February 2013 describes the world in terms of a “rivalry of values and development models within the framework of the universal principles of democracy and the market economy.”\textsuperscript{432} In other words, these speech acts have revealed the ‘threat’ of the West imposing its values onto Russia and Russia’s new
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civilizationist approach to ‘defend’ itself and its values. In his Valdai Club speech in 2014, Putin noted:

Primitive borrowing and attempts to civilize Russia from abroad were not accepted by an absolute majority of our people. This is because the desire for independence and sovereignty in spiritual, ideological and foreign policy spheres is an integral part of our national character… the 21st century promises to become the century of major changes, the era of the formation of major geopolitical zones, as well as financial and economic, cultural, civilizational, military and political areas.

Putin’s third term marks a shift in his political ideology. In earlier years, Putin was considered a pragmatist by many. After the annexation of Crimea Putin has become a different kind of leader, motivated by ideology, regardless of the cost to Russia's economic well-being. A new ideology has taken shape in the Kremlin, and it has taken hold as Russia's national idea. Before his third term as president, Putin was "non-ideological" and a pragmatist, but after his return to the presidency "he promoted an ideology of conservatism."

The ‘third wave of democratization’ emphasized the transnational diffusion of democracy. The Color Revolutions that took place in Georgia, Ukraine and Kyrgyzstan were analyzed as all stemming from each other and being the result of the diffusion of revolutionary tactics. Russia and other autocratic regimes began actively responding to this phenomenon by putting pressure on NGOs and opposition politics to combat the
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transnational spread of democracy. Changes in regime type can have enormous geopolitical impacts; the spread of particular regime types, or the resistance to them, becomes a geopolitical tactic. If the West, in viewing democracy as a universal value, underestimates this, Russia clearly does not. Putin sees the spread of promotion of democracy as aimed against Russia’s interests. Thus, Putin has pointed to what he sees as the hypocrisy of the US position on Crimea. In the case of Kosovo, Putin argues, the US stated that the secession of a territory could be legal even against the opposition of the state from which it was seceding.\footnote{Putin, Valdai} By alleging a double standard, Putin hopes to demonstrate that US talk of international law and democracy is a geopolitical weapon, not an actual principle.\footnote{D’Anieri, Ukraine, Russia, and the West.}

As Putin argued in his speech in Sevastopol, the West’s actions in Eastern Europe such as support for the Color Revolutions and the promise of NATO membership to Georgia and Ukraine were offensive in nature.\footnote{Putin, Valdai} The EU over time has tried to engage some of the former Soviet republics in programs such as the Eastern Partnership, developed in 2009, which Russia felt to be an infringement of its sphere of influence. Therefore, when Russia began its Eurasian integration project, a geopolitical confrontation with the EU began.\footnote{Richard Sakwa, Frontline Ukraine: Crisis in the borderlands (London: I.B. Tauris, 2015)} This is important in regard to the Ukraine crisis as Foreign Minister Lavrov stated: “The EU Eastern Partnership program was also designed to expand the West-controlled geopolitical space to the east...There is a policy to confront the CIS countries

\footnote{Putin, Valdai}
with a hard, absolutely contrived and artificial choice – either you are with the EU or with Russia. It was the use of this approach to Ukraine that pushed that country…to a profound internal political crisis.” For these reasons, Russians are more likely to blame the West for the crisis in Ukraine. Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov sides with the argument of the West’s persistent offensiveness in his speech at the UN general assembly:

The situation there has revealed the remaining deep-rooted systemic flaws of the existing architecture in the Euro-Atlantic area. The West has embarked upon a course towards ‘the vertical structuring of humanity’ tailored to its own hardly inoffensive standards. After they declared victory in the Cold War and the ‘end of history’, the US and the EU opted for expanding the geopolitical area under their control without taking into account the balance of legitimate interests of all the people of Europe. While Russia was seeking cooperative relations, its western partners have promoted their own agenda, ignoring Russia's interests in many points, expanded NATO, and generally attempted to move the geopolitical space under their control directly to the Russian borders.

It is impossible not to note, however, that Russia’s actions in Ukraine imitate the very US actions that Russia is so critical of. Götz argues that Russia exhibited a similar behavior in Ukraine in that it “is engaged in a geopolitical offensive, extending beyond Ukraine, with the aim to promote or consolidate its regional primacy”. Russia enjoys openly criticizing the US, and in this instance, has adopted similar ‘imperialistic’ behavior. Russia is taking the stance that if the US can do something then so can they; a very reactive approach to international relations. In this reactive stance however, which is drawing much international criticism, a debate is being created. Why be so critical of Russia’s ‘imperialism’ and be so tolerant of that of the US? Though Putin’s actions in Ukraine are
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looked down upon internationally, they shine a hypocritical light on past US actions and the lack of international reaction they have garnered. This further legitimizes his criticism of US and Western hypocrisy, which falls into the “social creativity” identity management strategy that Putin is deploying to garner positive national self-esteem. By portraying the West in a negative light, Russia can be seen either in a more positive light or on par.

Public Perception of Politics, the Economy, Safety and Foreign Policy

This section will demonstrate the perception of the Russian public on matters including domestic politics, the state of the economy, security levels and foreign policy. The overarching conclusion is that the population in Russia approves of the way Putin is handling the country both domestically and internationally and have adopted a “weathering the storm” attitude towards the economic difficulties in the country. Moreover, the media has demonstrated to have a strong effect on that mentality, as the polls reveal that the more one watches state television, the more one is likely to believe the country is great. The following opinion polls have been derived from the Pew Research Center, the Levada Center, NORC Center, and Gallup. The diversity of sources used in the gathering of opinion data renders the data more accurate. No pro-Russian sources have been used in the collection of this data. In a study conducted by The Associated Press-NORC Center for Public Affairs at the University of Chicago in 2014, polls revealed that Putin is extremely popular, and that despite economic tensions and international conflict, most people believe Russia is headed in the right direction. Most reported that their families’ finances are in fair shape and expressed optimism that their financial situation would improve in the next years. Many believe the economic sanctions are hurting the country’s
economy, but less than half reported that these sanctions are harming their personal finances. 81% of respondents expressed approval for Putin when the survey was conducted in 2014, after the Ruble fell by 40%, and only 6% expressed strong disapproval. This demonstrates a significant increase from the 58% approval ratings Putin had shortly after his inauguration in May of 2012. 445

Media are a significant factor in public opinion and the study revealed that 3 in 4 Russians say state-owned TV stations are their main source of news and 56% of Russians say they read or watch the news at least once a day. The respondents who reported that state-owned news is their main source of news were more likely to approve of Putin, about 84%, than those who used other media outlets such as the internet or independent international media, who approved him at a rate of 73%, which is still very high, thus demonstrating that it is not only out of sheer media manipulation that Putin keeps his popularity high, but it certainly plays an important role in legitimizing his actions. In addition, 83% of people who reported watching the news daily approve of Putin compared with 76% of those who tune in weekly or less, which is less, but still high. 446 82% of those living outside of Moscow approve of him while 71% of those living in the city approve. Putin’s favorability outweighs that of many other prominent politicians in Russia. 55% view Medvedev very favorably, 28% view Communist party leader Gennady Zyuganov favorably and only 6% view Alexei Navalny favorably, the latter being mostly Russians with a higher income. The graph below compares the differences in public opinion in 2012
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and 2014 on these political figures, demonstrating that 2014 was an important year for Putin’s increase in approval ratings.

Figure 20. Russian Ratings of Political Figures 2012 vs 2014

Vladimir Putin’s approvals increased in 2014, as did Medvedev’s and Zyuganov, compared with 2012 responses. Ironically, opposition leader Navalny’s popularity slightly decreased. He has had limited influence on political thought according to these polls. 447 This demonstrates the weakness of the opposition movement in Russia on a larger scale.

The NORC’s study also found that economic issues are important to Russians as they cited the economic and financial crisis most often as being the most important problem facing the country (21 percent of respondents). 4 in 10 reported that their biggest problems were price increases, inflation, low wages and pensions. Russians expressed mostly negative views of the economy. 15 % said it was excellent or good, 44% said it was fair, and 39 % said it was poor or very poor. The answers varied based on the education level
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of the respondents. 43% of respondents with a university degree or higher said the economy was poor compared to 33% with a high school education or less. Based on the graph below, the answers have gotten less optimistic in 2014 from 2012. But even despite worsening views and perceptions over the state of the economy, Russians still approve of their leader.

Figure 21. Ratings of Economic Conditions 2012 vs 2014

Compared to 2011, 44% say the economy is somewhat or much worse, 28% say about the same, and 23% say much or somewhat better. The responses are therefore quite diversified. Those living inside Moscow were more likely to say the economy is worse than in 2011, (61% vs 42% living outside Moscow). Also, those with higher incomes were more likely to say that the economy has worsened. 56% of those with higher incomes (more than 34,000 Rubles a month) report the economy is worse than three years ago compared to 45% of middle-income earners (incomes between 17,000-34,000 Rubles a month), and
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39% of lower-income Russians (less than 17,000 Rubles a month). 1 in 4 Russians said their finances are excellent or good in 2014 (24 percent), half said fair, and about 1 in 4 said poor. These views did not change much from 2012 to 2014. There is no obvious trend that families perceive their personal finances to have gotten worse. Just 37% say their own finances have worsened while 39% say they have stayed the same and 23% say they have gotten better, again, with Moscow residents being more likely to say their families’ finances are poor at 31% vs 23% of non-Moscow residents. Only 18% think the economy will get worse whereas the rest believe it will either stay the same or become much better (38%), with those in Moscow mostly making up those who say it will get worse (40%). 43% of respondents between 18 and 34 expressed the economy would be much better in a few years compared with 36% of adults between 35 and 54 and 34% of those 55 and older. Russians also expressed optimism in terms of their families’ finances for the future where 37% expect their families’ finance to be better in three years, 28% say their situation will stay the same, and 13% say it will get worse. Residents of Moscow showed more skepticism and are less likely to say their families’ finances will be better in three years 23% vs 38% of non-Moscow residents.

Most Russians believe Western economic sanctions are affecting the Russian economy negatively, about 64%. 29% report the sanctions have had no effect on the economy and 7% say they have had a positive effect. However, fewer say the sanctions are having a direct effect on their families. 45% say the sanctions have had a negative
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effect on their family, 54% percent report no effect, and 2 percent report a positive effect. Those living in Moscow are more likely to respond that the sanctions are having a negative effect on the economy and their families, (81% vs 62% and 63% vs. 43%). Income was also shown to affect people’s perception on the effect of sanctions. Three fourths of respondents with higher incomes of more than 34,000 Rubles a month reported sanctions having a negative effect on the economy compared to 59% of those making less than 17,000 Rubles a month. Similarly, 55% of those with higher incomes reported the sanctions have had a negative effect on their families’ finances compared with 38 percent of those with lower incomes.\footnote{Ibid.}

Figure 22. Effects of Sanctions and Income Levels

This shows that most Russians are adopting a “weathering the storm” attitude towards the economy rather than adopting sharp criticism of their leader on poor economic performance. In addition, more seem to blame economic sanctions for any negative effects on family finances than the general state of the economy. Respondents have generally not
expressed that their personal finances are doing much worse. Moscovites and wealthier Russians tend to have a slightly more pessimistic outlook on the situation though. Nevertheless, as the statistics also demonstrated, Vladimir Putin’s approval ratings are very high.

In an April 2016 poll conducted by the Levada Center, 56 percent of respondents said they wished the Soviet Union still existed. Another survey by the All-Russian Center for Public Opinion (now known as the Levada Center), showed that 64% of Russians would vote for the preservation of the USSR if a similar referendum to the one held in 1991 was held today. This nostalgia is highest among older Russians who live in rural areas, but there are also many young people who are successful and modern who long for it. 50% of young people surveyed by the All-Russian Center for Public Opinion shared this opinion. A possible explanation for this could be that nostalgia and poverty go hand in hand. The head of the research project at the Levada Center, Mikhail Mamonov, stated that those who were positive about the Soviet Union pointed out the same three things; a small but guaranteed salary, employment and things that are guaranteed for you. In an era of harsh market competition, people want to retreat to a time when they think all these things existed. Levada Center surveys show that nostalgia for the USSR peaked in 2000, when 75 percent of the population said they regretted its dissolution.
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the 2000s, the level of nostalgia decreased, reaching its lowest point in 2012 — but even then, 49 percent of the population still expressed regret about the Soviet Union’s breakup. The level of nostalgia began to rise again starting in 2014. Mikhail Mamonov points to economics as being behind the growth of Soviet nostalgia. In the year 2000, the number of Russians living at or below the poverty line reached its peak. Later, as incomes began to grow, fewer people were longing for the past. With the beginning of the economic crisis, nostalgia came back.\textsuperscript{457} Putin has exploited the economic insecurity and the Soviet nostalgia to his advantage and has managed to garner nationalist sentiment and a consolidated Russian identity that reveres its Soviet roots more than ever. He has fundamentally understood the needs of the population based on what they are currently lacking. He appeals to their emotions through the use of Kremlin-controlled media heroically depicting his actions abroad and emphasizing the threat of the West which has further revived feelings of Soviet nationalism.

According to the Levada Center, when asked what kind of democracy Russia needs, almost half the respondents said Russia needed a very special and unique kind of democracy, while 19\% stated the country needed the same kind of democracy that existed during the Soviet Union, and 5\% stated Russia did not need a democracy at all. Only 16\% believed in Western style democracy as the chart below demonstrates.\textsuperscript{458} This shows that Russians may not feel a strong need to implement Western style democracy in their country and rather believe that Russia has its own political and developmental needs and shouldn’t have liberal democracy imposed on them.

\textsuperscript{457} Ibid.

Jana Bakunina, an emerging broadcaster, wanted to discover what this special form of democracy was and conducted several interviews of Russians living in Moscow and as expats in Europe. When interviewed about what type of democracy Russians wanted, respondents believed Russia needed a special form of democracy but did not have a very specific idea of what that entailed. When they were asked about it, most talked of Peter the Great, or of Stalin, or of a strong leader for Russia due to the “over emotional” nature of the population or their “lack of discipline.” Examples of Yeltsin’s chaotic times were often given to depict what Russia would look like under a leadership that was not disciplinarian. Many respondents even said Russia did not need democracy at all and cited the achievements of leaders who ruled with a fist such as Ivan the Terrible, Josef Stalin and Peter the Great. For this reason, it is not surprising that 85 percent of the population supports Putin’s strong leadership style, according to the December 2015 poll by the Levada Center.\footnote{Jana Bakunina, “Why do Russians Still Support Vladimir Putin?” \textit{NewStatesman}, March 4, 2015, http://www.newstatesman.com/politics/2015/03/why-do-russians-support-still-support-vladimir-putin} When asked about American style democracy, respondents were especially critical and blamed it for the troubles in the Middle East and for the social unrest
in Ukraine after being ‘swayed’ by US and EU promises. For Russians, values such as human rights, freedom of speech and equal opportunities for minorities are too far removed from day to day life to be considered a priority. The elite in Russia work well with controlled media and reinforce the idea of Russia’s “unique path” and that “the western model just wouldn’t work in Russia.” Values such as integrity, orthodoxy and “the national spirit” have once again conquered the Russian minds. New terms, such as a “governed democracy” and “sovereign democracy” are being used to describe the form of rule. In fact, more people in 2015 believe that there is democracy in Russia today than in the last 11 years, despite Putin’s tightening on reigns. Less people believe it “hasn’t found its feet yet” as well.

Figure 24. Opinion Poll: Is there Democracy in Today’s Russia?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Feb.06</th>
<th>Mar.10</th>
<th>Feb.12</th>
<th>Mar.13</th>
<th>Mar.14</th>
<th>Nov.15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Without a doubt, yes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partially, yes</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It hasn't yet found its</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recently there is less</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and less of it</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is difficult to say</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Russians have also demonstrated that they view their government as respecting their rights and freedoms more in recent years. In 2015, 63% of Russians say this is the case, while only 29% disagree. Since 2008, belief that the Russian government respects its people’s rights is up 18 percentage points. This directly contradicts the tightening of controls that Putin has implemented in the last few years which points to the idea that Russians may place more value on other types of freedoms and rights other than fair and equal participation in politics or free media. These types of freedoms and rights are found in a “sovereign democracy,” which in its essence attempts to do what is best for the population as a whole as opposed to emphasizing individual rights and freedoms, and views the state as the decisive ruler to decide and implement which policies the nations needs for its specific developmental and political needs.

Figure 25. Government Respect of Personal Freedoms
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Vladimir Putin remains very popular and, the most commonly heard reasons why that is the case include the fact that he is a strong leader, has built Russia’s middle class, has improved social welfare in Russia, has restored Russian might, and lastly, that there is no viable alternative to him. In the past, Russia has done well under autocratic and repressive leaders while indecisive leaders such as Yeltsin or Gorbachev never inspired trust or respect. Putin is liked for his directive nature, for the improvement in Russian standards of living, but most recently, for the fact that he has restored national pride. According to the Federal State Statistics Service of the Russian Federation, Russian GDP per capita increased from 49,800 Rubles in 2000, to 461,300 in 2013, and the frequency of Russian citizens traveling abroad has increased from 9.8 million in 2000, to 38.5 million in 2013. In addition, for the first time in the last 20 years, new births in Russia were recorded as higher than deaths in 2013. Pensions went up from 694 Rubles a month in 2000, to 9,918 Rubles in 2012. Crime decreased, including murders from 28.2 per cent in 2000, to 10.1 per cent in 2012. These are a few important improvements to give Putin credit for. Putin restored the values that Russians care about most, which include stability, the integrity of their country, their sphere of influence in international relations, and standing up to United States domination. Respondents stated his popularity was mostly about Russia’s global standing. With an improved defense industry and the annexation of Crimea, Russians regained their military sea base on the Black Sea, protecting itself from NATO expansion. Russians have regained self-respect and national pride after their chaotic times in the 1990s. The respondents especially emphasized Putin’s ability to keep the country stable and juxtaposed Russian stability with the situation in Ukraine being
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beyond repair. Russia has had a difficult history of war, repression and famine, which has rendered the national spirit more tolerant to austerity and may explain their propensity to stability rather than prosperity and make them less concerned with individual freedoms than with the collective sense of status and integrity. Russians may have inherited the Eastern sense of acceptance and predisposition towards authoritarian regimes.462

In terms of perception of public safety, Gallup’s research project demonstrated that these have dramatically improved since 2006. In 2006, 27% said they were at ease going out alone after dark compared to nearly 40% in 2013.463 This study posits that in conditions of disorder or insecurity, as was the case in the 1990s in Russia, establishing security and order becomes more of a priority to the population than civil liberties, which explains their willingness to elect and then continue to support a “hardline” leader such as Vladimir Putin. In addition to this argument, Russian history has always been under autarky and central control, and therefore re-instating such controls was not considered anything out of the ordinary. Russians have always taken pride in their “strong state,” and the 1990s was mostly an era of shame. Security and order is a pre-requisite for the “strong state” that Russians overwhelmingly support. A study by Davis and Silver found that the greater people’s sense of threat, the lower their support for civil liberties. This effect interacts, however, with trust in government.464 But based on opinion polls from the NORC, Russians generally have high levels of trust in their government. Three in four Russians say they trust the presidency to do what is right either just about always or most
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of the time. Seventy-eight percent of those whose main source of news is state-owned TV say they trust the presidency to do what is right “just about always” or “most of the time” compared with 66 percent who have a different main source of news. Trust in the other four state institutions below are less prevalent, but rates have increased overall since 2012.

Figure 26. Trust in Domestic Institutions 2012 vs 2014

Also, people’s perception of the gravity of 14 existing problems in Russia has dropped since 2012. In particular, there have been significant declines in the proportion of Russians who identify crime (79 percent vs. 63 percent), access to education (65 percent vs. 51 percent), organized crime (74 percent vs. 61 percent), and unemployment (76 percent vs. 65 percent) as serious problems.
In terms of foreign policy, Putin’s assertive actions in the near and far abroad have allowed the Russian population to perceive Russia as reaching its goal of attaining great power status. A poll by NORC demonstrates that Russians believe Russia is a stronger international power compared with 10 years ago by an overwhelming majority.465
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Putin’s level of respect among Russians continues to rise as he stood up to the pressure of the economic sanctions imposed by the West as a result of the Ukraine crisis. The sanctions have even played a role in helping Putin rally people around opposing the West as evidenced by Russia’s declining public attitudes toward the US. The following chart demonstrates declining public perception of the US in Russia since 1990.466

Figure 29. Attitude towards the US

The unfavourability of Barrack Obama dramatically increased in 2014 from 2012 as the graph below shows, pointing to the success of Vladimir Putin’s media campaign that frames the conflict in Ukraine and the subsequent sanctions in a way that renders Russia more a victim rather than a villain. The same goes for public sentiment toward the EU which went from being weakly favorable to strongly unfavorable since 2012. In 2014, nearly half of Russians had an unfavorable view of the EU and only 8 percent had a favorable opinion whereas in 2012 only 11 percent had a negative opinion of the EU and 24% had a position view.

According to the Pew Research Center, Russians have very negative perceptions of the West, which have increased dramatically after 2014, which coincides with Putin’s major crackdown on independent media and Western influence inside the country. 85% of respondents have an unfavorable rating of the US and 88% of NATO. In the graph below, one can notice the dramatic fall in perceptions of Germany, the EU, the US, and NATO in recent years, demonstrating rising nationalist sentiment and the success of Putin’s media campaign.
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Moreover, the population appears to have higher confidence levels in Putin and appear to be very satisfied with his handling of both international and domestic affairs.468

Figure 32. Russian Confidence in Putin

\[468\] Ibid.
The results of Pew Research Center surveys support the argument that nationalism is getting stronger in Russia. According to their survey, 93% of Russians have a favorable opinion of their own country and this number has gone up 12 percentage points in the last year with those stating they had a very favorable opinion of their homeland. The Soviet nostalgia discussed above is also noted in their survey. 69% of Russians say that the fall of the USSR was a negative thing for Russia and only 17% say it was a good thing. Older Russians are much more likely to say that the breakup of the USSR was a bad thing (85%). Additionally, 61% of Russians agree that there are neighboring countries that really belong to Russia. This number has dramatically increased since 2002. In 1992, following the breakup of the Soviet Union, fewer than four-in-ten Russians believed that other countries belonged to the Russian state, and still fewer believed this in 1991 (22%).
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Despite the meager economic performance and heightened political restrictions, the population of Russia has expressed very high levels of approval for their leader and for the way he runs the country domestically as well as his international actions. When Putin took office for the third time, he further centralized and consolidated the Russian regime, which is now considered authoritarian by FreedomHouse standards. Instead of rebelling further, the population did not express mass indications of discontent, according to the various polls demonstrated here. The return to a centralized and authoritarian state resembles the strong state of the Soviet Union, and framing the West as a threat to the Russian identity has allowed Putin to legitimize his actions and garner the support of the population. Russians for the most part agree that Russia is unique and requires its own political and developmental models and strongly support Putin’s actions domestically and abroad. For this reason, they are more likely to express optimism about Russia’s future economic situation and weather the storm.

**Regional Public Opinion of Vladimir Putin**

Russians generally approve of Vladimir Putin, but Russia’s voting patterns vary per region. There are four different regions of Russia, each possessing different values and qualities of life. The first category, or “Russia One” includes the largest metropolitan cities possessing a million or more inhabitants where a large portion of the population holds
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an advanced degree, is employed in the small-business sector and registers high internet usage. Electoral data shows that, during the 2012 presidential elections, less than one half of Muscovites voted for Vladimir Putin. Other cities that have million-plus populations include Yekaterinburg and Novosibirsk, where progress is faster than in Omsk, Ufa, and Volgograd due to their location as macro-centers in the Urals and Siberia which pulls in a lot of migrants and well-paying jobs. In Omsk, Ufa and Volgograd, Soviet-era industrial specialization has been kept and these cities have progressed more slowly. Russia One possesses a very mixed socio-economic and demographic population though and its modernization should not be overestimated. Many portions of the population retain statist values and remain antiliberal and therefore approve of Putin. Russia Two refers to more medium-sized cities with populations ranging from 50,000 to 250,000 people. These cities hold about 30 percent of Russia’s population. Some cities in Russia Two have retained their industrial specialization during the post-Soviet times while others have not, but overall the Soviet era values remain strong. These cities also employ people in the public sector and have different levels of economic development. Russia Two voted for Putin in 2012 because they value their stability more than anything else and remember the 1990s when workers would go unpaid for months. In Russia Two, liberal ideas of modernization are unpopular and the greatest value is a strong paternalist state and large-scale social policy. Russia Three is very rural and traditional and includes communities in villages and small towns with a population of less than 20,000. People in these regions compose about one third of Russia’s population. Education is lowest here and most work in agriculture or the public sector and there is the presence of a large shadow economy. This region is apolitical and always votes for the incumbent. Russia Four is another periphery that
includes the North Caucasus and the south of Siberia with similar voting patterns. Only 5 percent of the total population lives in the former and 1 percent in the latter. These regions are very underdeveloped and are substantially different from the rest of Russia. Birth rates are very high, society is patriarchal and clan-based, ethnic differences are acute, and religion plays an important role.

The annexation of Crimea enjoyed massive public support from all Four Russias. Anti-Ukrainian and anti-Western propaganda has effectively turned all Four Russias against the West. The worsening economic situation can be blamed on foreign enemies, which works to the elite’s advantage. Increased nationalism can justify tightening controls domestically and stricter policies towards the opposition, who are now referred to as “national traitors”. 472 Although some of the big cities are modern, surveys have shown that “supra-constitutional” values have remained very strong. 473 The nostalgia for the USSR is prevalent among older people but the imperial myth is also very present in the young people of Russia. 474


Concluding Remarks

This chapter has demonstrated through an empirical presentation of data that adverse economic circumstances and increasing political restrictions did not have a negative effect on Putin’s approval ratings as the latter showed a demonstrable spike in 2014 after the annexation of Crimea, arguing that an assertive foreign policy, along with a nationalist media rhetoric, has had positive effects on approval ratings. Security indicators continued to demonstrate their positive correlation with approval ratings. With these results, the following chapter will present this study’s main argument through its unique theoretical framework.
Chapter 5
Main Argument and Theoretical Analysis

Before stating the main argument and supporting it through this study’s theoretical framework, the following chart serves as a visual representation of the correlation between the domestic indicators and approval ratings and concludes that domestically, Putin’s approval ratings remained stable across his entire time in power due to a high performing economy, increased security and were not affected by increased authoritarianism. However, as the economy plummeted and his approval ratings increased, the indicator of foreign policy was found to be the indicator with the most explanatory factor. This chart is a simplified measurement of the indicators as it only takes GNI per capita to measure economic performance, homicide rates to measure security, and FreedomHouse’s freedom ratings to measure political repression. Nevertheless, it demonstrates an accurate perception of the state of affairs based on the empirical data this study has presented in the previous chapters. As one can see, approval ratings always remain above 60% but experience changes. Looking at the indicators of Freedom, homicide and GNI, these do not explain the spikes in Putin’s popularity but they are representative of a stable overall positive approval rating. Homicide has a continuously downward trend, exhibiting a safer society, GNI per capita has a continuously upward trend with the exception of post 2014, exhibiting economic stability and prosperity, and freedom gradually decreases as the freedom rating went from a 5 in 2000 to a 6.5 in 2016, exhibiting less freedom in the society in exchange for heightened stability and security. These indicators all point towards the development of a safer and more stable society with increased order. These elements were lacking during Yeltsin’s tenure in the 1990s, as the second chapter of this
study has illustrated which demonstrates that their presence helps to explain the reason for popular preference of Putin over Yeltsin. However, this study is interested in the 2014-2017 period, where the important indicator of economic prosperity has underperformed yet a noticeable spike in approval ratings that has remained high through today was noted. This period demonstrates the most stable trend in exceptionally high approval ratings for Putin. What explains this spike and its sustainability? Through the analysis of Putin’s foreign policy shifts, this study has come to the conclusion that its assertive foreign policy and demonstration of conservative values abroad has led to nationalist revival which is responsible for sustainably high approval ratings since 2014. Nevertheless, the reasons for his overall popularity can be explained through both the domestic and international variables as will be stated below.

Figure 34. Indicator Correlations
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Argument Summary

This study argues that the reason for Vladimir Putin’s high approval ratings has a two-fold dimension. Domestically, Putin has created a safer, more orderly, more stable society that has increased the average Russian’s standard of living through his centralization project. The more centralized the leadership became, the more efficient the state was run, earning Putin an increasingly positive reputation despite the increasing authoritarian tendencies that were required to achieve this. His leadership has been characterized as authoritarian and highly corrupt. The authoritarian feature in Russian government is not new as historically, with the exception of the Yeltsin years, Russia was always under centralized control. Russians take pride in “strong” leaders that display patriarchal qualities. Russians expect the state to take care of them, an important missing element during Yeltsin’s time in office. Putin has underlined Russia’s cultural and historical distinctiveness and has argued that Russia has different developmental needs and therefore different needs for forms of government than the West, an idea that the Russian citizens concur with according to the data demonstrated in this study. Putin’s creation of a ‘Sovereign Democracy’ has consolidated Russia’s domestic identity as being an arrangement closer to plebiscitary authoritarianism, a monarchy that is the voluntary legacy of the masses. Internationally, thanks to the consolidation of the sovereign democracy domestically and improved economic conditions, Putin was able to start acting more assertively. However, in 2014 the price of oil dramatically fell, and the Russian economy collapsed. In the past, economic performance was always a driver of Putin’s success, but this is no longer the case as the economy has been underperforming in the last three years. The reason for his continued and even increased approval ratings lies in the realm of the
identity and national self-esteem that Putin created. The Ukraine crisis became the representation of Russia’s long struggle with self-rediscovery. Through Putin’s actions, he was able to restore Russia’s ‘Great Power Status’ and create a strong sense of national identity and purpose by creating a counter movement to the West. Putin’s continued challenge of the Western-established world order and his criticism of Western hypocrisy and moral inferiority have created a valid framework for comparison between nations and have earned him international recognition.

Theoretical Analysis

Hybrid Regime

After the Cold War, many of the former Soviet states were described as “Competitive Authoritarian” regimes, which are a type of “Hybrid Regime” fitting neither into the description of a democracy nor a full-blown authoritarian regime. These regimes did not all successfully transition into democracies and many of them remained in an “in-between” grey zone combining electoral competition with certain degrees of authoritarianism, electoral manipulation, unfair media access, abuse of state resources and biases towards the incumbent. In fact, of post-Soviet states, only three Baltic states are democratic today: Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. A disenchantment with democracy has been noted in many parts of the world due to the inability of developing countries to reach democratic consolidation because of looming corruption, persisting violence, and institutional weakness. Some authors such as Fukuyama have suggested democracy to be the end of history and that democratizing countries are on a linear path to liberal
democracy. A new strand of literature has instead emphasized the sustainability of the “hybrid regime.” Neighboring countries have viewed Putin’s framework as relatively attractive for their particular needs as a society. These needs include first and foremost the establishment of order, which in most cases of hybrid regimes can only be gained through centralization of power. This study is important for the future of hybrid regimes and suggests that this form of government is here to stay as it may increase the chances of the establishment of order. To stay in power however, the leader must have the consent of the governed, and in Vladimir Putin’s case, he has it based on the establishment of order and safety, but also on the establishment of a strong national identity. This pattern has been noted in other countries as well where there has been a resurgence of nationalist sentiment, which encourages the sustainability of the given regime as it garners popular support. The inclusion of hybrid regime literature in this study is to demonstrate that Putin’s framework is highly attractive for many countries who already have similar regimes, and based on certain strategies to stay in power, including nationalist rhetoric and strong identity formation, these regimes are sustainable – bridging a gap between the study of regimes in Comparative Politics and Constructivism in International Relations. These findings also have an effect on the liberal democratic world order, whose objective was to democratize and liberalize the entire world. Though successful at spreading profusely, the movement was not quite able to spread everywhere – which means the liberal democratic world order will have to accept other identities in the globe and adapt to a more multi-polar framework that differs on basic and fundamental values.

For an authoritarian regime to stay in power, it is important to deliver economically so that the population remains content with the leadership – this arrangement has been
named the “Authoritarian Bargain”\textsuperscript{476} However, healthy economic development goes hand in hand with the creation of a healthier middle class which may start to demand political freedoms and civil rights, as the 2011-2012 political protests in Russia exemplified.\textsuperscript{477} This may pose some challenges for authoritarian regimes to stay in power. This framework was argued by scholars such as Seymour Martin Lipset, who first popularized the notion that economic growth leads to democratization by increasing the size of the educated middle class. Although development theorists such as Lipset may be right in assuming that increases in per capita income lead to increases in popular demand for political power, the power of the regime to undermine these changes is underestimated, as Putin’s regime has managed to quell these popular demands and gain high approval ratings despite increased repression.

Western development institutions, as well as Western governments, have claimed that globalization and the spread of market capitalism inevitably lead to the spread of liberal democracy everywhere. However, the results of such efforts do not show the spread and proliferation of liberal democracy. As is the case in Russia and China, Bueno de Mesquita et al. found that oppressive governments can stay in power with certain strategies. The provision of certain public goods is very important for the survival of the regime, while the withholding of others is equally necessary. Providing public goods such as freedom of the press and civil liberties, for one, will reduce the chances of regime survival. In fact, they noted that the greater the suppression of these ‘coordination goods’, the greater the lag between economic growth and the emergence of liberal democracy. Second, their study
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showed that providing public goods such as primary education, public transportation and health care did not risk their survival. The study found that significant economic growth can be attained and sustained even while government suppresses “coordination goods”, in which cases the regime’s chances of survival improve and the likelihood of democratization decreases.\textsuperscript{478} Additionally, the idea of rallying around a national identity is a technique that many authoritarian leaders have used in order to gain popularity ratings, a notion that Russian sociologist Lev Gudkov calls “negative mobilization”. Putin has used this technique in the past when experiencing faltering approval ratings or simply when trying to build them up initially, and many argue that he is using this technique again today.

The first example of Putin’s demonstration of his ability to be a ‘strong’ leader and protect Russia against ‘external enemies’ was at the beginning of his political career when he became Yeltsin’s successor. Public approval ratings of his performance as prime minister increased from 31% in August 1999 to 80% in November of that same year after his harsh reaction to a series of apartment bombings perpetrated by ‘Chechen terrorists’. After the incident, Putin conducted a counterterrorist operation in the North Caucasus known as the Second Chechen War and riled up national fervor allowing him to win the presidential elections in March 2000. In 2008, after the Georgian war, Putin’s ratings also reached a high of 88 percent.\textsuperscript{479} Thus, the tendency to consolidate around Putin in extraordinary circumstances has happened before. This study argues that the post-2014 environment is different from mere “negative mobilization” but demonstrates a long-term trend of Putin’s
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popularity due to the consolidation of Russia’s national identity which led to positive national self-esteem as will be explained shortly.

These theories have proven to be solid, but this study’s contribution further adds to the literature by expanding on the importance of the provision of stability and order in a society as well as establishing a strong national identity to continue to garner positive approval in times of distress. Stability entails a relatively secure environment, a lack of chaos, leadership stability, and generally stable economic and living conditions. The decade of Russian economic prosperity certainly awarded Putin a lot of popularity points, but the population still approves of him today despite the economic recession because they view his leadership as having provided Russians with stability, order and security, and are generally willing to “weather the storm” when it comes to less fruitful economic conditions. This argument has been supported through the data collected in conjunction with theories on the importance of providing order and stability as the basic foundations of society. Stability is the most important element in the life of a citizen of a country. Without stability, there cannot be any ‘freedom’ as one is not guaranteed their basic right to work, to healthcare, to shelter, to childcare, to retirement…One can argue that a state which does not fully provide these elements could also be ‘restricting freedom’ to its citizens, whether or not the state is considered a ‘democracy’. If a hybrid regime manages to provide stability in a citizen’s life, this study hypothesizes that it will generate positively-inclined approval ratings. In addition, should such a regime possess fluctuations in that stability, be they economic, physical or existential, if there is a strong national identity built on the country’s particular historical trajectory and national values, the population will be more likely to support the leader through difficult times. It is important to note that each country
possesses a unique history and possesses different developmental and political needs and may sometimes require a more centralized or authoritarian form of leadership, as long as the leadership remains respectful of its citizens and provides them with safety, order and stability.

Prioritizing and Valuing Order

As societies modernize, disorder can arise. If the process of social modernization is not accompanied by political and institutional modernization, violence and chaos may ensue due to the former's lack of capacity to manage the stresses of modernization. Modernization theory argues that economic change and development are the prime factors responsible for the creation of stable, democratic political systems. Modernization theory stresses not only the process of change but also the responses to that change. The capitalist version of modernization theorized that as nations developed, economic development and social change would lead to democracy. As Seymour Martin Lipset put it, "All the various aspects of economic development — industrialization, urbanization, wealth and education — are so closely interrelated as to form one major factor which has the political correlate of democracy". Huntington argues that economic development can be present without political development. Order itself is a crucial objective in developing countries. Order can exist in authoritarian regimes and democratic regimes as well as in socialist or free market societies. Huntington makes the argument that, while modernity equals stability,
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modernization is actually a cause for instability, due to urbanization, rising expectations
due to literacy, education and the spread of media, and without adequate political
institutions, chaos and violence will erupt, as it did in Russia under Yeltsin. Putin however,
through his centralization project and his institutionalization of corruption, has been able
to instill the necessary order which prevents chaos from occurring in the society, even if
this meant resorting to more authoritarian tendencies. Russia has experienced high levels
of urbanization\textsuperscript{482}, has one of the highest rates of literacy in the world\textsuperscript{483}, and experienced
high levels of economic growth in the 2000s yet did not experience the chaos that
accompanies these processes due to the effective order that Putin instilled in society.
Without political order, neither economic nor social development could proceed
successfully, as the 1990s demonstrated. Due to Russia’s weak institutions after the fall of
the USSR stemming from the power vacuum, along with the arrival of modernity and
growth, its stability as a country suffered. The stability of society is founded on the
institutions in place and modernization and growth are destructive forces that can rip
societies apart if strong political institutions are not in place.\textsuperscript{484} These forces could lead to
political and social decay, failed states, coups, political violence and stagnation. During
the time of the USSR, the people and the government shared a vision of the public interest
and the principle upon which political order was based and there was a certain consensus
on the legitimacy of the ruler. There is an overwhelming preoccupation with democratic
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institutions which the West always believed would be the solution to modernization. In contrast, Huntington states that in many modernizing countries, democratic institutions only exacerbate problems and tear down the structure of public authority. “The primary problem is not liberty but the creation of a legitimate public order. Men may of course have order without liberty, but they cannot have liberty without order.”485 Although Communism did not and will not provide a more prosperous society, it can ensure effective authority, and though Russia is no longer Communist, Putin has implemented a centralized rule that provides the necessary order and toughness on security that the country needs. The ‘heavy hand’ provides order. Order and security go hand in hand. Neither was provided under Yeltsin, yet this is the basic tenant of a functioning society.

A Hobbesian view of politics comes to mind here, where the strengthening of the state is seen as the basic foundation of social order.486 “Social contract” arguments typically posit that individuals have consented, either explicitly or tacitly, to surrender some of their freedoms and submit to the authority of the ruler in exchange for protection of their remaining rights. It is important to consider that there may be prior needs to be fulfilled before a society can enjoy or even desire liberty. For Hobbes, it did not much matter whether threats to security came from within or outside one’s own nation. A citizen looks to the state, therefore, for protection against both types of threats. Security for Hobbes, was an absolute value. In exchange for providing it the state can rightfully ask anything from a citizen save that he sacrifice his own life, for preservation of life is the essence of
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security. Due to the decrease in levels of crime, Russian society became safer than before. Russia does not quite measure to the OECD countries in terms of its public security, but it has certainly demonstrated a vast improvement over the years.487

Social Identity Theory and Russian Domestic and International Identity

To recap, Social Identity Theory is a theory within Social Psychology that originated as a tool to analyze individuals and groups, but evolved to apply to nation states. The theory posits that each person desires a positive self-image, which can be gained by identification with a group, and by favorable comparison of that in-group in relation to certain out-groups.488 Social Identity Theory on the level of International Relations posits that national political leaders can be expected to seek to establish a positive identity for their country. It incorporates the roles that perceptions of ‘Self’ and ‘Other’ play in defining status and generating behavior towards others. The factors that contribute to the development of a collective self-esteem include intersubjective memories of the past national Self and the aspirations they generate for the future. These motivations are the basis from which political elites create national identities and interests. This in turn garners national self-esteem and furthers the elite’s preferred form of social order, especially during times of great change. The social elite promote their preferred national self-image in the public discourse through certain identity management strategies including social mobility, social competition and social creativity. The discourse usually portrays a Self and an Other,


a depiction that encourages a generally cooperative relationship towards “in-group members” and a generally competitive relationship with “out-group members”. This study argues that due to a negative national self-esteem that formed through the management strategies of emulating the West or competing with them based on accepted norms, and receiving no recognition or respect, in recent years, Putin has used social creativity to change the frames of comparison, a strategy which has led to a positive national self-esteem and greatly contributes to his successful approval ratings and to his global impact. Through social creativity, Putin has managed to create an entirely different platform upon which to compare values, morality, leadership, and global stability. Through the emphasis of Russia’s identity as being “Eurasianist” and “Civilizationist” and through the implantation of its “sovereign democracy” at home, Russia has portrayed their civilization and way of life as superior to that of the West. Rather than comparing itself to the West in terms of military, economic or political criteria, Eurasianism or Civilizationism invokes a new comparison that highlights Russia’s uniqueness. By emphasizing their historical distinctiveness, proponents of Eurasianism propose a role for Russia as a harmonizer of the four civilizations that are considered a part of its “in-group”.

Putin has positioned the West as a threat to Russia’s “civilization” and its unique values and culture. The strategy that Putin has chosen signifies a decisive rejection of the assumption that Western societies should be viewed as the source of moral and political standards for Russia. This decisive turn in Putin’s approach is what this study posits to
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be the main reason for his popularity despite the economic woes and increasing authoritarianism. The new framework that Putin has created for the identity of his nation is highly supported and welcomed at home. Although Russian and Soviet leaders of the past have used all three management strategies and have possessed different views about Russia’s identity, they all agree "that Russia belongs to the group of great powers, and believe that it is distinctive in its centuries-old unbroken great power status."491 In addition there is a consensus among scholars that for most of Russia's intellectuals and political elite, the West is the most significant other,492 serving as the main reference point (whether positive or negative) for Russia's definition of its identity. As of this moment, supporters of the political regime soon advocated the approval of a national ideology for Russia, despite the fact that the Constitution prohibits the adoption of a state ideology. Russia’s new national ideology can be formed only on the basis of conservatism.493494

Putin’s foreign policy shift was highly motivated by domestic factors and the growing dissatisfaction among the Russian population.495 In addition, Russia’s economic growth had slowed down since 2011 as well as household income, even prior to the fall in


the price of oil and western economic sanctions.\textsuperscript{496} Therefore the entire political model for his leadership had to change. For some time, there had been an unspoken social contract where the years of high economic growth and raising standards of livings pleased the population to and allowed Putin more room to maneuver politically. However, the decline in his approval ratings upon his return to the presidency led to Putin’s conservative response. The 2011-2012 protests represented the point where Putin acknowledged a new strategy was needed, and the regime began to view the common folk as their greatest supporters rather than the middle class.

As of 2013, Putin’s adoption of the social creativity strategy to achieve international status signaled that Russia no longer cared about Western perception of its actions.\textsuperscript{497} In fact, he regarded the values that had become dominant in the West as inferior to those that, according to him, are supported by Russian society. Economic sanctions and condemnation from the West gave Putin more of a reason to create an external enemy and persuade the majority of Russians to unite and reinforce the credibility of the regime’s campaign to portray the opposition as disloyal and beholden to foreign governments. This strategy of conservative messaging has proved effective and has helped the stability of the regime. His main priority has thus shifted from a more economic base to a cultural base, waging cultural warfare with the West. Putin is using social creativity by claiming that his foreign policy is superior to the West, as the West’s only involves US global dominance
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while Putin’s seeks global stability. He also insists that his regime’s conservative stance on morality has evoked a positive response from other countries. He has therefore chosen a different set of criteria of comparison with major western powers. Instead of focusing on economic and democratic development, he focuses on more traditional conservative approaches to global stability and moral superiority. In that way, he believes Russia should be assessed in a favorable light while Western states in a negative light. 498

Prior to the Ukraine crisis, Russia could have considered itself as part of Eurasia, the Euro-Atlantic and Asia Pacific. However, the crisis has shifted geopolitical thinking, no longer making the Euro-Atlantic region an appropriate space to which to belong. The leaders of Russia believe Russia to be a major power in the international system and refuse to be secondary to the main powers of the globe. The Ukraine crisis brought to light that the US-Russian rivalry is still an issue and that Russia's membership in the Euro-Atlantic space was never fully consolidated or taken seriously. 499 This sentiment of rejection and exclusion, coupled with the Ukraine crisis, went hand in hand with Russia's new Eurasian discourse and the expansion of Eurasian integration. 500 While Russia still strives for Great Power status, Moscow no longer feels the need to be a member of each of the three geopolitical spaces. Instead, it needs its own integration project.

It is impossible to speak of Putin’s foreign policy actions without mentioning Alexandr Dugin. Dugin is a Russian political scientist with close ties to the Russian
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government. He is seen as the author of Putin’s annexation of Crimea. On October 10, 2014, Dugin said, "Only after restoring the Greater Russia that is the Eurasian Union, can we become a credible global player. Now these processes slowed down very much. The Ukrainian Maidan was the response of the West to the advance of the Russian integration." He described the Euromaidan as a coup d'état carried out not by the Ukrainians but by the United States: "America wishes to wage the war against Russia not by its own hands but by the hands of the Ukrainians…The United States carried out the coup d’état during the Maidan for the purpose of this war… The United States raised neo-Nazis Russophobes to the power for the purpose of this war.” For Dugin, several civilizational spaces exist: Eurasia, Africa, the Far East and Europe. With applied regionalism, nations can retain their autonomy within their civilizational space, yet retain the gains made by globalization while retaining local and regional sovereignty. The result is a multipolar world. Dugin and his Eurasian philosophy are important elements of Putin’s foreign policy objectives. The values that Eurasianism encompass include collective identity, non-alignment in global affairs, the civilization as the political unit and the essentialism of culture. Russians possess mixtures of Slav, Mongol and Turkish blood making them an intermediary between Europe and Asia or even Europe and the third world. In Eurasianism, the state should partially control the economy with a mixed

---


public-private ownership blueprint, and finally the Eurasian idea is one that both defines those within it as well as excludes those outside of it. In this case, the “Other” is the “West.” The West’s values in comparison are: egocentrism, democracy and liberalism as intertwined, materialism and secularism in public and economic life, utilitarianism, messianic liberalism, the “state” as bureaucratic and administrative, the use of liberal rhetoric to mask the totalitarian ideological core of liberalism, and politicians as windows dressing for economic elites. In addition, when the economy fails, the politicians who in fact control nothing are said to be at fault, and evolution serves to secularize society, justify colonialism, industrial capitalism and “competition.” “Rationality” is defined in purely economic terms. “Science” and the “scientific establishment” are treated as identical and is identical with the concept of “intelligibility.” Liberalism rejects the “nation” as fiction, yet the “international community,” and the isolated ego is a palpable reality. As can be seen, these views of the world are antithetical. The West views itself as a representation of human liberty, while seeing the East as in need of Western assistance. Eurasianism posits that evolution is leading the world to the Western idea, which was the purpose of the Darwinian system from the beginning and that it is no accident that this view of the world arose from the height of English colonial rule and industrial development. Capitalism sees the world merely as a series of markets or resource bases to control and people are treated in purely quantitative terms.

Through this description and analysis of civilizationist values, as expressed by Dugin and Eurasianists, it is not surprising that Russians actually view their society as

---

respecting human freedoms, as was demonstrated in the previous chapter. It is possible that they simply have another definition of freedom than the West and rather perceive Western society to be “totalitarian.” Eurasianism holds representative government as an important factor. It is different from democracy, though, as Eurasianists view democracy as being a mask for economic power. A strong Russian executive can help filter the demands of the monied class and seek the common good. Putin's approach has mirrored this demand.506 Putin is a strong supporter of the non-aligned movement which emphasizes the independence of nation states in a global society which is distinct from Westernism. In Russian Eurasianism, the main foreign element is the “multipolar” world shared by the non-aligned movement and its dedication to alter global capitalism and Westernism. Through the West’s new world order and end of history rhetoric, it is implying that the West alone has the right to shape the rules of the political system or decide what is considered a developed or a developing country. The Soviet use of domestic force to rapidly develop heavy industry made it a developed country, though one that did not develop according to the typical pattern of European states.

There is no clear connection between liberalism and representation; that is, there is no reason to believe that a democratic government is necessarily a representative government. The Russian nationalist movement, in general, and Eurasianists, in particular, normally hold that liberalism is about ideology and the interests of capital, not the protection of rights. A state can be highly representative without being a democracy, and a democracy can enshrine an oligarchy rather than “the people.” The Eurasianists are fairly cynical about Western claims to tolerance and “universal values.” Eurasianist philosophy
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as it corresponds to Russia and Putin’s rule emphasize that laws cannot come from mere self-interest or utility, but must be representative of the popular will. The popular will is not necessarily manifest in elections, but shows the broader contours of social life over time. The General Will is the public good, and it differs from the mere counting of votes and might even be opposed to it.\textsuperscript{507} The Eurasian idea is central to Russian politics and most citizens agree that a special form of democracy should be cultivated in Russia, one that adheres to Russian cultural and historical values. This special form of democracy is in itself more autocratic than liberal forms of democracy, but seems to appeal to the masses. A new identity is being forged in Russia, and, judging by the popularity of Vladimir Putin, the basic elements of Eurasianism seem to be accepted as its basis.

This identity is not only external, but internal. The Constructivist view of sovereignty asserts that sovereignty is a socially and culturally constructed concept. After the fall of the USSR, a new form of sovereignty began to emerge in Russia, particularly when it came to the idea of intervening in other states’ internal affairs.\textsuperscript{508} Especially since the Color Revolutions, Russia’s concept of sovereignty has evolved. In the 1990s, Russian policies contained undemocratic undertones but were always masked as being pro-Western and pro-democratic. However, once the Color Revolutions occurred, the veil was removed and replaced by a direct challenge to international democracy. Vladislav Surkov, the First Deputy of the Chief of the Russian Presidential Administration in 2006, expanded the debate on democratization and explained the Russian alternative to Western liberal
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democracy to the West. The main points were that Russian democratic development does not and will not conform to Western standards, and sovereignty takes precedence over democracy. Those are the two main values of ‘Sovereign Democracy’. 

In the president’s speech to the federal assembly in 2005, Russia officially proclaimed itself to be a ‘Sovereign Democracy’. This embodies many factors both domestically and in terms of foreign policy. Sovereign democracy can be considered the Russian version of European civic nationalism. Its main pillars include natural resources, the memory of the Soviet victory in WWII and the promise of sovereignty. The concept of sovereignty for the Kremlin refers to the state’s capacity in terms of economic independence, military strength and cultural identity. A sovereign state also possesses a nationally-minded elite with a nationally-minded democratic theory. In Moscow’s view, small states such as Poland or Bulgaria have no capacity to be sovereign and naturally gravitate around sovereign poles of power. Weak countries are incapable of exercising sovereignty over their domestic affairs and therefore become reliant on strong states, multinational corporations and other powerful global actors. Russia aims to avoid this fate. For Surkov, democracy is inseparable from national freedom. Or in other words, personal freedom cannot be separated from national freedom. State sovereignty takes presence over popular sovereignty. Russia wants to avoid the ‘unconstrained transnationalization of Russia's economic and political assets’ that will result in the loss


of nationhood and the country’s involuntary dissolution through globalization rather than voluntary participation in the process.

Putin’s view of sovereign democracy can be described as reminiscent of the Soviet past. Putin has often depicted the USSR as a heroic and constructive page in the history of the Russian people. He often nostalgically talks about the Soviet era as one full of honor and power and idealized Joseph Stalin as a great leader who modernized the country and defeated the Nazis. Putin has taken certain actions to rehabilitate certain aspects of the Soviet past under the guise of Russian patriotism. As early as 2000, when Putin took power, he reinstated the Soviet national anthem. Additionally, he has restored Soviet-era symbols and rewritten government sponsored textbooks to paint Stalin in a largely positive light. Stalin’s popularity rose from 12 percent believing he was the most influential figure in Russian history in 1989 to 42 percent in 2012.\footnote{Leonid Bershidsky, “Russian Schools to Teach Putin’s Version of History,” \textit{Bloomberg}, June 18, 2013, https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2013-06-18/russian-schools-to-teach-putin-s-version-of-history} Putin’s project is deeply rooted in the image of an idealized Soviet past as the golden age of Russian statehood, thus explaining his reference to the collapse of the USSR as being ‘the greatest geopolitical catastrophe of the twentieth century’.\footnote{Putin, “Speech Federal Council 2005”}

In constructing the intellectual justification for the model of sovereign democracy, Kremlin ideologues turned to the intellectual legacy of continental Europe, namely the works of Francois Guizot and French political rationalism and Carl Schmitt’s “decisionism”.\footnote{Ivan Krastev, “Russia vs. Europe: The Sovereignty Wars,” \textit{openDemocracy}, September 5, 2007, https://www.opendemocracy.net/article/russia_vs_europe_the_sovereignty_wars} Surkov is attracted to their anti-revolutionism and their mistrust in the
idea of representation as the expression of the pluralist nature of the modern society and
the idea of popular sovereignty that defines democracy as the rule of the popular will, two
concepts of the present democratic age. The current regime in Moscow can be described
as anti-populism and anti-pluralism in these senses. Democracy, according to Schmitt and
the theorists of sovereign democracy, is the “identity of the governors and the governed.”\textsuperscript{514}
According to Guizot, “sovereign” entails the reason embodied in the consensus of the
responsible national elites.\textsuperscript{515} The Kremlin does not think in terms of the citizen’s rights,
but in terms of the population’s needs. The concept of population is contrasted both to the
notion of rights at the core of the liberal democratic project and the notion of “the people”
that is at the core of the nationalist projects. Schmitt’s definition of the sovereign is “he
who decides on the state of exception,”\textsuperscript{516} which doesn’t allow a meaningful distinction
between democracy and dictatorship. This fits Russia’s style of leadership and the
importance that it places on the president. Russia’s concept of sovereign democracy
embodies its ambition to be ‘the other Europe’, or an alternative to the European Union,
not to break with European tradition. This project has demonstrated to be very attractive
for many in post-Soviet Europe, but also represents an existential challenge to the European
Union. Rather, Russia can be categorized as “very old Europe”, as Trenin has written and
“could be reminiscent of Germany in the 1920s, with its vibrancy and intense feelings of
unfair treatment by others; France in the 1940s, when it was trying to heal its traumas; or
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Italy in the 1960s, as far as the nexus of power, money, and crime is concerned.”517 Russia embodies nostalgia for the old European nation-state and nostalgia for a European order organized around the balance of power and non-interference in the domestic affairs of other states. The current tension between Russia and the West can be considered ideological in nature. Only, it is not a conflict between democracy and dictatorship, but rather between the post-modern state embodied by the EU and Putin’s regime of Sovereign democracy. This concept of sovereign democracy has been adopted by the Putin administration. Surkov stated that Russia is linked to European civilization, but has adopted a specifically Russian version of that civilization.518

Russian society is distinct and cannot conform to Western norms and models. According to Surkov, Russian democracy has been constructed on a historical foundation of national statehood which is instinctively centralized.519 Russian civilization is rooted in European civilization, but forms a distinct variety of it. Authoritarianism and centralization are necessary to maintain Russian sovereignty: “The consolidation and centralization of power were necessary to preserve the sovereign state and turn it around, away from oligarchy and towards democracy.”520 Democracy is interlocked with sovereignty, democracy being personal freedom and sovereignty being national freedom. However, for Russia, state sovereignty surpasses popular sovereignty. Without a strong executive,
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Russia would fragment and descend into chaos. Russia faces serious threats to its sovereignty due to its richness in natural resources and its possession of nuclear weapons, making outsiders more susceptible to invade or influence the state. Russia’s reaction to the Color Revolutions demonstrates how the state views outside interference in its affairs and the affairs of the states in its sphere of interest. Although the concept of “Democracy” has not been suspended from official Russian political discourse, there have been measures taken to restrict it. The achievement of democracy in political debate has been correlated to modernization and national progress. Casula states that Western governments like the US introduced this theory into the wider political discourse to increase the occurrence of democratic transitions across the world. The reasons why there have been measures taken to restrict democracy in political practice is because sovereign democracy views the world through the lens of Realism in International Affairs. Or in other words, as a lawless and dangerous place structured around competition; therefore, democratic practices must be suspended to preserve the sovereign state.

Valerii Zorkin, the current Chairman of the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation, claimed:

In this sense, we really found ourselves in a chaotic world in which everything has become unpredictable. In this anomic global chaos, there is only one law—the law of the strong and aggressive: the superpowers, dictators, and leaders of mafia-like and terrorist groups.

---
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The sovereign democracy discourse possesses an internal dimension as well. Surkov states that internal sovereign democracy is:

A type of political life for the society in which the state, its organs and activities are chosen, formed and directed exclusively by the Russian nation with all its many forms and unities, in order to achieve the material well-being, freedom and justice for all citizens, social groups and peoples who form that nation.\textsuperscript{524}

Meaning that this concept is of vital importance to the population of Russia, as well. Sovereign democracy views the population as a collective entity which embodies a whole nation rather than the Western perspective that posits that each citizen pursues their private interests for the good of the nation. In other words, the Russian citizen must “bow to the will of the nation.”\textsuperscript{525} Surkov maintains that true freedom can only be obtained when “the nation of which he is a part is also free in a justly structured world.”\textsuperscript{526} The Russian elite views civil society as lacking the capacity to carry out its collective will and that it is the role of the government to carry out that will. This must be accomplished by a strong leader according to Surkov: “strong personalities often compensate for the collective’s ineffectiveness, the lack of mutual trust and self-organization.”\textsuperscript{527} Vlad Ivanenko, a political analyst, explains sovereign democracy as an arrangement that includes both elite and ordinary citizens in society. The role of the elite is to keep the state together and deal
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with threats. Because of such responsibility, they are allowed to control the majority of the national wealth and rule unopposed.  

Morozov argues that the domestic identity depends on the negation of Yeltsin’s “democracy” as a period of chaos and destruction. Western notions of democracy and liberalism have been framed as being associated with the Yeltsin era, which people view as being chaotic and as a way for the West to undermine Russian sovereignty, which allows Putin more leeway to implement his political ideals. Surkov accused the West of undermining Russian sovereignty in the 1990s by supporting ‘democracy; at the expense of social stability’. The population of Russia today demonstrates very high approval ratings for Vladimir Putin, standing at 86%, the highest of any leader in the world. Through the creation of this ‘strong state’, Putin has garnered political success. The more the state became centralized, the safer Russia was and the less crime was reported. Although many Western scholars believe that Russia’s ‘strong state’ system is dysfunctional and should be replaced by a Western-style competitive system, there is a certain pragmatic functionality of this state type that works for Russia. Pro-Western scholars would argue that such a system forms a system of personal rule that silences the voices of the population and deepens divisions between the ruling circles, making the
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system more prone to being internally unstable and breeding future political crises. However, the *krysha* system that Putin practices prevents that very division from happening, as the President possesses the loyalty of the elite and of organized crime groups.

Not only are competitive systems sometimes not very effective, but they can also imply nontransparent power for business lobbies rather than for the people. Western systems are often ruled by corrupt oligarchical elites on behalf of an increasingly shrinking middle class. Tsygankov argues that the strong state is just another political system and institutional arrangement to concentrate and distribute human resources in the interests of the common good. All governments must balance citizens’ demands for order and security with those of individual and group rights, only the strong state does this by relying on centralized and concentrated authority of the executive rather than on checks and balances. Although some strong states have proven to be ineffective and neglected certain needs for internal development, others have capitalized on their system’s advantages. China’s strong state has been effective at generating economic growth, investing state capital, fighting corruption and capital flight and observing rules for transferring power. Additionally, democratic institutions and political openness are not sufficient for providing a system’s stability and may prove to be destabilizing such as was the case during Gorbachev’s Perestroika or in the establishment of the provisional government in 1917. These examples are proof of system breakdown rather than successful reform. Russia can instead remain being a strong state and focus on increasing its effectiveness rather than go through total reforms.

As Tsygankov argues, historically, Russia’s strong state has allowed it to achieve the successes it has. It has sustained strong external pressures by becoming a politically
sovereign nation. It has avoided colonization and has emerged as a great power. Russia has always been a maker rather than a taker of international rules. Russians have learned to fight militarily and fund their military above policy priorities. In addition, since the 1700s, Russia has emerged as a late developer, or a semi-peripheral country struggling to overcome its backwardness relative to better developed western economies, and without a strong state the country will continue to be a resource-oriented economy and will fail to mobilize in the correct manner to sustain competition with more advanced economies. Culturally and historically a decentralized state with weak social obligations is at odds with what Russians have supported. Russians are mentally accustomed to a strong state. For centuries, the Russian state has had the need to diffuse foreign threats, has needed to develop and populate the world’s largest territory and guarantee a certain standard of living for the population, all the while maintaining the high level of diversity that exists within its borders. If the state fails to deliver on these obligations, Russians are more likely to support politicians who promise social order and stability rather than those favoring western-style individual rights. Russians today hold a more positive view of Soviet leaders such as Brezhnev and Stalin than of Gorbachev and Yeltsin. Russians romanticize the Soviet system because of the system’s ability to deliver state paternalism and the ability to withstand special interests for the benefit of the public. Additionally, they continue to aspire to achieve international recognition of their independence, uniqueness and capabilities. The challenge is to preserve strong governance without sacrificing business or public initiative. Only a state that is strong will be able to address Russia’s formidable problems and prevent prolonged instability. The modern meaning of the ‘strong state’ is
similar to Catherine the Great’s maxim: “the purpose of autocracy is not to deprive people of natural liberty, but to steer their actions toward the greatest good”.

Through increasing authoritarianism, through institutionalized corruption, through the centralization project and the formation of a ‘sovereign democracy’, Putin has created a new and strong identity for Russia that has evolved into being considered an alternative to liberal western democratic governance. Putin in other words has legitimized his regime from the inside out. Through the strategy of social creativity, Putin has now turned Russia’s identity onto a ‘civilizationist’ path, one that cannot be compared to the current group of countries with the highest rankings, or to any country at all for that matter except perhaps the former USSR. Through his rhetoric in undermining the West and its institutions and form of government, Putin has re-framed the perception of his ‘corrupt authoritarianism’ into a form of government that prioritizes sovereignty, civilization, and traditional values. The West in turn is framed as a value-less, corrupt landscape where democracy and freedom are used as a façade for world domination.

Concluding Remarks

Putin’s centralization project has proved to be popular and efficient at home and has embodied the ‘strong state’ that Russians desire to have. Through his rhetoric and his actions as well as with the support of those who concur with his ideals, Putin has challenged Western norms of democracy, liberalism, regime change for the sake of human rights, into

---
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a new platform that posits that it is morally superior not to spread democracy and liberalism over the world and instead countries should respect each other’s sovereignty and ways of life as the former masks desires for global hegemony and dominance. Liberalism has lost credibility in the world as people have become afraid of mass migration, terrorism, democratic stalemate and corrupt elections. For example, through ‘meddling’ in the US presidential elections on 2016\textsuperscript{534}, there is now mass media attention on the US government and its lack of election integrity by sewing doubt in the minds of the public on whether their elected President won fairly and whether a great power was actually able to be influenced by a lesser power who may have affected the results of the elections. By denying his involvement,\textsuperscript{535} Putin mocks the great power of the world and makes the US appear paranoid and guilty of spreading fake stories out of the democratic party’s incapacity to accept their loss in the 2016 elections. These events have created such division within the US government, that the continued in-fighting only undermines liberal democracy and strengthens Putin’s ideal of a strong and unified state under centralized rule. Putin’s hopes are that what is happening in the US represents the first steps in the moral demise of liberal democracy and its credibility while Putin sits back and lets the reputation of Western institutions collapse from within. In the last year, portrayals of both Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump as being morally corrupt\textsuperscript{536} have led to questioning the integrity of the US political system entirely. While the west appears morally corrupt,


Russia maintains stability and high approval ratings of their leader with very little in-fighting. Today, it has been demonstrated that a country doesn’t have to be economically superior or democratic to appear powerful anymore. Russia has now come out as appearing strong despite its economic woes and authoritarian regime all through its cultural warfare and media manipulation, which have managed to change platforms of comparison and accepted norms.

Through social creativity, Putin has consolidated Russia’s identity in the world whose priorities are in line with Eurasian philosophy and social conservatism and has challenges the global status quo on a variety of issues. Putin represents an alternative framework to liberal democracy that is quite attractive for some countries. Due to the importance of stability, order and security, many may prefer a more centralized form of government if their efforts and democratization have not led to those outcomes. Putin strongly believes in the internal sovereignty of different nations and criticizes western domination of world affairs. His assertiveness on the global front in the last few years have won him popularity at home and in the world, as he is often mentioned in Western media and was even named the most powerful man of the year by Forbes magazine in 2016.537

---

Chapter 6

Conclusion, Further Discussion and Avenues for Future Research

The indicators that were examined in this study were economic performance, levels of political repression, the security environment and foreign policy in relation to presidential approval ratings. The indicators illustrated that improvements in security and the economy had a positive correlation with high approval ratings during Putin first and second term. They also indicated that rising authoritarianism also had a correlation with high approval ratings. In other words, Putin’s ratings remained high throughout most of his time as president while the country saw improved security, improved economic performance and increasing centralization and authoritarianism. However, economic downturn and increased political repression were seen to be positively correlated with increased approval ratings after 2014. In other words, Putin’s ratings went up dramatically from an average of about 65% to 85%. This study is not stating that these relationships are causal, but is stating that there is a reason that goes beyond economic performance and bypasses levels of political repression to explain Putin’s increased popularity in recent times. This study has concluded that the answer lies within the realm of ‘identity’ and involves both domestic and international characteristics that have kept in line with Russia’s particular historical trajectory. But it also lies within the realm of order and stability, which forms part of Russia’s domestic identity, as Russia has been observed to prioritize these values due to its historical trajectory.

Domestically, this identity emphasizes the efficacy of a centralized system that is ruled by an all-powerful figure that has re-instated order and stability in Russian society.
This system is highly reliant on a form of institutionalized corruption that has created elite cohesion and a stable order that hasn’t been seen since the Soviet Union. Putin’s power domestically resembles that of a ‘distant tsar’, a form of leadership that Russia has always been accustomed to historically. He represents a father-like figure that must be obeyed and respected. One cannot criticize the president in Russian media. Though this is the antithesis to democracy in liberal democracies, in Russia it creates a form of stability as the leader is always portrayed in a positive light and as protecting the best interests of the population as a whole. Internationally, Putin’s challenge to the established order and his prioritizing of Russian interests is restoring national pride. He has restored a ‘Great Power’ identity through his assertive foreign policy and constant challenging of the established order. Putin’s actions internationally are also gaining legitimacy in some circles, which is stirring up a debate on truth and established international norms. Russians are proud that their global standing has increased, as they have always viewed themselves as a great power and the 1990s after the fall of the USSR was a time of shame.

Putin has exploited the economic insecurity and the Soviet nostalgia to his advantage and has managed to garner nationalist sentiment and a new Russian identity that reveres its Soviet roots more than ever. The use of the Kremlin-controlled media has proved to be a powerful tool. Putin’s involvement in the near and far abroad has demonstrated actions from a so-called “great power” with military might and has reinforced feelings of Soviet nationalism. Putin restored the values that Russians care about most, which include stability, the integrity of their country, their sphere of influence in international relations, and standing up to United States’ domination. As demonstrated in earlier chapters, poll respondents stated Putin’s popularity was mostly about Russia’s global standing. With an
improved defense industry and the annexation of Crimea, Russians regained their military sea base on the Black Sea, protecting itself from NATO expansion. Russians have regained self-respect and national pride after their chaotic times in the 1990s.

The concept of sovereign democracy became the central ideology during the presidential and duma elections in 2007 and 2008. The Western world consistently insists on a specific model of democracy, one that was established in Europe in the modern era. It is built around the principles of individualism and liberty and has guided Western civilization since the modern era began. The basic tenants of Russia possessing its own form of democracy, which can be defined more closely as ‘competitive authoritarianism’, is justified by the fact that Russia has its own historical trajectory and society. At the Munich conference, Putin challenged the contemporary state of affairs in international politics. This has been done in the past by other world leaders, but not as much attention was given to them as it was to Russia, a country that occupies vast territory, controls energy resources and possesses a large nuclear arsenal. Coming from Russia, this was taken as a threat to the US, NATO, the energy charter and the entire world order. Throughout the speech, Putin stated that the unipolar system the world finds itself in after the Cold War was inadmissible, and that clearly the ballistic missile system created in Europe by the US is not directed at North Korea but at Russia, and that NATO is not a partner but an enemy and a destabilizer, and that the energy charter being forced upon Russia is ensuing access to Russian energy resources without giving Russia access to European ones in return. Putin has masterfully securitized the West in this way and has portrayed it as an external enemy that risks destabilizing the country internally, the way he says it has destabilized Ukraine. Successfully securitizing a political ‘threat’ goes hand in hand with a charismatic appeal.
This has allowed Russia to juxtapose its identity with that of the West, stating that their civilization is unique and different from the ‘Other’, a tactic that has riled up national sentiment in support of their leader. This tendency was observed more than ever after 2014, as the country suffered an economic crisis.

Although the current economic difficulties have certainly affected the average citizen, the economic situation in Russia has not reached the instability of the 1990s, a time to which Russians fear returning. Putin’s centralization project is therefore legitimate. In other words, Putin is the father of Russian stability and Russians appear to trust his leadership regardless of the manner in which he carries it out. Though some scholars believe this regime to be on the verge of collapse\footnote{Alex Motyl, “Lights Out for the Putin Regime: The Coming Russian Collapse,” \textit{Foreign Affairs}, January 27, 2016, https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/russian-federation/2016-01-27/lights-out-putin-regime}, this study argues that the regime is highly sustainable in its hybridity, network organization, and centralized power. Though the regime may survive without Putin, it is unlikely to survive without a Putin-like leader that espouses similar leadership techniques. He has kept the country relatively safe and has built political stability, thus legitimizing his form of rule despite international critique.

There is overwhelming consensus that he has done the country good and that he is the type of leader that the culture needs. In fact, it has been argued by Russian scholars that due to the country’s enormous size and ethnically diverse population, Russian unity and its so-called “collective” society is actually not unified or collective by nature and needs a supreme leader to unite them. The following survey data demonstrate that Russians are actually not unified by nature and do not trust each other. A 2013 survey asked 1600 Russians what group they identified themselves with the most, 32 percent said they were
“their own person and didn’t identify with any group”. The next category, 11 percent, identified themselves not as Russians, but as the middle class. Just 4 percent identified themselves as ethnic Russians. Interpersonal trust among Russians is considerably lower than among populations in other countries. According to the Levada Center, only 27 percent of Russian respondents said that they believed other people should be trusted. That figure was 69 percent in Sweden, 42 percent in the United States, and an average of 45 percent among 29 countries. In addition, statistics on how likely Russians were to get involved in voluntary work to help strangers in their community were quite low. According to two studies in 2011 and 2012, between 1 and 3 percent of Russians said they had volunteered through NGOs in the past year. When informal voluntary work was factored in, a 2011 poll found that less than 15 percent of the Russian population volunteered. All this information challenges the notion that the society is innately collectivist. Moreover, there are 21 internal, non-Russian ethnic republics, some of whose residents do not speak Russian. The various ethnic, economic, and social interests, sprawled out over one sixth of the world’s landmass, led Russia scholar Natalia Zubarevich to conclude that there are in fact four Russias instead of one. Though scholars have tried to explain authoritarianism in Russia as being an extension of Russian intrinsic collectivism, it is perhaps through the


very nature of their lack of collectivism that an authoritarian supreme leader can triumph. Authoritarianism may be what arises in the absence of political ties between people.\textsuperscript{543} The more the society lacks ties and bonds and communication networks, the more they will rely on a ‘Caesar’-like figure to step in where society has failed. Separateness and atomization therefore produces a compensatory collectivization, which is something the West needs to understand about Russian society and other similar societies.\textsuperscript{544}

Post-Soviet countries under authoritarian leadership have viewed Putin’s framework as relatively attractive. This study has implications for similar hybrid regimes who view their developmental needs as distinctive from that of the West’s. By the end of 2008, Russia had rebuilt its economy and had established economic power and influence over the Commonwealth of Independent States and post-Soviet space. Its economic might gave it the capacity to afford centralization and non-conformity with the West, unlike Yeltsin’s time when the country was reliant on Western aid. It also gave it the capacity to influence countries in the near abroad. Moscow believes that Russia has competing value systems with the West and that different development models require different forms of governance.\textsuperscript{545} Its self-identification as a ‘sovereign democracy’, distinct from the West, has created a platform on which all Putin’s actions can be legitimized, including his aspirations of returning to a great power. The nature of the state that has taken root can be defined as increasingly authoritarian. The state has increased its centralization of power and has seen an increase in networks of power that have replaced prior oligarchs and
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business elites with state elites dispersed at the top levels of the private sector. These individuals, due to their KGB background and loyalty to Putin, have come to own the majority of state businesses and have a say in all political decisions. This can be defined as corruption in high places or elite corruption, and is in sync with increasing authoritarianism in Russia. However, it has also become part of the Russian state definition of its ‘sovereign democracy’ and how the country is run, which has mostly resulted in an increasing amount of political stability and high levels of approval throughout the country.

The political stability may be due to a variety of reasons, one being the elite cohesion of interests that results from Putin’s network. If all those in power share the same agenda and continue to benefit monetarily from the state, there is no reason for a split in the elite, which has been part of the cause of many revolutions throughout history. Additionally, due to the instability that occurred in the 1990s, the Russian population has come to appreciate the stability in the country and may fear change. Also, the authoritarian nature of the regime which represses freedom of speech and thought, has discouraged dissent throughout the country. Though anti-liberal and anti-democratic, this has also led to a certain form of stability, as there is no room for political debate. Lack of Western notions of freedom and democracy are not necessarily negative, especially if there is popular consensus. Developing countries that have undergone democratic transitions often face extreme difficulties and instability, and therefore may benefit from accepting a hybrid regime as the best political and development model for their needs. In Russia, the fact that Putin is so popular shows that the average Russian trusts the supreme authority. This
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relationship can be considered a stable monarchical trend, reflecting the high demand of the authoritarian figure.\textsuperscript{547} Putin is seen as the patriarch or the father of a large family in which he is the head. This metaphor suggests that in that structure, the father figure possesses a “stable authoritarian status” rendering the rest of the family to be submissive and complicit. When the head of a state demonstrates the “required virtues” to make this possible, the public conscious adopts a mentality of complicit patriarchal authoritarianism. According to Dugin, the monarchic tendency of the masses creates conditions for authoritarian rule through a democratic process that gives the power back to the father figure. This process expresses the traditionalism of the society and does not undermine the legitimacy for the democratic procedure. Monarchy can be legal in Russia within the framework of a democratic procedure. Dugin calls this “plebiscitary authoritarianism” or a monarchy that is a voluntary legacy of the masses. Putin is on the threshold of a new role as a man of destiny as were Charles de Gaulle and Josef Stalin. Drawing his power from society, he is guided by the formula “I am the state, the people and the society.”\textsuperscript{548}

An important tool of the regime in the coming years will continue to be its assertive foreign policy. Economic hardship will be easier to justify in the presence of external enemies. Putin’s popularity is vital to his regime’s stability and legitimacy. “Faith in the rating supersedes all. Political institutions, ideologies, in fact, the state itself,” political scientist Aleksandr Kynev said in a recent article.\textsuperscript{549} Putin may also be helped by the fact


\textsuperscript{548} Ibid p 83-85

that some Russians, according to a recent study, think about political power differently than people in the West: Russians see the tsar as distant, almost sacral, hopefully benevolent, and above the law, not bound by it. They appeal to him to make things right in a system over which they have no control. Historically, the Russian state has had the need to diffuse foreign threats, has needed to develop and populate the world’s largest territory and guarantee a certain standard of living for the population, all the while maintaining the high level of diversity that exists within its borders. If the state fails to deliver on these obligations, Russians are more likely to support politicians who promise social order and stability rather than those favoring Western-style individual rights. Russians today hold a more positive view of Soviet leaders such as Brezhnev and Stalin than of Gorbachev and Yeltsin. Additionally, they continue to aspire to achieve international recognition of their independence, uniqueness and capabilities. The challenge is to preserve strong governance without sacrificing business or public initiative.551

The revival of a strong national identity can be summarized through the symbolic Ukraine Crisis and what it signifies for Russia and the world. The Ukraine crisis marks the vital moment when approval ratings spiked dramatically in Russia for President Putin. Moreover, it has been more than three years since the annexation of Crimea, and Putin’s ratings remain high, arguing that the ratings signify a more long-term trend as opposed to a temporary burst in approvals. The majority of Russians view the annexation of Crimea as not only a “restoration of historical justice,” but also an adequate response to the West. The architect of this view is Putin. Russians believe that Putin has restored Russia to its
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former greatness by doing so.\footnote{Ibid.} Part of the appeal of a charismatic leader is to understand the society’s current needs and weak points and act accordingly in a way that plays with their basic needs and emotions,\footnote{Max Weber, "Politics as Vocation" and "Discipline and Charisma" in \textit{Rationalism and Modern Society}, ed. Max Weber (London: Waters and Dagmar Waters, Palgrave MacMillan, 2015) 129-198, 59-72.} which Putin has managed to do. By performing its actions in Ukraine, Russia has demonstrated that it will not tolerate further Western encroachment in former Soviet states, it has shown that it is the leader of the Eurasian peninsula, it has demonstrated a warning to other nearby states, it has shown that it will resist Western sanctions, and has demonstrated that Russians share a Slavic and orthodox identity throughout the region that must be protected.

Putin’s return to the presidency in 2012 saw a sharp “re-securitization of the Russian domestic space.” Much of this domestic re-securitization was closely inter-linked with the increase in anti-Western rhetoric, and increasing tensions in its international relationships with the US and European states. The crisis in Ukraine sparked a clampdown on domestic security and promoted a more patriotic and traditionalist agenda for Russia. The domestic impact of the Ukraine crisis was to galvanize public support for Putin and the regime around the Crimea issue. In addition, it precipitated an even stronger securitization and restructuring of the domestic sphere to adopt an anti-Western stance through the increased pressure from the authorities on opposition voices from pro-Western groups and liberal media outlets. Media outlets that challenged the official Russian position and version of the events in Crimea came under the greatest pressure – editor of Lenta news Galina Timchenko was removed from her position in March 2014. As

\footnote{Ibid.}
previously mentioned, the regime also kept protests in-check around this period, with Navalny placed under house arrest in February 2014 in relation to embezzlement charges, and banned from using the internet. Official state media in Russia presented these groups that were challenging the regime’s policy in Ukraine and Crimea as acting according to their own or external interests, rather than those of the nation. Putin fears the occurrence of a Color Revolution in Russia, and through the tightening of controls, is trying to prevent the occurrence of a EuroMaiden within Russia’s borders. The Kremlin sees events in Ukraine through the prism of its own domestic politics and is anxious to prevent the type of democrats-and-nationalists’ alliance that brought down Yanukovych.

Russia’s annexation of Crimea acted against international norms and garnered a strong reaction from the West. However, at the same time, it revealed the West’s hypocrisy, because the West periodically encourages ethnic groups to gain independence from Russia such as the provinces of South Ossetia and Abkhazia, and the Albanian minority in Serbia to gain an independent Kosovo, and the NATO bombings in Yugoslavia. NATO claimed that the Albanian population in Kosovo were being persecuted by the forces of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, the Serbian police, and Serb paramilitary forces and sought authorization from the United Nations Security Council for military action. They were opposed by China and Russia who indicated they would veto such a proposal, but NATO launched a campaign without UN authorization anyway and described as a humanitarian intervention. The FRY described the NATO campaign as an illegal war of aggression against a sovereign country that was in violation of international law because it did not have UN Security Council support. Putin framed the annexation of Crimea as a similar issue. The majority of the population living in Crimea are ethnic Russians, and Putin
wanted to protect the Russian population from chaos and disorder and re-invite them to join their Russian compatriots. Putin then passed a referendum to annex it “legally” where the majority of respondents voted positively to be a part of Russia. The West responded with tough sanctions on Russia, a move that Russia portrayed to be unfair and aggressive at home. The West then struck Russia with even more sanctions as Eastern and Southern Ukraine separated from Kiev and Russia appeared to have ‘invaded’ the area.

NATO encroachment is the root of this issue. Due to the ongoing negotiations and discussions between the EU and Ukraine about possible ties and agreements, a division among Ukrainian people took place where the citizens of Western Ukraine demonstrated more pro-European tendencies while the rest of the country remained more inclined towards Russia. Putin has repeatedly warned the West that post-Soviet space is within its sphere of interest and plans to keep it that way. Moreover, by arguing the case for the fragility of the Ukrainian state being a result of Western influence and lack of national unity, Putin has shown the Russian population what the dangers could be of opposing the Kremlin – in other words, regime change is destabilizing, which further legitimizes his style of rule. Moreover, deploying the military abroad has been shown, even in democratic states, to compel social and elite unity and to significantly raise the cost of dissent, which can further explain the Russian population’s solidarity around the crisis.\footnote{Paul J. Goode and Marlene Laruelle, “Putin, Crimea and the legitimacy trap”, Open Democracy, March 13, 2014, http://www.opendemocracy.net/od-russia/j-paul-goode-and-marlene-laruelle/putincrimea-and-legitimacy-trap-nationalism} Putin has successfully securitized the West into appearing aggressive, hypocritical, and also as a threat to Russian identity and Russia’s sphere of influence. Putin frames this as destabilizing to the region. He stresses that the region has a distinct identity and distinct
developmental needs. This rhetoric has gained him tremendous respect at home and even abroad amongst some global leaders. Previous Western attempts at “regime change” in the Middle East have proven to be unsuccessful and extremely destabilizing, such as the case with Iraq and Libya amongst others. Putin uses these examples as reasons not to trust the West’s inclination towards “economically supporting” nations into adopting a more Western lifestyle, as it is a softer form of regime change in Putin’s eyes.

Russia has adopted a civilizationist stance that defends its values both domestically and internationally. With these actions, Russia has appeared to mimic great power actions, and has developed a symbolic power for itself. This is especially important for Russians due to their history of always being a great power. They felt humiliated by the fall of the USSR and continued to be humiliated by having to abide by Western rules, but Putin has now restored Russian pride and has gained a significant amount of popular support for this reason. This civilizationist stance is very important beyond Russia and stretches to have international repercussions. In a globalized era, a power such as Russia is taking an ultra civilizationist stance and speaking of the importance of national culture and traditional values, and insinuating that the West has become a morally-lax post-Christian establishment lacking traditional values and embodying a hypocritical, liberal-democratic order that is power seeking and dominating. This rhetoric resonates among many people today who are undergoing their own identity crises in their nation, and are therefore more susceptible to Vladimir Putin’s argument, including many Trump supporters in the United States.555 Instead, this civilizationist stance embodies the Eurasian ideology of

A multipolar world order composed of regional powers would create more stability and justice in the world in Putin’s eyes. Global leaders have expressed agreement with Putin’s anti-globalist stance in this regard. Social Identity Theory has proved to be a very valuable framework of analysis here as Putin has demonstrated social creativity by changing the platforms of comparisons and opening up the debate on what morality means, what hypocrisy means, what corruption means, what a functioning government means, the negative repercussions of liberal democracy and globalization, what it even means to be democratic and whether it is truly put into practice in the West, and what a stable world order looks like. Putin is waging a cultural warfare, a type of war that has no end, and will therefore remain a positive tool for approval ratings but also will remain a permanent challenge to Western values. Through media manipulation and financial manipulation, the Kremlin has continued to maneuver political thought and has undermined the Western establishment, including the EU and NATO. The goal is to empower the Western far right, the anti-establishment left and the international business community. In an article published by The Interpreter, an online publication dedicated to exposing Kremlin disinformation, the journalists Peter Pomerantsev and Michael Weiss argue that since at least 2008, Kremlin military and intelligence thinkers have been talking about information not in the familiar terms of “persuasion,” “public diplomacy” or even “propaganda,” but in weaponized terms, as a tool to confuse, blackmail, demoralize, subvert and paralyze.\textsuperscript{556}

Putin has created a symbolic personality for himself both domestically as the father of the nation but also internationally as the “Keeper of Traditional Values”, as the title of this study states. Russia is re-making itself as the “leader of the anti-Western world.” Through this ideological formulation, Putin has given Russians what they have been craving since the fall of the USSR, which is a renewed strong identity. Putin stated that though his ambitions are not to achieve hegemony, he wants Russia to be a leader, as it always used to be. This identity tarnishes the West’s “tolerance” and liberal values as being an excuse for immorality. Putin believes the West is revising its moral and ethical values and norms, is eroding ethnic traditions and has an overly tolerant nature that is supposed to recognize everyone’s rights and thus accept the equality of good and evil. He said it was time to resist this tolerance and diversity and that he knows there are many morally-minded countries and people that support the defense of traditional values. He does not want the world to revert into a primitive and chaotic state. Putin wants to save the world from the West in other words, and his actions in Crimea were to protect Ukraine from the West. Also, at the United Nations, Russia has created a traditional values bloc where the Human Rights Council has passed a series of Russian-sponsored resolutions opposing gay rights over the past three years. Russia’s allies in passing these resolutions include not only its post-Soviet neighbors but also China, Ecuador, Malaysia and more than a dozen other states. Putin’s new war is not for mere territorial acquisition, it is an ideological war against the West, which many Russians support, and will continue to support.\footnote{Gessen, \textit{The Man without a Face}.} \footnote{Ibid.}
Contemplating contemporary Russian conservatism is basically contemplating Eurasianism, which is a synthesis of Russian political history on the basis of a unique geopolitical and civilizational methodology. Putin has based his dialogue on the premise of an anti-liberal platform which criticizes Western institutions as being power-hungry and imperialist with their focus on globalism and multi-lateral institutions, which for Putin is a form of American global domination. Globalization to such an extreme undermines nationalism and sovereignty, both primary values that Putin abides by as well as many far-right and far-left anti-establishment parties that are gaining an increasing amount of popularity. In other words, Putin represents an opposition to the West’s liberal democratic foundation, a position that is shared among rising Western populist movements. Western institutions and values are facing important challenges today. Putin’s Eurasian pivot symbolizes an end to Western domination and an encouragement of the creation of a multipolar world order, in which Russia would be a pole. This does not mean that Russia remains an imperial power committed to dominating as much of the near abroad as possible, it means that Russia does not accept the dominant liberal-democratic world order that came into full effect after the fall of the USSR as being the only viable order. The Russian identity and cultural philosophy would dominate that regional integration, and would also serve as a counterbalance to western identity, norms and ways of life. Putin serves as a direct embodiment of why it is not the end of history\textsuperscript{559} and how the world cannot and will not fully achieve liberal democracy.
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Further Discussion

Democracy in the world today is struggling. The problem is not unique to any particular region but seems to be affecting every region of the world. According to Freedom House, 12 out of 27 states that are partial democracies had worse average freedom scores at the end of 2013 than they did at the end of 2005. These declines took place in fairly liberal democracies such as South Korea, Taiwan, and South Africa; in less liberal democracies such as Colombia, Ukraine, Indonesia, Turkey and Mexico; and in authoritarian regimes such as Ethiopia, Venezuela, and Saudi Arabia. An important part of the story of global democratic recession has been the deepening of authoritarianism. In Russia, political opposition, dissent and civil society rarely exist outside the control of the ruling authorities.\footnote{Miriam Lanskoy and Elspeth Suthers, “Putin versus Civil Society: Outlawing the Opposition,” \textit{Journal of Democracy} 24 July (2013): 74–87.} In China, human-rights defenders and civil society activists have faced increasing harassment and victimization. The countries that form part of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization, which are mostly former Communist states and autocratic states, have become more coordinated and aggressive from questions of territorial rights to state media propaganda discrediting Western institutional norms and promoting their own models and norms. State-run media is used to promote their own authoritarian regimes, create a negative image of dissenters, and promote anti-American, nationalist values.\footnote{Christopher Walker and Robert W. Orttung, “Breaking the News: The Role of State-Run Media,” \textit{Journal of Democracy} 25 January (2014): 71–85} Autocrats in Africa have taken advantage of China’s booming investment and the war on Islamic terrorism as a counterweight against Western pressures to democratize and practice good governance. Moreover, China’s formula of rapid state-led development without
democracy is often used to justify their own deepening authoritarianism. More evidence of increased authoritarianism lies with the unintended consequences of the Arab spring which have led many of the states to become even more repressive.

The democratic decline has also occurred as a result of the democratic efficacy of some of the most important examples of democracy in the world. In the United States, polarization and deadlock are tarnishing its reputation internationally. The role of nontransparent money in politics and low voter turnouts are also signs of ill health for democracies. State-led media channels in authoritarian states gladly promote the drawbacks of democracy in the United States to discredit it. In addition, the lack of a unified and democratic response from Western world leaders in regards to the Syrian crisis also discredited the health and power of democracy worldwide. The ensuing refugee crisis also augmented xenophobic sentiment as European countries received hundreds of thousands of Muslim refugees without consensus between each other on the issue. While German chancellor Angela Merkel and Swedish prime minister Stefan Löfven were welcoming of refugees, other leaders refused to accept them on their soil. Hostility grew among European nations after the Paris terrorist attacks by ISIS leading 130 dead in November 2016. Hungarian prime minister Viktor Orbán asserted the opinion of many by saying that all the terrorists in the Paris attacks were basically migrants. The inability of the European nations to handle this crisis along with the continued economic challenges that remained after the financial crisis led many to lose faith in the European liberal project. Voices from far-right populist parties began using rhetoric such as that mainstream politics
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were globalist and therefore anti-patriot. American politics have also taken an anti-immigrant and anti-Muslim turn on the right especially after 14 people were killed in a terrorist attack in San Bernardino, California in 2015. Moreover, doubt stemming from both sides of the political spectrum on global democratization projects have increased due to the instability that result.563

The liberal democratic world order is being challenged by anti-liberal constituencies. In times of physical or economic insecurity, countries tend to look more inward. History appears to be cyclical. This sentiment is gaining momentum and may be here to stay for the foreseeable future. Putin is capitalizing on this globally growing sentiment and embellishes its importance and size as a divide and conquer strategy in order for him to gain more legitimacy with his anti-liberal message. His actions within and outside Russia therefore have global significance and are gaining popularity among anti-liberal factions. Vladimir Putin, though currently the leader of an economically underperforming nation, has risen to be a powerful figure in the world; the leader of the anti-liberal constituency and the keeper of traditional values. His message will be here to stay for the foreseeable future in today’s world climate.

Avenues for Future Research

While this study has analyzed Russia since the fall of the Soviet Union and demonstrated Russian dislike for Yeltsin and their overall admiration for Putin, the argument it reaches to explain these matters could be tested over a longer period of time

throughout Russian history using process-tracing. A further study could include the last 70 years of Soviet and Russian leadership to analyze which leaders had the most positive effects on the Russian population, under what circumstances and why. Such a study could confirm the findings of the present study with more variation in the independent variables such as current leader, levels of external threat, level of order and security, economic health, political liberties, global standing, centralization, identity definition and sense of self versus an external ‘Other’. The hypothesis-generating conclusions of this study lie with the idea that under times of threat, which can be perpetual if “securitized” properly, the populations of a hybrid regime will prioritize nationalism and have no qualms for excessive authoritarianism or economic woes should the leader adequately represent their historical culture in a fully-formed national identity that encompasses the society’s particular developmental and cultural needs vis-à-vis an external ‘Other’ that may get in the way of freely living that identity. However, as has been demonstrated, the leader also has to provide order, security and stability in the country to develop a solid reputation as a leader. Without the latter conditions, the population will not rile around its leader, as the leader would have not been able to provide them with basic security and order, the fundamental tenant of a social contract.564

This study’s findings can also be further tested empirically by doing a cross-national study on leadership approval ratings. This study should be done on developing countries and developed countries, democracies as well as hybrid regimes at various times in history. The time matters due to the concept of ‘insecurity’ or threats that have affected a society, be they economic, physical or existential. The prediction is that in countries that
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have seen higher levels of threats across cases, or “perceived” threats, the approval ratings will be the highest among more nationally-centered leaders despite economic performance and any restrictions on civil rights and political liberties. Insecurity would be measured through economic performance, levels of immigration, unemployment levels, number of terrorist attacks, crime rates and sentiment from the population about where their country is going. The basic tenant of order, safety and stability will be controlled for, but these are usually given in a democracy and not as obvious in a hybrid regime. Including both democracies and hybrid regimes would demonstrate if the argument is applicable across cases.

The impact of Putin’s rhetoric on the liberal democratic world order can also be tested over time in a study that measures perceptions of Putin over time as well as the level of national conservatism across nations in the coming years compared to five years ago. This study is not arguing that Vladimir Putin’s leadership on anti-liberal values is making others want to mimic him, but it is arguing that he is capitalizing on the already existing identity crises that various nations of the world are experiencing and is taking leadership behind the movement of returning to conservative national values, which is resonating with many. An empirical study to discover the reasons for a global return to nationalism could be based on independent variables such as levels of threat over time, presidential rhetoric, increasing religiosity, economic performance, level of immigration, level of unemployment, democratic performance, level of freedom in the world, amongst others.
APPENDICES

Appendix 1. Plans for Reform

Domestically, Putin has adopted a nationalist project that is also apparent in terms of the development model the government has adopted for the future. In fact, the fall in the price of oil has led Russia to become more responsible in terms of diversifying its economy and finding other solutions for long term sustainable growth. This economic project is portrayed as promising, which may help to explain the population’s optimism that things will turn around economically in the near future. According to the independent Global Trade Alert, Russia put more protectionist policies in place than any other country in 2013. When Putin refers to Russia as needing its own development model for its current economic needs, this model has much to do with protectionist policies and import substitution. According to Medvedev’s report on Russia’s economy, Russia is fundamentally restructuring its economic system in response to today’s challenges. These challenges began in 2008 and resonated until the present day for all the countries in the global economy. Since the crisis, the global economy has changed fundamentally and has become more politicized at the international level which can affect market competition. The current sanctions on Russia are a graphic illustration of this trend. Russia’s economic development however has been strongly influenced by external shocks since 2014 such as the falling price of oil and other commodities and sanctions. Medvedev admits and clearly states that the major reasons for low economic development in Russia is rooted in the structural problems of the Russian economy which became much more apparent after the global crisis and the exhaustion of the economic growth model of the 2000s. Although

analysts deemed the Russian economy to be doomed, it is now recovering thanks to the responsible actions of the central bank and government as well as to the slightly higher oil prices. The government developed a system of anti-crisis measures to keep the situation at bay and to ensure macroeconomic stability. Timely decisions to switch to inflation targeting allowed Russia to preserve its foreign exchange reserves and ensure the stability of its monetary system. Despite the fluctuations in the Ruble and unlike in other crisis, depositors did not flee the banks and Rubles were not converted into foreign currency. The national currency prevailed in deposits of the population. In 2015, these deposits went up by a quarter, and Russia’s corporate accounts grew by 20 percent.\(^{566}\)

The banking system in Russia is also going through fundamental changes and poor performers are being shut down. 28 banks were closed in the first half of 2016 and 93 were closed in 2015. But the banking system in Russia has remained fairly stable despite the troubles. Capital outflow has been considerably reduced. In 2015, it amounted to 58.1 billion rubles compared to 153 billion in 2014, when it fell by more than 2.5 times as much. Russia’s external debt has greatly gone down as well and has decreased from 733 billion in 2014 to 516 billion, a 30 percent difference.\(^{567}\) The crisis has allowed Russia to reorganize its economy into making it more efficient, which can only bring positive changes for Russia’s future. For as it existed, Russia has always suffered from Dutch disease, or the negative impact on an economy of anything that gives rise to a sharp inflow of foreign currency, such as the discovery of large oil reserves in this case. The currency inflows then tend to lead to currency appreciation, making the country’s other products less price

\(^{566}\) Ibid.

\(^{567}\) Ibid.
competitive on the export market. The Dutch disease has become less pronounced as a result of this crisis. Some industries have increased production and become more competitive such as metallurgy, the chemical industry, production of mass consumer goods, agriculture, and the pharmaceutical industry. In 2015, the food industry grew by two percent, chemical production by 6.3 percent and oil production by 0.3 percent. The production of medicines has increased by 26 percent. Agriculture is demonstrating steady growth: by 3.7 percent in 2014, three percent in 2015 and 3.2 percent in the first seven months of 2016.568

Russia is adopting an import substitution model, but with marked differences from the traditional models of the 20th century. It is designed to encourage the emergence of competitive producers on the global market, not to oust imported goods. It is also not based on currency manipulation but on creating conditions that are conducive to the emergence of growth of Russian companies that can conquer the global market. The positive effects of import substitution can be particularly noticed in the car making industry. The average annual share of imports fell by 22.5 percentage points in 2015 thanks to the formation of joint ventures with foreign companies. Moreover, a number of companies have fared better and increased their profits by 53.7 percent in 2015. The willingness of the population to invest in housing also proved to be an important indicator towards economic development. Anti-crisis measures include additional mortgage lending to 665 billion Rubles, or 44% more. In 2016. Unfortunately, people in Russia have become poorer though, and disposable incomes and real wages have gone down. Although the aggregate spending of the consolidated budget in real terms for social spending decreased by 5.1 percent in 2015,
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budget spending on social policy increased by 0.4 percent and spending on pensions went up by 1.3%. These figures may help to explain why many Russians did not express devastation in terms of personal finances.

Medvedev states that the most important thing that Russia needs to achieve sustained economic growth is investment – public and private, domestic and foreign. The problem that stirs people away from investing is uncertainty. However, the worst solutions are populism and implementing reforms at the expense of the people. Russia cannot print more money and deregulate the economy, as this would lead to disastrous consequences that the people always end up paying for; it would fuel inflation, devalue people’s incomes, salaries and pensions. Proposals to introduce strict regulation of the economy and return to the Soviet planning system are also unadvisable and not fitting in today’s modern post-industrial society, as its collapse clearly demonstrated. Russia is thus developing a new development model that fits their development needs, just as they have developed a political model that suits their specific needs. No single economic or political model is the ideal prototype and blueprint for all countries to follow, and that is Putin’s main message today.

More specifically, the detailed plan of the new Russian economic policy involves an effective budgetary policy creating a balance between the need to live within Russia’s means and its need for fiscal stimuli to boost growth. The most important is investing in human capital and investing in transport infrastructure. The regional debt issue is very problematic and there is pressing need to enhance the economic stability as well as the accountability of the governors. To create a more competitive environment in Russia, structural reforms are being implemented such as the new Industrial Policy Law which will
create a predictable business environment for the next 10 years. Other financial support measures for growing businesses are also being implemented such as grants and state guarantees, co-financing of research and development, and policies to stimulate demand. The encouragement of small and medium sized enterprises is very important and will play an important role in the diversification of the economy. The SME Development Corporation is a new institution of guarantees and sureties and has lent 90 billion Rubles to SMEs as of 2016. Interest rates are currently at 10-11 percent and they plan on cutting them further. The National Business Initiative has helped streamline the entire system of barriers, some of which have survived from the Soviet era. Also, ensuring the protection of property and protection from pressure on people’s businesses has been improved. Since 2016 small business have been granted a 3-year grace period for routine inspections by state and municipal supervisory authorities.

Willingness to invest has much to do with the different regions of Russia and the trust between government and business. Building that trust is key and government is trying to increase investment appeal of the regions, including priority development areas, special economic zones, technology and industrial parks. Improving the quality of public administration has also been a top priority. The 10 percent reduction of the federal and regional civil servants in 2016 was a step in that direction. Additionally, the creation of a single mechanism to administer tax, customs and other fiscal chargers will continue and extend to the regional level.
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The focus of President Vladimir Putin’s May 2012 executive orders has been to provide rising living standards through the implementation of new economic policy. According to Medvedev’s report, there have been substantial improvements in Russian socio-economic life. The important achievements that have been noted are that the population has grown for the first time since the late 1980s. Second, families with more than one child are increasing. Third, life expectancy has reached 71 years, a record for Russia. The government is now expanding capital for pregnant women in order to give children better future prospects. Monthly allowances to families with three or more children, including for housing and utilities subsidies, will continue. Aid to senior citizens will also continue to be a priority. The state and prospects of the pension system are among the most urgent socioeconomic problems. Labor markets need to be made more efficient: the continuing decline in the number of working age people requires more proactive measures to utilize available labor resources and concentrate them in economic growth areas. Massive modernization of production facilities is underway. The quality of education is improving which is vital as it is a major source of a country’s competitiveness, which predetermines its position in the world for decades ahead. Making quality school education more accessible is a priority in Russia. In a decade, the report predicts that the number of school students will grow by 3.5 million in modern educational institutions. Vocational education is also a priority such as offering opportunities for retraining throughout one’s career, retraining, acquiring a second specialty and computer literacy. The quality of the healthcare system is crucial for the quality of human life. The scale of the capital investment that has been made in modern medical equipment over recent years exceeds everything that has been done previously.
Rethinking foreign trade is also part of Russia’s priorities, in order to protect domestic businesses while remaining competitive internationally and purchasing competitive products manufactured in different countries. Artificial restrictions on imports are not recommended. Russia will continue to trade and be open but only with certain countries and groups of countries as will be discussed in the foreign policy chapter.

The Russian government declares that it is prepared for the challenges coming in the next years and that it can no longer rely on its traditional exports. They also believe it to be futile to expect that economic development issues can be resolved predominantly with state funds. The state’s priority is security, investment in human development, assistance to the most vulnerable sections of society, and infrastructure. The Russian budget should be structured accordingly in order to assure long-term and sustained growth rates. The new economic growth model must, above all, increase private investment by fostering a favorable business climate and encouraging entrepreneurial initiative and make Russia attractive to business. Based on this assessment, Russia certainly has the potential to restructure its economy and grow within its means.
Appendix 2. Description of Targeted Assassinations

In 2002, Sergei Yushenkov, a member of the liberal faction of parliament, protested Putin’s policies and called the regime a bureaucratic police regime. His career was dedicated to promoting democracy, human rights and free-market reforms. Additionally, he was vice chairman of the Sergei Kovalec commission founded to investigate the Russian apartment bombings, and believed that the FSB was the culprit and orchestrated the bombing in order to generate public support for the Chechen War. He announced that his new party, Liberal Russia, would distribute copies of a film that proved the FSB’s involvement in the bombings to show how Russians were deceived by their government. Yushenkov described the secret order issued by Yeltsin to initiate the second Chechen war after the 24 governors requested that he transfer all power to Putin. This order was initiated on the very same day that FSB operatives were caught planting a bomb in an apartment complex in the city of Ryazan, after which the bombings in other cities suddenly stopped. The next day Putin initiated the military campaign in Chechnya. Just hours after registering his new political party to participate in the 2003 parliamentary elections, Yushenkov was assassinated outside his apartment. Yushenkov had stated that Putin’s rise to power represented a successful coup d’état organized by the FSB. He was also a prominent critic of the first and second Chechen wars arguing that Russian army operates in Chechnya illegally since it was technically still part of Russia.570

Yushenkov was also involved in the investigation of the FSB’s involvement in staging the Moscow theatre hostage crisis. In April 2003, former FSB Aleksander

---

570 Gessen, *The Man without a Face*. 
Litvinenko gave Yushenkov information on one of the terrorists had not been killed who left the building shortly before the Russian troops stormed it. His name was Khanpash Terkibaev, a former journalist who had long been working for the Russian secret police. He then passed this file to journalist Anna Politkovskaya, who interviewed him since during the theater siege as she was allowed to enter the building in attempt to negotiate with the terrorists. Terkibaev said he had led the terrorists there and secured their way through in several vans loaded with arms through checkpoints in Chechnya and police outposts on the approach to Moscow. They had a detailed map of the theater in his possession which the federal troops didn’t even have. He seems to have been working for Moscow. Terkibaev explained that the reason the terrorists had not set off their explosives even when they felt the gas filling the hall, which was clearly a prelude to an attack, was that there were no explosives at all and the women were just wearing dummy vests. Everyone who died in this siege died in vain. A few days later as mentioned above, Yushenkov was assassinated. Terkibaev was killed in a car crash in Chechnya, and Polikovskaya was poisoned on an airplane on her way to help with negotiations in the hostage crisis at a school in Beslan, North Ossetia. However, she did not die and survived the attack. She did nevertheless get shot in an elevator of her apartment shortly thereafter in 2006, which attracted much international attention.
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572 “The State of the World's Human Rights,” Amnesty International 2009, Report on Jan–Dec 2008, 272: “In June [2008], the Office of the Prosecutor General announced that it had finished its investigation into the killing of human rights journalist Anna Politkovskaya, who was shot dead in Moscow in October 2006. Three men accused of involvement in her murder went on trial in November; all denied the charges. A fourth detainee, a former member of the Federal Security Services who had initially been detained in connection with the murder, remained in detention on suspicion of another crime. The person suspected of shooting Anna Politkovskaya had not been detained by the end of the year and was believed to be in hiding abroad.”
Although Politkovskaya didn’t quite reach Beslan, Marina Litvinovich did. She worked for Khodorkovsky, and went to Beslan as part of the opposition when he got arrested. As with the theater siege, most of the hostage takers in Beslan were executed by Russian troops. There was a survivor who was put on trial, and Litvinovich made sure that all the transcripts were put on a website called The Truth about Beslan. Moscow did not wait until the negotiations were exhausted and began military action, which seemed timed in order to prevent a meeting between the terrorists and Aslan Mashkadow, then Chechen president, who stood a chance of brokering a peaceful deal. The gymnasium was mined with explosives which could be set off with a pedal. Two explosions shook the building but these originated from outside the building and were both the result of Russian troops firing grenade launchers directly at the gymnasium. Everyone in the gymnasium including the terrorists began to feel anxious. The terrorists even tried to save the hostages by placing them in a different room and showing the troops that the gymnasium was in fact full of hostages and that they were firing at women and children. Nevertheless, Russian troops continued to use tanks, grenade launchers, and fire launchers. 312 people died. Litvinovich put together a brochure with all his findings and found that a man detained for four hours before the siege had warned the police of the plan. Some people believed that Beslan had been planned and executed by the secret police the same way the apartment explosions had been. Just ten days after the tragedy, Putin canceled gubernatorial elections and framed it as a response to terrorism. Zakaev’s theory is that the FSB had arranged for a rogue group of Chechens to seize the local governor’s office to provide Putin with an excuse to institute direct federal control over regional administrations. However, for some reason something had gone wrong and the terrorists ended up in the school. Whether or not this theory is
true, what we do know is that this event continued to justify warfare in Chechnya, further crackdowns on the media and the opposition in Russia, and allow to quell criticism from the west which was obligated to recognize Putin as a fellow fighter against Islamic terrorism after 9/11. After these events, Litvinovich was brutally beaten, Politkovskaya was shot dead in an elevator and Litvinenko published an article on Politkovskaya telling the world that Putin had killed her. Three weeks later he was poisoned and developed symptoms of radiation therapy. He died.\textsuperscript{573}

Alexander Litvinenko was a FSB officer who was a classic whistle blower. He appeared in a press conference with four of his colleagues who had all revealed receiving illegal assignments from the FSB to kill Boris Berezovsky. Litvinenko had told Putin about this order as he was convinced Putin did not know about it. He also claimed to have received orders to beat up prominent businessmen. Litvinenko wanted to hold a press conference on illegal FSB activity. Putin responded with a televised statement impugning Litvinenko’s character claiming he was delinquent on alimony payments to his first wife. Three months later he was arrested on charges of having used excess use of force with a suspect three years earlier. The case fell apart but the FSB re-arrested him for other causes, and when Litvinenko found out his trial would be held in a small city outside of Moscow, where few journalists were likely to venture, he decided to flee Russia. When he fled he began to write. He wrote about the 1999 apartment bombings and pointed out all the inconsistencies with the FSB’s version of the story. Litvinenko was assassinated in London in 2006 through radiation poisoning.\textsuperscript{574}
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In 2003, another person who was a member of the independent committee investigating the 1999 bombings was killed. Yuri Shchekochikhin, an outspoken liberal politician, journalist, deputy director of Novaya Gazeta, head of the investigative team and Politskaya’s superior, was hospitalized with symptoms of burning, vomiting, skin peeling off and hair falling out. He died of organ failure from an unknown toxin. Zakaev was convinced this murder had taken place in order to prevent him from publishing the information he had gathered on the siege. He had found out that some of the women terrorists were convicted felons, who on paper were still serving sentences in Russian prisons at the time of the siege. Their release had probably been secured by someone who had extralegal powers. which points to the involvement of the secret police in the organization of this terrorist attack.  

Another serious attempt at oppressing dissent was the case of Khodorkovsky, then the richest man in Russia. Khodorkovsky founded a foundation called Otkritaya Rossiya, or Open Russia. He would fund internet cafes, training for journalists, boarding schools, NGOs, etc. His company, Yukos, also pledged to give 100 million to the Russian state university for humanities. Due to the somewhat open nature of the regime at this time, he was able to get away with funding such projects. However, in 2006, Khodorkovsky was arrested on charges of fraud and tax evasion and was sentenced to a decade in jail. Great controversy surrounded his arrests, time in jail and release.


The story of Sergei Magnitsky is also of supreme importance, as his case led to the adoption of the ‘Magnitsky Bill’ in the US which barred officials involved in his death from entering the United States, and subsequently caused a Russian retort of blocking foreign adoptions. Magnitsky was a Russian lawyer who was arrested and then died in custody. His case ignited much criticism from abroad and led to inquiries on fraud, theft and human rights violations. Magnitsky was placed in jail after his allegations that there was a large-scale theft from the Russian state carried out by Russian officials. The law stated that people were allowed one year in jail without trial, and Magnitsky died just 7 days before his year expired. He developed gall stones, pancreatitis and a blocked gall bladder, did not receive medical attention and died in 2009. He was also physically assaulted before his death according to a human rights council.577

Nemtsov was involved in Russian politics and became deputy prime minister in the 1990s. Nemtsov publicly supported Putin in 2000 but grew increasingly critical of him as he rolled back civil liberties. Nemtsov was eventually pushed to the margins of Russian political life. In 2011, Nemtsov led massive street rallies and protests against the parliamentary elections and Putin’s bid to run for president once again. in February 2015, hours after trying to organize a march against Russian involvement in Ukraine, Nemtsov was shot dead near the Kremlin.578


Berezovsky’s falling out with Putin led to his self-exile in the United Kingdom, where he vowed to bring down the president. He also accused the Kremlin of orchestrating the killing of Alexander Litvinenko, a former intelligence officer and whistleblower poisoned to death in 2009. Berezovsky was found dead inside a locked bathroom at his home in the United Kingdom, a noose around his neck, in what was at first deemed a suicide. However, the coroner’s office could not determine the cause of death.  
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Appendix 3. Timeline of Russian Terrorist Attacks

February 15, 2016

At the traffic police post in Dzhemikente in the region of Derbent, there was an explosion by an ISIS suicide bomber in the North Caucasus. The blast killed three people, including the bomber. 18 people were injured, one woman remains in a coma.

December 30, 2015

In Derbent, ISIS supporters fired on locals in the area of the Naryn-Kala. Twelve people were taken to the hospital with gunshot wounds and one of them died.

December 4, 2014

At night in Grozny, a group of militants attacked the police. As a result of many hours of clashes, 9 militants were killed, 10 security forces, and 20 people were injured.

October 5, 2014

In Grozny, a 19-year-old resident of Grozny blew himself up. The young man blew himself up near a group of police officers, killing five members of the Ministry of Internal Affairs and injuring 13.

December 30, 2013

In Volgograd, there was an explosion in a trolleybus containing between 15 and 23 people. Ten people died.

---

December 29, 2013

There was an explosion at the railway station of Volgograd. According to latest information, the death toll reached 18 people and 44 injured. It was said to have been a suicide bomber.

December 27, 2013

A car exploded near the traffic police building on the highway Circassian Pyatigorsk. According to preliminary reports, the explosion killed three police officers. Later, the Russian Ministry of Interior clarified that all the victims were random passersbyers.

October 21, 2013

At 14.25 in Volgograd, there was an explosion by a suicide bomber. At the site of the attack, 6 were found dead including the suicide bomber and 37 people were injured and hospitalized. The suicide bomber was a 30 year old native of Dagestan, Naida Asiyalova. According to police, Asiyalovu was instructed by her husband to go through with the mission, a Russian Wahhabi from the Moscow region, Dmitry Sokolov, who joined Dagestani militants.

September 23, 2013

Near the district department of police in the village Khuchni Tabasaran in the district of Dagestan, a car explosion by a suicide bomber took place, resulting in the killing of three people and 15 people wounded.
September 16, 2013

A suicide bomber committed a terrorist attack near the building of the Sunzha district police department in Chechnya. As a result, three police officers died and four more were wounded.

May 25, 2013

In the center of Makhachkala on Gamzatov Avenue near the Interior Ministry building in Dagestan, a woman suicide bomber blew herself up. She was the common-law wife of a previously neutralized militant. According to the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Dagestan, as a result of the explosion in Makhachkala, 15 people were injured and 7 of them were members of the police. Later, one of the wounded in the blast died in hospital.

On May 17, 2013

In Ordzhonikidzevskaya Sunzha District of Ingushetia, during a house search of the suspect who was involved in an illegal armed group blew himself up with a grenade. As a result of the explosion, he died on the spot. The blast wounded 13 police officers. The suicide bomber was a resident of Chechnya.

February 14, 2013

Around 05.00 in Khasavyurt (Dagestan) at a police post, there was a loud explosion. According to the Investigative Committee of Russia, the car driver detonated an explosive device equivalent to 100-120 kg of TNT. As a result, three police officers were killed, six wounded and one went missing. Later, one of the injured died in the hospital, and the body
of the missing police officer was found dead. The Investigative Committee of Russia qualified the incident as a terrorist attack.

**October 23, 2012**

A car exploded at checkpoint Chermen on the administrative border of North Ossetia and Ingushetia, a move from Ingushetia to North Ossetia. According to the Ministry of Internal Affairs, the explosive device was powered by a bomber. An officer was killed and four others were wounded. The checkpoint as a result was completely destroyed.

**August 28, 2012**

Bomber Aminat Kurbanova blew herself up in the house of a Sufi Sheikh Said Afandi al-Chirkavi village Chirkey Buinaksk district. The explosion killed seven people, including Sheikh Said Afandi al-Chirkavi at least three people were injured.

**August 19, 2012**

In Malgobek (Ingushetia) an explosion occurred at a funeral. Eight people were killed and 15 wounded. The explosion was supposedly made by a suicide bomber. Seven police officers died. Among the 15 injured, 11 were police officers and four were locals.

**August 6, 2012**

In the Oktyabrsky district of Grozny at the entrance to the store "Voentorg" there were two explosions of two suicide bombers. Four security officials were killed. Another soldier later died of his injuries in hospital. Two servicemen of internal troops, Chechen police officer and a local resident were injured. The perpetrators of the attack were identified as residents of Gudermes and of the village Kurchaloy in the district of Geldagan.
**July 27, 2012**

During a special operation in the village of Alburikent near Makhachkala, a woman suicide bomber exploded a bomb in a house where militants (her included) were being held by the Federal Security Service and the Interior Ministry. During the clashes six militants were killed.

**May 3, 2012**

In Makhachkala in the police post "AK-30" 2 explosions took place. The attack killed 14 people, injured more than 100 and the total capacity of the activated bombs in Makhachkala was estimated to be at 70 to 150 kg of TNT.

**March 6, 2012**

A suicide bomber exploded a police post in the village of Karabudahkent in Dagestan. The attack killed five policemen and two others were seriously injured. Investigators found that the culprit was the leader of the "Caspian" militant groups.

**December 19, 2011**

A car exploded in the village of Gubden in the Karabudakhkent area. Initially it was reported that a suicide bomber was driving the car and several bodies were found next to it after the explosion, but the exact explanation was never fully found.

**August 30, 2011**

Three suicide bombers carried out explosions in the Leninsky district of Grozny. The first explosion occurred at Bogdan Khmelnitsky Street, where a suspicious man was detained. Two more suicide bombers blew up at a time when law enforcement officers and passers-
by gathered. The investigation established the identity of the two suicide bombers, natives of Urus-Martan and Old Atagi in Chechnya. The explosion killed nine people, among them seven police officers, emergency workers and another civilian. 22 people were injured, six of them in serious condition.

**July 12, 2011**

At the traffic police post in the village of Galashki Sunzha District of Ingushetia, a young man was walking with a bag on the way to the police post. Officers went to check his document and the young man left the bag and tried to leave. When they tried to arrest him, he took out a grenade and blew himself up. There was demolition but no injuries.

**May 10, 2011**

In Makhachkala, a man blew himself up at a police station when they attempted to check his documents. The blast killed the inspector of the Criminal Investigation Department of the Interior Ministry of Dagestan. Another law enforcement officer stationed nearby and several civilians were injured and taken to hospital. The bomber was identified as a resident of Makhachkala.

**May 3, 2011**

An improvised explosive device went off in the night of May in the center of Moscow and injured a police officer.

**April 26, 2011**

An explosion took place in Volgograd in the city traffic building. There were many victims. The second explosive device went off near a police academy in Volgograd during
a clearance operation. No one was hurt. Items similar to explosive devices were found near a check point of the Law Academy of the Ministry of Interior of Russia in Volgograd.

**April 25, 2011**

In the factory district of Grozny, two armed men were blocked in an apartment building by units of the Chechen Interior Ministry. Surrounded, blew themselves up after they ran out of ammunition.

**January 24, 2011**

In Moscow, in the hall of the international arrival terminal common area of "Domodedovo" airport. There was a massive explosion produced by a suicide bomber. According to official data of the Ministry of Emergency Situations, the suicide attack killed 37 people and injured 180.

**March 29, 2010**

Two explosions occurred in the Moscow subway. The first explosion at the metro station "Lubyanka" station occurred at 07.56. The second explosion occurred at 08.40 at the station "Park Kultury". According to the FSB, the terrorist attacks on the stations "Lubyanka" and "Park Kultury" in the Moscow metro were committed by suicide bombers. As a result of two explosions in the Moscow subway, 35 were killed and 73 were injured.

**November 27, 2009**

At 21:34 on the border of Novgorod and Tver, four carriages of a passenger train Moscow to St. Petersburg were the victims of the accident so-called "Nevsky Express", which was the result of an explosion. As a result of the disaster 96 people were hospitalized, two of
whom died. Russian neo-nazi/nationalist group “Combat 18” assumed responsibility for the bombing.

November 6, 2008

At about 14 o'clock in the North Ossetian capital of Vladikavkaz, near the central market, at the intersection of Vatutina and Kuibyshev, a taxi car exploded. A suicide bomber detonated an explosive device which killed 12 people and injured 30.

October 31, 2007

In the central area of Togliatti at 08:12 local time at the intersection of Marx and Gagarin near the bus stop "Space" there was an explosion in a passenger bus which killed 8 and wounded 56 people. The organizer of the terrorist attack may be the leader of the Chechen separatists Doku Umarov.

August 13, 2007

In the Novgorod region on the train route that links Moscow and Saint Petersburg there was an explosion that derailed the locomotive and 12 wagons. As a result of the accident, 60 were injured and 16 were seriously injured.

February 18, 2007

In the center of St. Petersburg there was an explosion in a McDonald's. Six people were injured including a German tourist.
June 12, 2005

At 153 km from Moscow, a passenger train from Grozny-Moscow was derailed. The explosion injured 42 passengers, no fatalities.

January 26, 2005

An explosion at a bus stop in Voronezh. No casualties were reported.

September 1-3, 2004

1300 people were taken hostage in the Beslan school in North Ossetia. According to official figures, 331 people were killed, including 172 children.

August 31, 2004

Explosion in Moscow near the metro station "Riga". Killed 10 and injured more than 50 people.

August 24, 2004

An explosion at a bus stop near the metro station "Kashira" (Moscow). 4 people were injured. As a result of terrorist attacks, two busses crashed killing all passengers and crew, a total of 89 people.

July 26, 2004

An explosion at a bus stop in Voronezh. 11 people received injuries of varying severity.

July 19, 2004

An explosion at a bus stop in Voronezh. One person was killed and seven were injured.
May 9, 2004

An explosion at the "Dinamo" stadium in Grozny killed 9 people (including the former president of Chechnya, Akhmad Kadyrov).

February 2004

An explosion on the outskirts of Voronezh injured two people.

February 6, 2004

An explosion in the Moscow subway on the stretch between stations "Paveletskaya" and "Avtozavodskaya" took place. According to official figures, 40 people were killed, more than a hundred were injured.

December 5, 2003

An explosion in the electric train Kislovodsk - Mineralnye Vody. 42 people were killed, about 100 wounded.

December 9, 2003

An explosion at the hotel "National" in the center of Moscow. 6 people were killed, another 14 were injured.

September 3, 2003

On the platform of Podkumok - White Coal (Stavropol Territory), an explosion occurred and 6 people were killed and about 80 injured.
August 1, 2003

A car packed with explosives drove into the territory of a military hospital in Mozdok (North Ossetia). 50 people were killed and more than 80 wounded.

August 10, 2003

A woman suicide bomber detonated an explosive device and blew herself up in the restaurant "Ginger" in the center of Moscow which killed one person.

July 5, 2003

Two female suicide bombers in Moscow in Tushino blew themselves up during the festival "Wings". 16 people were killed and about 40 wounded.

June 5, 2003

A female suicide bomber in Mozdok attacked a bus, killing 19 people.

May 14, 2003

A female suicide bomber blew herself up and 20 people during a religious festival in the Gudermes district of Chechnya in the village Iliskhan-Yurt.

May 12, 2003

A truck packed with explosives driven by a suicide bomber, exploded near the Interior Ministry and the FSB building in the town of Znamenskoye (Chechnya Nadterechniy district). Residentials houses were destroyed, 59 people were killed and more than 300 were wounded.
December 27, 2002

Two cars packed with explosives controlled by bombers attacked government buildings in the specially protected area in the center of Grozny. They killed at least 72 people and 210 were injured.

October 23-26, 2002

More than 1000 hostages were captured in a Moscow theater in Dubrovka during a demonstration of the musical "Nord-Ost". 130 hostages were killed in the terrorist attack and during the "anti-terrorist" operation of special services.

October 19, 2002

An explosion at the restaurant "McDonald's" on the street Pokryshkina in Moscow killed 1 person and injured 8.

May 9, 2002

A landmine explosion in the Dagestani city of Kaspiysk during a parade on Victory Day killed 42 people.

April 28, 2002

An explosion at the market in Vladikavkaz killed 8 people and injured 40.

November 10, 2001

An explosion in the market in Vladikavkaz killed 5 people and wounded 44.
March 24, 2001

In the cities of Mineralnye Vody and Yessentuki in the Stavropol Territory and in the village adyge-khabl Karachay-Cherkessia, three terrorist acts were committed and killed 28 people and injured 200.

February 6, 2001

An explosion in the Moscow metro station "Belorusskaya" injured about 10 people.

December 9, 2000

A car bomb exploded in the Chechen village of Alkhan-Yurt killed 21 people and left more than 20 wounded.

December 8, 2000

An explosion took place in Pyatigorsk at a market on the street. and wounded 25 people.

October 6, 2000

An explosion took place on the platform of the railway station in Pyatigorsk and another two explosions in Nevinnomyssk (Stavropol Territory) which killed two people and injured 20.

August 8, 2000

An explosion in the center of Moscow at the underpass at Pushkin Square took place and killed 7 people, 6 more died later in hospital from his injuries. 118 people, including six children, were injured.
July 9, 2000

An explosion at the Central market of Vladikavkaz killed 6 people and wounded 18.

July 5, 2000

An explosion in Volgograd Chekalin street. No victims.

May 31, 2000

An explosion in Volgograd Prospect Zhukova. One person was killed and 15 wounded.

September 16, 1999

A house was blown up in the city of Volgodonsk, Rostov region. 18 people were killed. In total 310 people were injured.

September 13, 1999

An explosion in an apartment building in Moscow on the street Kashira killed more than 124 people, including 13 children.

September 9, 1999

An explosion in an apartment building in Moscow on the street. Guryanov. 109 people were killed and more than 200 injured.

September 4, 1999

In the city of Buinaksk (Dagestan), a 5-storey house was blown up which killed 64 people, including 23 children. 146 people were injured.
August 31, 1999

An explosion in an underground shopping complex at the Manege Square in Moscow took place. One person was killed and dozens injured.

May 16, 1999

Three explosions in a military town in the vicinity Satellite Vladikavkaz took place and 4 people were killed and 9 injured.

April 26, 1999

An explosion in the elevator of "Intourist" Hotel in Moscow. 11 people were injured.

March 9, 1999

An explosion at the central market in Vladikavkaz. 67 people were killed and over 100 injured.
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